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Abstract
Accurately representing and understanding the dynamics driving the global
carbon cycle are of strong significance for the study of the Earth System
as well as for reliable climate change projections. Model development in
the biogeochemistry field traditionally relies on empirical studies and on
already established theoretical foundations.
With increased data availability, model development in the field of bio-
geochemistry has started to open more to the use of machine learning
approaches for helping to validate and calibrate the existing model for-
mulations. However, the validity of the studied model structures are not
often debated.
This thesis introduces a novel framework for modelling biogeochemistry
fluxes by using symbolic regression approaches to automatically generate
interpretable mathematical models.
The thesis starts by first illustrating the potential of gene expression pro-
gramming (GEP) to discover interesting models as mathematical formulas
based entirely on real time series data measured at a single monitoring site.
The GEP discovered models perform better predictions than already estab-
lished models in the ecology community. Further, the GEP models have
the advantage of being represented as mathematical formulas that can be
used similarly to natural laws from the ecology community. Still, the com-
plexity of GEP models makes it difficult to really interpret the described
model dynamics.
To tackle model complexity GEP is extended with CMA-ES for perform-
ing local parameter optimizations in the evolution process. The result-
ing algorithm is CMAGEP, a novel system that is a GEP and ES hybrid
approach capable of delivering more accurate and more compact solu-
tions compared to standard GEP. Generating compact solutions means that
CMAGEP discovers mathematical models that can be more easily inter-
pretable, and that can be more easily combined with already established
knowledge.
CMAGEP is successfully used for modelling various carbon fluxes; first
it helps discover non-linear dynamics in the carbon cycle at an Arctic site
and produce a very compact solution, and secondly, it reveals interesting
and relevant patterns in the underlying processes determining the global
terrestrial carbon exchanges.
Considering the important results shown in this extensive interdisciplinary
study it becomes clear that by introducing the new CMAGEP system, an
important contribution was made to the field of symbolic regression by
giving deserved attention to the often neglected aspect of interpretability.
Furthermore, the application of CMAGEP in a symbolic regression frame-
work to model terrestrial carbon fluxes helped build novel knowledge in
the ecology field, giving this approach a significant potential for other fu-
ture applications.
Zusammenfassung
Die Dynamik, die den globalen Kohlenstoffkreislauf antreibt, genau darzustellen
und zu verstehen, ist von großer Bedeutung fu¨r das Studium des Erdsys-
tems und fu¨r zuverla¨ssige Prognosen zum Klimawandel. Die Modellen-
twicklung in der Biogeochemie beruht traditionell auf empirischen Stu-
dien und auf bereits etablierten theoretischen Grundlagen.
Mit zunehmender Datenverfu¨gbarkeit hat die Modellentwicklung auf dem
Gebiet der Biogeochemie begonnen, sich mehr fu¨r den Einsatz von Meth-
oden des maschinellen Lernens zu o¨ffnen, um die bestehenden Modell-
formulierungen zu validieren und zu kalibrieren. Die Validita¨t der unter-
suchten Modellstrukturen wird jedoch nicht oft diskutiert.
Diese Arbeit stellt einen neuartigen Rahmen fu¨r die Modellierung von
biogeochemischen Flu¨ssen vor, indem mithilfe von symbolischen Regres-
sionsansa¨tzen interpretierbare mathematische Modelle automatisch gener-
iert werden.
Die Arbeit beginnt damit, zuna¨chst das Potenzial der Gene Expression
Programming (GEP) aufzuzeigen, um interessante Modelle als mathema-
tische Formeln automatisch aus Echtzeit-Zeitseriendaten abzuleiten, die
an nur einem Ort gemessen worden sind. Das GEP hat dabei Modelle
generiert, die eine bessere Performanz als bereits etablierte Modelle der
O¨kologie-Community aufweisen. Ferner haben die erzeugten Modelle
den Vorteil, dass sie als mathematische Formeln repra¨sentiert werden, die
den Formeln der O¨kologie-Community a¨hnlich sind. Allerdings macht die
Komplexita¨t der GEP-Modelle es schwierig, die beschriebene Modelldy-
namik zu interpretieren.
Im na¨chsten Schritt der Arbeit wurde GEP um eine lokale Parameterop-
timierung mittels der CMA-ES erweitert. Das resultierende CMAGEP-
System ist ein GEP- und ES-Hybridansatz, der Lo¨sungen liefert, die im
Vergleich zu Standard GEP Kohlenstoffflu¨sse sowohl genauer als auch
auch kompakter beschreiben. Die Generierung von kompakten Lo¨sun-
gen bedeutet, dass mathematische Modelle entdeckt werden, die leichter
interpretiert werden ko¨nnen und die sich einfacher mit bereits etabliertem
Wissen kombinieren lassen.
Im Anschluss wird CMAGEP erfolgreich zur Modellierung von unter-
schiedlichen Kohlenstoffflu¨ssen verwendet; Erstens hilft es, nichtlineare
Dynamiken im Kohlenstoffkreislauf an einem arktischen Standort zu ent-
decken und eine sehr kompakte Lo¨sung zu erzeugen, und zweitens of-
fenbart es interessante und relevante Muster in den zugrunde liegenden
Prozessen, die den globalen terrestrischen Kohlenstoffaustausch bestim-
men.
Betrachtet man die wichtigen Ergebnisse dieser umfangreichen interdiszi-
plina¨ren Studie, so wird deutlich, dass mit der Einfu¨hrung des neuen CMAGEP
Systems ein wichtiger Beitrag zum Bereich der symbolischen Regres-
sion mit dem oft vernachla¨ssigten aber bedeutsamen Aspekt der Inter-
pretierbarkeit geleistet wurde. Daru¨ber hinaus trug die Anwendung von
CMAGEP zur Modellierung terrestrischer Kohlenstoffflu¨sse dazu bei, neues
Wissen auf dem Gebiet der O¨kologie aufzubauen, was diesem Ansatz ein
signifikantes Potenzial fu¨r andere zuku¨nftige Anwendungen verleiht.
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“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one
begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.” 
Arthur Conan Doyle (The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes–1892)
Introduction
1.1 Modelling Biogeochemical Cycles
In Biogeochemistry, some of the more important questions refer to untangling, under-
standing and accurately representing the multitude of processes involved in the Earth
System dynamics (Rounsevell et al., 2014). Answering these questions can partly be
supported by building mathematical descriptions designed to capture and simulate nat-
ural laws (Kumar et al., 2006). The process of building the necessary mathematical
descriptions is known as model development(Sˇimu˚nek and Suarez, 1993).
Due to an increase in biogeochemistry observations availability Baldocchi (2008);
McCain et al. (2006), model development can be aided and accelerated by data-driven
learning and inference, especially in the case of dynamics that are too complex to easily
describe and capture using empirical methods and currently known mechanics.
Model development in the field of biogeochemistry, currently mainly consists of
validating, calibrating and updating existing model structures and established founda-
tions with real observations (Luo et al., 2015).
In this context, although some dynamics can be well represented by established
models or parametric methods are sufficient for accurate modelling, it is possible that
for a more comprehensive description of certain responses, especially when the con-
ditions in which they appear are not easily reproducible, previously not considered,
possibly non-linear laws might be better fitting Bongard and Lipson (2005).
In order to complement the existing biogeochemistry modelling approaches and to
explore the possibility of discovering relevant new knowledge from data only, a reverse
engineering framework for model building is proposed (see Chapter 2). In the reverse
engineering framework, specifically automated model learning where little or no prior
constraints are imposed on the desired model structures, novel non-linear responses
can emerge and allow for further inference.
2
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Figure 1.1: A monitoring site for terrestrial ecosystem biogeochemical cycles.
One focus of this thesis is studying automated data-driven model development
and its to terrestrial ecosystem carbon fluxes, such as terrestrial ecosystem respiration
(Reco). The studied terrestrial ecosystem carbon exchanges were continuously moni-
tored by measuring a set of various biotic and abiotic features over a global network
Baldocchi (2003). A monitoring site example is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
1.2 Genetic Programming for Symbolic Regression
All studies of this thesis are based on data structured in sets of real numerical values
recorded for an array of features at different time instances (Fig. 1.2). The structure al-
lows for automated discovery of relations between a (sub)set of independent variables
to one target variable, otherwise known as candidate drivers and response Vladislavl-
eva et al. (2009).
The relations can be described by Eq. 1.2.1, with Y = (y1;y2; :::yn), a set of re-
sponses over n time steps and X = (xi1;xi2:::xin), i = 1:::m a set of m drivers over n
time steps.
Y (t) = Fˆ(X(t)) (1.2.1)
The modelling problem to solve then is finding Fˆ , the most appropriate mathemat-
3
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Figure 1.2: Data organization in automated model development.
ical formula to describe the response-drivers relation based on possible signals present
in available data.
In classic regression, Fˆ is already assumed to be the weighted sum of the feature
set, and the task left is to optimize as accurately as possible the set of weights asso-
ciated to X to best fit Y . In symbolic regression (SR) there are no assumptions made
on the shape and size of Fˆ with the formula also considered unknown, making the
task to solve the discovery of the Fˆ function formula first, with implicit parameter
optimization.
The task of automatically searching for the most appropriate Fˆ and building its
components can be solved by a Genetic Programming (GP) system (Koza, 1994; Lang-
don and Poli, 2002). GP is an evolutionary algorithm that automatically builds pro-
grams meant to solve problems based on prescribed high-level instructions. GP can
evolve solutions without the need to specify the shape, structure or size of the desired
solution Augusto and Barbosa (2000).
It does this by encoding solutions in expression trees that are called individuals.
The encoding allows the evolution process to typically consist of: 1) an initial gen-
eration phase, where a specific number of individuals are (randomly) generated, con-
tinued by 2) evaluation and fitness based selection, followed by 3) genetic variation,
with mutations and cross-over operations between the individuals and their respective
expression trees, leading to 4) a novel generation that repeats the evolution steps until
a predefined stop criterion is reached and a final solution (set of solutions) is returned.
Poli et al. (2008) propose that GP is most suitable to solve problems when one of
more of the following conditions are met:
1. Relations between available features are not well known or understood;
2. The complexity and shape of the solution function are part of the desired solu-
tion;
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3. An approximate solution is acceptable since GP systems build a solution only
from the available data at learning
4. There are existing methods to rank solutions and to test how appropriate the GP
returned solution is for the given problem
5. There are no unique analytical or experimental solutions that can completely
cover the applicability domain of the given problem, or if there are, these are
difficult to apply for specific conditions.
When considering the problem of modelling the response of Reco to candidate
drivers with a GP symbolic regression, many if not all conditions are met: the Reco
response to external drivers is one of the problems of that is not very well described
by the community literature (Friend, 2010; Yvon-Durocher et al., 2012); a completely
data driven model is desired for understanding if there are relevant signals to be har-
vested in measurements and not yet considered, with the final Reco response model
having no assumptions regarding structure and shape or size, although there are some
physical soundness restrictions and can be applied in a final model selection stage; the
goal is not to obtain a single global solution, but to explore the possibility to discover
novel or previously not considered components in the response of Reco to external driv-
ing factors, model structures can be compared to established models in the field with
regards to prediction accuracy; and empirical experiments cannot fully cover the large
range of possible responses of Reco to external drivers.
By solving the symbolic regression problem in the GP reverse engineering frame-
work, large part of the freedom of exploration lies in the fact that few or no assumptions
are made in relation to the type of distribution present in the data. However, the vast
freedom of search for a fitting model structure represents also the largest challenge,
as the search space can easily become harder to cover with increasing data, leading to
long waiting time for solutions (Poli et al., 2008).
The data-driven aspect of the GP symbolic regression problem for modelling Reco
makes approaching it a difficult task, as it will not completely certain if a model struc-
ture has emerged only due to the presence of significant signals in studied data or due
to the stochastic component of GP. Thus it might be difficult to generalise knowledge
gained the GP returned solution structures. It is difficult as well to state that a GP
solution is a unique or best solution (Langdon and Poli, 2002), since different math-
ematical functions show similar behaviour for specific domain values, but might be
very different outside of those values. Due to time constraints and different focus of
this thesis the equifinality problem is addressed, however only briefly.
The GP variant used to automatically produce regression models in this thesis was
the Gene Expression Programming (GEP) Ferreira (2001). GEP introduces to GP an
intermediate encoding and translation phase, with strings encoding expression trees,
and expression trees encoding mathematical solutions. The extra encoding step mimics
genetic genotype-phenotype structure, allowing for more freedom in genetic variation
and implicitly easier solution search space cover.
5
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1.2.1 Improving local parameter optimizations: CMAGEP
The interpretation aspect of model development is often disregarded for higher ac-
curacy in prediction capacity. In our work, the goal was not only that of building a
mathematical model to use for future simulations, but that of understanding internal
dynamic driving the response of terrestrial carbon fluxes. So, being able to easily read
and interpret any emerging model from the GEP data-driven model development was
necessary.
The GP associated bloat phenomenon Langdon (2000) appears often in the GEP
evolutions as well. In order to counter the exponential expansion of solution sizes
with generation count, and limit the lengths of the automatically built models, the
standard GEP framework where no specific treatment is given to local parametrizations
during the evolution process was combined with an evolutionary strategy approach for
optimizing the parameters in the top best solutions in an evolution step.
Artificial and real data experiments showed significant decrease in solution com-
plexity, improving the required aspect of interpretability.
The newly proposed algorithm is called CMAGEP, Covariance Matrix Adapted
Gene Expression Programming, and is a hybrid of GEP and CMA-ES (Hansen, 2006a),
an evolutionary strategy that was chosen due to its capacity to optimise parameter sets
for problems without needed a specified function form.
1.3 Code availability
All code used to obtain the results presented in this doctoral thesis is freely available
at https://sourceforge.net/projects/cmagep/.
1.4 Thesis questions
This doctoral thesis introduces and supports a novel framework for model develop-
ment, specifically in the biogeochemistry community, where the observations will be
the start for the inferences made on the structures of the responses of Reco to external
drivers.
Some of the main question sought out to answer with the work presented in this
doctoral thesis were:
1. Is it possible to automatically build relevant model structures for Biogeochemi-
cal processes, based entirely on observations?
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Yes. Chapter 2 shows that GEP generated models perform better than established
models from the community and due to the possibility to look at the returned
function, we were able to theorize on the inclusion of previously unconsidered
terrestrial respiration responses to drivers.
2. Is a genetic programming type of approach a good solution to this problem?
Yes. Our proposed algorithm shows encouraging results that surpass in predic-
tion performance the currently established models in the biogeochemistry com-
munity.
3. How can the complexity of model structures obtained by a genetic programming
approach be limited so that interpretability is an option? The bloat of GEP so-
lutions is limited by including a local parameter set optimization for the best
solutions of an evolution step by using CMA-ES.
4. Is it possible to quantify the generalisation capacity of a model structure ob-
tained from Biogeochemical flux observations? Possibly. The possibility to
re-optimize a model structure for local conditions was studied and the mean pre-
diction performance of the re-optimized model was compared with that of other
re-optimized models. Specific model structures seem to have better capacity to
cover conditions form other not-trained-for sites. This could be an interesting
framework and needs deeper study than the current time limited work.
5. Would such a general model structure be capable to at least capture in a good
magnitude global fluxes?
Yes. A single model is used in Chapter 5 to simulate Reco fluxes based on a small
set of features, going from discrete Reco flux cover depending on the distribution
of the measuring sites to a continuous global cover. The global yearly sum for
the daily simulated flux was in an acceptable range to established estimations.
The final model was:
Rgeco(t) = 0:71exp(0:45Si fms(t)+0:04Tair(t)) (1.4.1)
1.5 Most significant contributions
1. I have implemented a C++ software package for standard GEP;
2. GEP was used to build relevant models from real Reco flux data outperforming
community established models in prediction accuracy
7
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3. I developed and implemented a novel C++ and Python software package, CMAGEP,
containing a hybrid approach between a GEP system and a CMA-ES system
4. CMAGEP generated symbolic regression outperforming standard GEP regres-
sions with regards to prediction over established artificial and real data bench-
mark problems as well as over a real Reco data case study. More importantly
CMAGEP was shown to generate models with significantly fewer parameters,
allowing for easier interpretation and novel knowledge discovery;
5. CMAGEP was used to construct much shorter model structures than those orig-
inally used for CO2 fluxes for an Arctic measurement site, helping to better un-
derstand the main dynamics in the studied Arctic ecosystem;
6. CMAGEP was used to individually develop models for Reco at 112 real measure-
ment sites; Interesting patterns in model structures emerged and were analysed.
The patterns emerging from the 112 obtained model structures allowed to select
a single model structure for the global daily Reco flux with individual parameter
sets for each of the 112 studied sites. Furthermore, it was possible to select a
single parameter set for the unique model structure leading to a single Reco re-
sponse to external factors model was used for reasonably simulating daily Reco
fluxes for all grids of the globe in a specific year.
1.6 Thesis structure
1. Chapter 2 describes challenges in modelling terrestrial carbon fluxes and il-
lustrates the potential of using only standard GEP in the automated modelling
framework to discover new relevant laws for Reco components responses to bi-
otic and abiotic drivers.
All experiments and results presented in this chapter have been published in:
Ilie, I., Dittrich, P., Carvalhais, N., Jung, M., Heinemeyer, A., Migliavacca, M.,
Morison, J.I.L., Sippel, S., Subke, J.-A., Wilkinson, and M. Mahecha : Reverse
engineering model structures for soil and ecosystem respiration: the potential
of gene expression programming. Geoscientific Model Development, 10, 3519-
3545, 2017, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-10-3519-2017.
2. Chapter 3 introduces CMAGEP, a novel hybrid approach of GEP and CMA-ES
and illustrate the significant reducing of solutions length with CMAGEP with
slight improvements in modelling accuracy over established artificial and real
data benchmarks as well as over a real observed Reco case study.
All experiments and results presented in this chapter will be submitted for pub-
lication in: Iulia Ilie, Miguel D. Mahecha, Nuno Carvalhais, Martin Jung, Peter
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Dittrich: Evolving compact symbolic expressions by a GEP and CMA-ES hybrid
approach. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation.
3. Chapter 4 shows the successful application of CMAGEP to a different domain
than that of Reco, but to that of Methane fluxes, with CMAGEP discovering non-
linear laws to describe the response of CH4 to external factors that were not pre-
viously considered in the community. The new CMAGEP proposed models con-
tained a significantly lower set of parameters and reached a similar performance
to that of very large linear models built with traditional regression methods.
The CMAGEP experiments and results shown in this chapter were the author’s
contribution to the following published paper: Min Jung Kwon, Felix Beulig,
Iulia Ilie, Marcus Wildner, Kirsten Ku¨sel, Lutz Merbold, Miguel D. Mahecha,
Nikita Zimov, Sergey A. Zimov, Martin Heimann, Edward A. G. Schuur, Joel
E. Kostka, Olaf Kolle, Ines Hilke and Mathias Go¨ckede: Plants, microorgan-
isms, and soil temperatures contribute to a decrease in methane fluxes on a
drained Arctic floodplain. Global change biology 23 (6), 2396-2412, 2016,
doi:10.1111/gcb.13558.
4. Chapter 5 explores the presence of patterns in the structures of 112 indepen-
dently built CMAGEP for Reco based on real measurements from a global mon-
itoring network. We find that different climate types have specific responses of
Reco to its drivers, but that if a general global model structure is needed, mean
best performing model can be selected and used for reasonable simulations dur-
ing a specific year.
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Reverse engineering model structures
for soil and ecosystem respiration: the
potential of GEP
Abstract
Accurate model representation of land-atmosphere carbon fluxes is essential for cli-
mate projections. However, the exact responses of carbon cycle processes to climatic
drivers often remain uncertain. Presently, knowledge derived from experiments, com-
plemented with a steadily evolving body of mechanistic theory provides the main basis
for developing such models. The strongly increasing availability of measurements may
facilitate new ways of identifying suitable model structures using machine learning.
Here, the potential of gene expression programming (GEP) is explored with respect
to deriving relevant model formulations based solely on the signals present in data by
automatically applying various mathematical transformations to potential predictors
and repeatedly evolving the resulting model structures. In contrast to most other ma-
chine learning regression techniques, the GEP approach generates “readable” models
that allow for prediction and possibly for interpretation. The present study is based
on two cases: artificially generated data and real observations. Simulations based on
artificial data show that GEP is successful in identifying prescribed functions with the
prediction capacity of the models comparable to four state-of-the-art machine learning
methods (Random Forests, Support Vector Machines, Artificial Neural Networks, and
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Kernel Ridge Regressions). Based on real observations, the responses of the different
components of terrestrial respiration at an oak forest in south-east England were ex-
plored. The GEP retrieved models are often better in prediction than some established
respiration models. Based on their structures, previously unconsidered exponential
dependencies of respiration on seasonal ecosystem carbon assimilation and water dy-
namics. The GEP models are only partly portable across respiration components; the
identification of a “general” terrestrial respiration model possibly prevented by equi-
finality issues. Overall, GEP is a promising tool for uncovering new model structures
for terrestrial ecology in the data rich era, complementing more traditional modelling
approaches.
Highlights
 The current work explores if the process of model building for describing ecosys-
tem CO2 fluxes can be, to a large extent, automated.
 It is shown that Gene Expression Programming combined with parameter opti-
mization can be a useful algorithm to automatically derive models from ecolog-
ical time series.
 Alternative models are proposed for the influence of key environmental variables
on various respiratory fluxes CO2 in an oak forest.
 Conventional ecosystem response functions can be revised by new models iden-
tified with gene expression programming.
2.1 Introduction
One prerequisite to understand and anticipate the global consequences of anthropogenic
climate change is an accurate quantitative description of the terrestrial carbon cycle
(Bonan, 2016; Heimann and Reichstein, 2008; Luo et al., 2015). However, the de-
scription of the mechanisms underlying the total terrestrial efflux of CO2 (Peng et al.,
2014a), often referred to as “terrestrial ecosystem respiration” (Reco), varies across the
scientific literature and existing global models. This is partly because Reco does not
originate from a single process but is the sum of fluxes from different autotrophic and
heterotrophic respiration processes that operate across different temporal and spatial
scales and compartments (e.g. soil depths). Hence, it is experimentally very diffi-
cult to disentangle the main abiotic and biotic factors driving respiratory processes at
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the ecosystem level (Trumbore, 2006) and to derive suitable models for the individ-
ual respiration processes. In the remaining manuscript the term “model” is used as an
equivalent of “response functions” i.e. some analytic description of how environmental
drivers influence ecosystem fluxes.
Traditionally, respiration models have been based on some theoretical consider-
ations but largely remain empirical in nature (e.g. Gilmanov et al., 2010; Hoffmann
et al., 2015; Reichstein and Beer, 2008). Conventional model building (Fig. 2.1) is
primarily hypothesis driven and capitalizes both on some understanding of the system
and reported scaled experiments (Migliavacca et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2008).
Gupta et al. (2012) describe this common paradigm of model development as a four
step approach involving : observational, conceptual, mathematical and, computational
phases (see also e.g. Bennett et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2009). During the observa-
tional phase, the system under scrutiny is monitored and observations are assembled,
ideally representing process responses to hypothesized driving variables. Based on
these observations, a conceptual model is proposed, which is subsequently guiding
the formulations of mathematical representations of the system states and dependen-
cies. The mathematical description then provides the basis for computational models
that are used for simulations (Jakeman et al., 2006). Model-data integration may ad-
ditionally lead to iterative structural revisions or parameter optimizations (Williams
et al., 2009). This conventional approach to model development is also characteristic
of different kinds of ecological model building, including the development of biogeo-
chemical models (Williams et al., 2009).
The current Chapter explores the possibility of reverse engineering offering an au-
tomated alternative to model development for predicting terrestrial carbon fluxes (Fig.
2.1). In reverse engineering, the work flow is fundamentally different (Bongard and
Lipson, 2007), comprising: a database set-up phase, a computational phase, a math-
ematical phase and, a conceptual phase (Gupta et al., 2012). The rationale behind
reordering the key phases is firstly to minimize the human influence and perception
biases that might shape the formulation of new hypotheses, and secondly to increase
the chance for novel model structures to automatically emerge from the available data
and that would not be so obvious from a direct analysis. Reverse engineering is aiming
at identifying some mathematical representation of a system that is to a large degree
independent from a priori conceptualizations; in the current case, the respiratory re-
sponse of terrestrial ecosystems to environmental drivers. Reverse engineering leaves
the model construction up to an algorithm and is therefore a way to empirically learn
from observations with minimal user input.
Of course, expert knowledge still has a large influence on the modelling process,
as only a certain set of variables can be measured and even a smaller subset is indeed
available for model development, which includes the restriction to a certain plausible
number of time lags, and hence full objectivity of automatic model development cannot
be truly achieved. Furthermore, expert knowledge comes into play when the algorithm
is set for running, by tuning the set of parameters according to the problem needed to
be solved and as well during the observation collection and during the final decision on
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Figure 2.1: Direct approach and reverse engineering in model development for
describing dynamical systems. Existing and possible steps needed in the process
of building a model. For the direct approach, the process starts with the building
of hypothesis from existing knowledge, the hypothesis is then subject of abstraction
and summarized in a mathematical model that has two components: the structure and
the parameters. The mathematical model can be translated into a computational form
that will generate predictions. Depending on how well the predicted values manage
to recreate the available observations, the model’s parameters are calibrated or if the
general trends are missed, there might be need for structural reformulation. On the
other hand, in the reverse engineering approach, a machine learning method is used to
generate a set of candidate models that are then compared with the available observa-
tions and which according to the prediction capacity may have to go through structural
changes by automatic evolution or through a final parameter adaptation. From the set
of evolved models, the best model in terms of prediction capacity is chosen and its
structure will be the basis for hypothesis building, as an expert would try to explain
why a specific structure was automatically evolved and whether the structure of the
model can be explained from the studied system intrinsic processes. If that will be the
case, and the structure has not emerged randomly, the conclusions can be compared
with the existing knowledge which can be reconfirmed or new aspects of the studied
system might be brought into light.
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whether the solution returned by the algorithm actually makes sense at all and whether
it can be further used. Nevertheless, by shifting the moment when the analyst make
the decision regarding the selected model, a larger degree of objectivity in modelling
is achieved.
Reverse engineering is close to machine learning based regression techniques,
where various candidate model formulations and specifications are explored in order to
minimize the prediction error. The fundamental difference from typical model building
is that reverse engineering typically provides a symbolic regression, that is, the result-
ing structures are ideally directly readable as mathematical functions (i.e. response
functions) and can be interpreted. The readable character of the returned solutions
allows to consider the applicability of the derived structures in other system domains
(Ashworth et al., 2012).
Here, the focus is on the “Gene Expression Programming” (GEP, Ferreira, 2001)
reverse engineering approach. GEP is an evolutionary algorithm that constructs math-
ematical response functions. In its essence, GEP basically converges to a solution
after rejecting a large number of potential regression models over a certain amount of
evolutionary steps. Due to its structural design, GEP can be applied in a wide range
of empirical modelling problems (Khatibi et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2014b; Traore and
Guven, 2013), including (soil) hydrology (Fernando et al., 2009; Hashmi and Sham-
seldin, 2014). To the best of the author’s knowledge the potential of GEP has not yet
been explored for modelling biogeochemical fluxes in terrestrial ecosystems.
This study seeks to understand as well whether automating model development can
provide new insights in understanding the dynamics of terrestrial respiration processes.
The study is based on data from a long-term monitoring experiment of Reco compo-
nents i.e. above ground respiration, root respiration, mycorrhiza respiration, soil au-
totrophic, and soil heterotrophic respiration. The monitoring was done separately but
in a time-synchronized way over two years and is described in detail by Heinemeyer
et al. (2012).
The fundamental question addressed in this chapter is whether regression models
can be constructed more objectively by leaving the task of proposing a final regression
model to an algorithm rather than directly to an analyst. The need for human intuition
during the actual process of constructing a regression model becomes reduced, and
the input of expert knowledge shifts towards identifying input variables, parameters, a
suitable cost function and model plausibility.
The current study investigates as well if automatically derived model structures
differ substantially from models conventionally used in the study of Reco and its com-
ponents or, if they are consistent with established theory. The separation of Reco into
its components also allowed us to test the portability of individual model structures
across different respiration components. In this sense, the current study investigates
whether a generic “respiration” response can be derived, or if specific formulations for
a range of respiration components are required.
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2.1.1 Study structure
First, the GEP methodology is introduced and its performance is assessed for symbolic
regression type of problems using an artificial experiment under varying degrees of
noise contamination designed to resemble Reco. Second, GEP is applied to model the
various respiration observations provided by Heinemeyer et al. (2012).
The observational record provided by Heinemeyer et al. (2012) is exceptional, be-
cause measurements of soil or ecosystem respiration that are typically only integrated,
are here continuously and regularly measured, and the components measured offer a
perfect test case for the GEP methodology.
For both the artificial experiment and real world observations, the prediction error
of GEP with other state-of-the-art machine learning regression approaches are sys-
tematically confronted. In addition, the modelling approach is adjusted such that the
objective function (or fitness function) accounts not only for absolute or relative error,
but also reduces structure in the residuals. The discussion focuses on the comparison
of the various GEP derived models, their equifinality, and performance compared to
widely used literature models.
2.2 Method
The current relies on the GEP method (Ferreira, 2001) which automatically constructs
model structures based on a set of given observations. As the needed models are mathe-
matical structures, their construction can be achieved by solving a symbolic regression
(Kotanchek et al., 2013) type of problem. That is, the interest is not only in deter-
mining an optimal set of parameters for a known regression, but here, discovering the
symbolic form of the regression itself is done by identifying the most important pre-
dictors and their functional transformations. The general GEP approach in solving
symbolic regressions is presented in the following section and is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
2.2.1 GEP: Gene Expression Programming
The process of finding the most suitable model structure based on signal present in
data in GEP starts with an initial generation of n possible model structures (Fig. 2.3,
A). These can be called evolution individuals and in GEP, they are known as “chromo-
somes”. The chromosomes are composed of a fixed number of “genes” that are con-
nected by a binary mathematical operator. Each gene is encoded in a string with a fixed
length that contains specific characters that map to either a set of possible predictors,
e.g. A = fa;bg ! Am = fx1;x2g or a set of their possible functional transformations,
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Figure 2.2: The work flow used in solving symbolic regression problems with
GEP.. The process of evolving an optimal solution from observations starts with ran-
domly generating a set number of evolution individuals called chromosomes. The
chromosomes are composed of genes that are sets of strings encoding expression trees
that can be translated into mathematical expressions in the subsequent step. Following
the mathematical expression comes the evaluation of each emerging individual (model)
against the target variable values and for each one a fitness values is assigned. If the
stopping criterion has not been reached (e.g.. best fitness possible, highest number of
generations allowed, convergence etc.) the best individual in terms of fitness is saved
and the remaining set of chromosomes are selected for genetic manipulation. When the
stop criterion is reached, the parameters of the best chromosome is calibrated against
the training data with an optimization approach, the CMA-ES, and the best solution is
returned.
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e.g. F = f+; ;L;Eg!Fm = faddition,substraction,logarithm,exponentialg, (see Fig.
2.3, A).
The choice of input functions used for applying mathematical transformations on
the predictors depends on the type of problem solved with GEP. When the problem is
a symbolic regression type of problem, as here, most often a set of primitive functions
is proposed; such as addition, multiplication, exponential and so on. More complex
functions could increase model complexity too much and risk over fitting. However if
there are already known functional transformations of certain predictors that could be
part of the final desired solution, the user can define a new function and introduce it in
the set of input functions.
All genes are made up of a “ gene head”, containing a combination of characters
mapping to both predictors and functional transformations and a “ gene tail”, with
characters that map only to predictors. The gene length is given by gl = hl + tl , where
tl = ( fmax  1) hl + 1, with gl as gene length, hl head length, tl tail length and fmax
as the maximum parity of a functional transformation.
As in biology evolution, regardless of the actual length, the GEP genes have active
sections of variable length called “open reading frames” (ORF) that can encode vari-
ous expression trees which can be evaluated into mathematical expressions (Ferreira,
2006). The lengths of the ORFs are determined only after the encoded expression trees
are translated using an internal reading language (see Fig. Fig. 2.3, B). Ferreira (2001)
argues that, the power of GEP lies in its use of fixed length linear strings for represent-
ing expression trees (ET) of varied shapes and sizes that simplifies the evolutionary
process, and helps reach a final solution faster.
The total number of chromosomes generated over each evolution step make up the
GEP population. The evolution steps are also known as “generations”. The maxi-
mum number of generations allowed to run until reaching a solution is often used as a
stopping criterion.
One of the crucial components of model developing within an evolutionary algo-
rithm is the selection process. In GEP, the chromosomes can be translated into mathe-
matical expressions that can be evaluated, and a distance between the current structure
based predictions and the original target is computed. The measures are known as
“fitness values” and are assigned to all the chromosomes in the population at each gen-
eration by means of a predefined fitness function. The evolution of the final solution
with GEP is done based on optimizing the fitness function values after each genera-
tion, usually by minimizing prediction error, but more complex criteria can be taken
into account as well.
Once all the fitness values have been computed and assigned, the chromosomes in
a generation are sorted from best to worst fit.
If no stop criteria has been met, preparations for the reproduction of new chromo-
somes for the next generation are made. The chromosome with the best fitness value
is reproduced unchanged in the first position of the new generation. For filling the
remaining n-1 positions, chromosomes are selected from the entire population for the
new generation with a tournament procedure, n-1 times.
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In tournament selection, 2 chromosomes are randomly selected from the entire
population and the individual with the better fitness value goes through.
For insuring that novel material is introduced in the pool of possible model struc-
tures, n-1 newly selected chromosomes are subject to genetic operators, such as: mu-
tation, recombination, transposition and inversion as presented in Fig. 2.3, D, that can
fully change the encoded mathematical expressions (see Fig. 2.3, C).
Once the population of chromosomes is ready for the new generation, the evolution
procedure is repeated until a stop criterion is reached, such as best fitness achieved,
maximum number of unimproved generations is reached, time limit, etc.
The hyper-parameter needed for a GEP run, i.e the set of all parameters that need
to be fixed before a GEP run is performed, has either components with recommended
default values, especially for the genetic operator rates considered when applying the
available genetic operators (Ferreira, 2006), or has components for which the values
have been established empirically after experience in working with the GEP approach.
The latter typically depend on the requirements of the problem looked to solve.
Such is the case for setting the length the gene head, or the number of genes in a
chromosome that can be lower if the interest is in obtaining more compact solutions,
with larger values possibly leading to a fast expansion of solution length which can
easily over-fit the initial target. When the lengths of the chromosomes are kept too
low, the structures in the population can convergence too soon to a unique solution that
might lack the ability to capture meaningful signals present in the training data, due to
low diversity of the encoded expression trees.
Another important component of the hyper-parameter to fix is the mutation rate
which is one of the genetic variation operators. When the mutation rate is too large,
it can become disruptive and lead to loss of information acquired along the previous
evolutionary time steps, reducing the general convergence of the GEP run. Conversely,
if the rate is too low, relevant structures may not be constructed in the given time limit.
The current implementation of the GEP approach does not contain an explicit pop-
ulation diversity management component which could increase the confidence that a
certain solution did not just appear by chance, but that it was actually selected over a
larger pool of possible model structure types. In order to reduce stochastic bias and
avoid getting stuck in local optima that would produce over-fitted results, the practical
approach of multi-start (multiple runs with the same settings) is chosen as proposed by
Ferreira (2006).
The version of the GEP method presented in this chapter was implemented by the
first author in the C++ language and is freely available upon request. All the exper-
iments reported in this work were executed on a cluster running SuSE SLES 11 SP1
and StorNEXT (global file system running on the IO nodes) and that contains 868 CPU
cores, 14.5 TB RAM, 1.2 PB file space. The large performance capacity of the cluster
allowed for multiple parallel runs and speed in reaching the final solutions.
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Figure 2.3: GEP evolution process components.A. Initial random generation of genes
for creating chromosomes, the individuals evolved by GEP. B.GEP internal transla-
tion process from strings to expression trees and mathematical expressions.C. Changes
made in the mathematical expression when applying the mutation operator on the genes
of a GEP individual.D. Types of genetic operators for changing the GEP evolution in-
dividuals.
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2.2.2 Fitness measure
In this study, the fitness measure is reported in terms of the Nash–Sutcliffe modelling
efficiency (MEF) coefficient (Bennett et al., 2010; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) which is
often used in the context of quantifying the performance of terrestrial biosphere models
(Migliavacca et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2009). The MEF is computed as
MEF = 1 
n
å
i=1
(oi  pi)2
n
å
i=1
(oi  o¯)2
(2.2.1)
where oi is the observed value at step i and pi is the predicted value at step i and
o¯ is the mean of observed values. MEF values range between  ¥ and 1, where an
MEF value of 1 corresponds to the case where the predicted and observed values are
identical. A negative MEF value means that the predictions are worse than the mean
of the observations in recreating the observed signal. MEF=0 indicates that the models
prediction are as good as a prediction by o¯.
During the GEP learning process however, the (1-MEF) measure was used to min-
imize the fitness function values.
Although the MEF metric offers a straightforward interpretation, it does not take
the number of parameters of the models into account. In real-world applications, it
might be desirable to derive models with fewer parameters if those are not (much)
worse in terms of prediction capacity than models with higher number of free terms.
Thus, the cost (fitness) function includes a normalized term related to number of pa-
rameters (ratio of current number of parameters to maximum number of possible pa-
rameters given the GEP run settings).
Moreover, any systematic pattern in the model residuals needs to be reduced as
the latter should ideally only represent uncorrelated noise. To meet this criterion, the
fitness function includes a term related to the information content (entropy) in the
residual time series. Entropy values would be maximized for data without structure
(i.e. white noise), and lower entropy values would be obtained for structured data, e.g.
correlated stochastic or deterministic processes (Rosso et al., 2007) . The information
content in a time series is typically quantified by the Shannon Entropy (SE, C. E.
Shannon and Shannon (1948)) , i.e. a term of the form
SE(X) =  
N
å
i=1
pi ln [pi] : (2.2.2)
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Here, X = fpi; i= 1; : : : ;Ng denotes a probability distribution with åNi=1 pi = 1 and
N possible states.
In short, the calculation of an entropy as a measure for randomness from a time
series (e.g. Shannon’s entropy) requires to determine a probability distribution that un-
derlies the time series (or dynamical system), which is usually done by a partitioning
step (also called phase space reconstruction in other contexts). This is a fundamental
step in the methodology, and various methods have been used to arrive at this prob-
ability distribution, for instance frequency or histogram-based measures, procedures
based on amplitude statistics, or symbolic dynamics (see e.g Kowalski et al. (2011) for
an overview).
As the aim is to minimize structure in the residuals, the temporal order becomes
important. In recent years, the Bandt-Pompe approach has become popular, because
it directly takes time sequences into account: The technique hence divides the time
series into ordinal sequences (i.e. ordinal patterns, or symbolic sequences), and then
computes entropy measures directly from the probability distribution of these ordinal
patterns (Bandt and Pompe, 2002).
This approach has a number of advantages, namely that it is robust to noise (no
sensitivity to numeric outliers) and to trends or drift in the data, it is an (almost) non-
parametric method and no prior assumptions about the data are needed (the only pa-
rameter that has to be specified is the embedding dimension, i.e. window length), and
allows to disentangle various possible states of the system that are then encoded in the
probability distribution (see e.g. Zanin et al. (2012) for a review of the method and
applications).
The single parameter that needs specification is the window length. This parameter
is fixed to ndemb = 4 throughout the entire manuscript following previous work on
ecosystem gross primary productivity dynamics by Sippel et al. (2016).
The final normalized form of the fitness function further used in this work is:
CEM =
r
(1 MEF)2+( P
Pmax
)2+(1 SE)2 (2.2.3)
Pmax = ng l (2.2.4)
where, CEM stands from here on for ”complexity corrected efficiency in modelling”, P
is the number of parameters present in a model structure, Pmax is the maximum number
of parameters possible for each individual from a GEP run set-up,ng is the number of
genes in a chromosome and l is the length of a gene.
For assessing the effect of adding the entropy component for the residuals in the
CEM fitness function, a fitness measure containing elements regarding only the MEF
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and the number of parameters was introduced as well .
MEF+NP =
r
(1 MEF)2+( P
Pmax
)2 (2.2.5)
For all experiments reported in this chapter, the optimization is done by minimizing
the CEM fitness function values. The best value that can be reached for all presented
fitness functions is 0.
2.2.3 Parameter optimization
The GEP algorithm does not have a specific treatment of constants in the building of
model formulations but mutations can change both the model structure and constants.
However, the scaling of constant values (model parameters) might be a decisive factor
in adequately determining the fitness of a formulation. Without this, a model structure
might be discarded regardless of potentially being a very powerful candidate. Further-
more, model parameters are often very informative regarding a system’s sensitivity to
some modifications of the drivers. These aspects have led to the addition of a final
parameter optimization step at the end of each GEP run.
In order to obtain an optimal set of parameters for the GEP extracted model struc-
tures, an approach that would be applicable in a large set of generated search spaces
was necessary. Here, the “Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy” (CMA-
ES, Hansen et al. (2003)) is used for optimization. The CMA-ES is a stochastic opti-
mization algorithm that seeks to minimize a fitness function by estimating and adapting
a covariance matrix according to a sampling from a multivariate normal distribution
(Auger and Hansen, 2005; Beyer and Schwefel, 2002). According to Hansen (2006b),
one of the main arguments in favour of the CMA-ES approach is that it has shown
good results even in the case of ill-posed problems (Kabanikhin, 2008), which may
very well be the case for some of the GEP structures that are automatically generated.
The CMA-ES version used for the final step of optimization is the Hansen Python
implementation found at https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cma.
2.3 Experimental design
For exploring the possibility of using GEP in developing relevant model structures for
describing the terrestrial carbon fluxes, two case studies were designed: Firstly, an
experiment based on artificially generated data to better understand and present the
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general properties and capacities of GEP. Secondly, the use of GEP on real measure-
ments of various respiratory flux components monitored continuously over two years
in an oak forest (Heinemeyer et al., 2011) was studied.
2.3.1 Artificial experiments
These experiments were designed to explore whether the author’s implementation of
the GEP method is suitable for symbolic regression type of problems, and how ro-
bust/vulnerable it is across various signal to noise ratios. A set of functions with in-
creasing levels of non-linearity were basis to generate data points.
f (x1) = 2x1+1 (2.3.1)
f (x1) = x21+3x1+5 (2.3.2)
f (x1) = ex1 +1 (2.3.3)
f (x1) = e x1  x1 (2.3.4)
f (x1) = x21 4sin(x1) (2.3.5)
f (x1) = x31+6x
2
1+11x1 6 (2.3.6)
f (x1;x2) = x2x1 (2.3.7)
f (x1;x2) = x2x1 3cos(x1) (2.3.8)
f (x1;x2) = 2x21+3x
2
2 (2.3.9)
f (x1;x2;x3) = 2x21+3x
2
2+2sin(x3) (2.3.10)
2000 data points were randomly generated with x1 2 [1;20];x2 2 [1;5];x3 2 [1;100]
and all the functional transformations were done based on the same initial set of 2000
data points. Out of the 2000 data points, 1000 data points were used for training, while
1000 data points were reserved for validation. The GEP settings used for each of the
20 runs are given in Table 2.1. If a returned structure was identical to the originally
prescribed function or if (1 MEF)  10 5 at validation, the retrieval of the original
structure was considered to be a success. For allowing the approaches to do an auto-
matic feature selection, all 3 variables, x1;x2;x3, were used for learning and validation
for all 10 functions in the benchmark set.
For investigating the capacity of GEP to reconstruct a simple model used in the
ecology field as well, an artificial test was done for the “Q10” model that is used in the
field for simulating the response of ecosystem respiration to change in air temperature
of 10oC at a reference temperature of 15oC The formulation used for the “Q10” model
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is:
Reco = 2(0:1Tair 1:5) (2.3.11)
with Reco as ecosystem respiration flux and Tair, the air temperature. Again, 2000 data
points were generated for both predictor and target and using half for training 100 runs
and half for validation. The modelling capacity of the best structure in terms of fitness
value at validation is reported.
In order to investigate the response of the GEP approach to noise contaminated
data, Gaussian noise scaling with signal amplitude was introduced as often as observed
in the case of terrestrial ecosystem (Lasslop et al., 2012) and soil respiration (Lavoie
et al., 2015) fluxes. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, measured as ratios of standard
deviations) was varied between 10 and 1 in six steps.
For each of these functions and SNR levels, 100 validation data points 10 times
were sampled. 20 GEP runs were performed on the 1000 training data points and the
GEP model structure with the highest mean MEF value over the 10 validation sets was
chosen.
As the choice of fitness function was crucial for the construction of structures in a
GEP type of approach, one experiment investigated the effects of minimizing the CEM
values (eq. 2.2.3) as opposed to using only MEF (eq. 3.3.11) or MEF+NP (eq. 2.2.5)
as fitness function.
2.3.1.1 Alternative Machine Learning Methods
The prediction performance of the best GEP derived models based on the data in sec-
tion 2.3.1 was compared with the prediction performance of four commonly used state-
of-the-art machine learning methods (MLM), i.e Artificial Neural Networks, ANN,
(Yegnanarayana, 2009), Support vector Machines, SVM (Hearst, 1998), Random Forests,
RF (Breiman, 2001) and Kernel Ridge Regressions, KRR (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970).
The toolboxes and settings used for generating the predictions by the ANN and
KRR methods are described by Tramontana et al. (2016) and found in the “simple R”
regression toolbox (Lazaro-Gredilla et al., 2014). The predictions of the SVM were
obtained by using the “LIBSVM” library (Chang and Lin, 2011) from the “SimpleR”
regression toolbox where the regularization term, the insensitivity tube (tolerated er-
ror) and a kernel length scale were automatically adjusted during each run. Lastly, the
RF predictions were obtained after running the MATLAB statistics toolbox implemen-
tation with default settings. The hyper-parameters of all MLM were estimated to avoid
over-fitting during each run as presented in section S6 of Tramontana et al. (2016).
All the present machine learning approaches have been applied on the same training
data sets as those used for building the GEP models, and their predicted values were
compared with the validation sets used for determining the best GEP solution.
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2.3.2 Measured ecosystem CO2 fluxes
In the second experiment, possibility to reverse engineer model structures Reco and
its components based only on real measured data was assessed. Specifically, GEP
derived model structures were studied for various components of terrestrial ecosystem
respiration fluxes measured in an 80 year old deciduous oak plantation in the Alice
Holt forest in SE England as described in (Heinemeyer et al., 2012; Wilkinson et al.,
2012).
2.3.2.1 Alice Holt in-situ data
The Alice Holt data set contains observations of Reco and the total influx of CO2 to
the ecosystem as mediated via photosynthesis (gross primary production, GPP), and
various soil respiration components.
Reco and GPP were estimated from eddy covariance measurements of the forest
net CO2 exchange (NEE, Eq. 2.3.12) and were obtained from a micro-meteorological
measurement tower at the same site that reports half hourly integrals of NEE with
the eddy covariance (EC) methodology (Moncrieff et al., 1997). The Reichstein et al.
(2005) procedure was used for gap-filling and separation of NEE into GPP and Reco.
Given that Rsoil is a fraction of Reco, above ground respiration can be calculated as the
difference between Reco and Rsoil . For an in-depth description of other site conditions
and measurements see Heinemeyer et al. (2012).
A multiplexed chamber system was used for separately measuring soil respiration
(Rsoil ) and its components, using a continuous sampling method at fixed locations
during two years at an hourly resolution. In order to partition the Rsoil flux into its
components, mesh-bags that are not penetrable by roots, but allow for mycorrhizal hy-
phae development were installed. Deep steel collars were applied to stop both root and
mycorrhizae in-growth. As a result, root respiration (Rroot) is given by the difference
of Rsoil and the respiration recorded in the mesh bag chambers, mycorrhiza respiration
(Rmyc) is given by subtracting the steel collar flux from the mesh bag chamber flux, and
the soil heterotrophic respiration (Rsoilh) is given by the CO2 efflux at the steel collar
chambers. Lastly, soil autotrophic respiration (Rsoila) is estimated as the sum of Rmyc
and Rroot (Eq. 2.3.14 and 2.3.15) .
The above ground respiration (Rabove) was given as well and was estimated by
difference (Eq. 2.3.13). Additionally, direct measurements of soil moisture (SWC), air
temperature, surface temperature, and soil temperature taken at 2, 10 and 20 cm depth
are present in the dataset.
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Reco = NEE+GPP (2.3.12)
Rabove = Reco Rsoil (2.3.13)
Rsoila = Rroot +Rmyc (2.3.14)
Rsoil = Rsoila +Rsoilh (2.3.15)
The computation of Rabove as difference between Reco and Rsoil might be highly
uncertain because of the different techniques used to compute the two respiration com-
ponents, the completely different footprints, and the typical high flux underestimation
and low flux overestimation of Reco from EC (Wehr et al., 2016). The limitations of the
separation of Reco into its components and the uncertainty of the estimates are further
discussed by Heinemeyer et al. (2011), Heinemeyer et al. (2012) and Wilkinson et al.
(2012).
2.3.2.2 Data processing
The following candidate driver variables were used: soil volumetric moisture mea-
surements, air temperature (from micro-meteorological station), and temperatures at
different soil depths, and GPP. A number of recent studies have shown a tight linkage
between GPP and Rsoil , reflecting dynamics of respiratory substrate supply to roots
and mycorrhizal fungi from recently assimilated C in plants. (Mahecha et al., 2010;
Migliavacca et al., 2011; Moyano et al., 2008, amongst others). GPP obtained from EC
measurements at the site was used, but acknowledge the conceptual problem that Reco
and GPP were derived from the same observations of NEE. In order to minimize the
potential spurious correlation between Reco and GPP as well as redundancy of possible
GPP influence with the meteorological drivers, low-frequency variability of GPP was
considered only (i.e. low-pass filtered modes of GPP which corresponds to variabil-
ity beyond a 60 days periodicity only, see Mahecha et al., 2010). “Singular Spectrum
Analysis” (SSA, Broomhead and King (1986)) as described and implemented by But-
tlar et al. (2014) was used to obtain a smooth GPP signal. The seasonal cycle was
extracted with the SSA method as the assumption is that GPP affects mainly the sea-
sonality of the respiration while the variability at the high frequency is assumed to
be more related to meteorological drivers (e.g. temperature, Mahecha et al., 2010).
The SSA method is a tool used mainly in time series analysis with the purpose of de-
composing a time series signal into its independent sum components, such as trends,
seasonality and high frequency components based on a singular value decomposition
of trajectory matrices computed after embedding the time series (Buttlar et al., 2014).
To reduce the skewness and the search space that the GEP evolution would have to
cover in order to construct valuable solutions (Keene, 1995), the seven target respira-
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tion data sets were log-transformed (see Figure 2.16 in supplemental material) and
a back-transformation was applied when reporting the respective model structures.
Manning (1998) and Newman (1993) show that when regressions are built based on
log transformed targets, the back-transformation of the regressions to non-transformed
target needs to include a bias correction that refers to the residuals of the log models.
As such, if the log model is logy = ax+ e , the back transformation to y should
not simply be y = e(ax), but should include a correction of the bias induced by e , and
depending on the distribution of the residuals, the back-transformation can be:
y = e(ax+0:5s
2
e ), when the residuals are log normal distributed;
y = e(ax)E(ee), where E is the mean of the sample, when the residuals show
heteroscedasticity, as was the case for most of the residuals computed for the
GEP models as seen in Fig. 2.17 of suppl.;
y = e(ax) if no bias correction is desired, or a naive approach.
The time series used for the candidate drivers observations remain unchanged.
2.3.2.3 GEP set-up
For each combination of respiration target and possible drivers, 50 subsets of 500 target
time steps each, were randomly selected and used for the training of GEP models using
the settings found in Table 2.1. The 50 subsets of the remaining 113 time steps are
used for cross-validation and the model with the lowest average validation CEM value
is finally selected for each respiration type. For all runs the observations are given as
records of daily mean values.
It was particularly interesting to determine the general character of each extracted
model with respect to the different respiration fractions. Therefore the parameters were
re-optimized for all extracted model structures by applying one extracted model as the
candidate function for a different respiration term. For example, the model formulation
extracted for Reco is re-calibrated for all the other types of respiration, creating six
parameter sets (one for each respiratory flux) per equation. To cross-validate parameter
sets, performances were computed for each train–validation data set pair and averaged
MEF values are reported.
As done in the artificial example, the returned GEP solutions predictions perfor-
mances were compared with those of other common MLM such as SVN, KRR, ANNs,
and RF. All methods were used for generating 50 subsets of 113 prediction values, af-
ter training on the 50 subsets of 500 time steps of observations presented in the start
of section 2.3.2.3. Then, a mean MEF value was computed for all methods for all
respiration components and the best mean MEF values were reported and compared
with those of the GEP extracted models. The comparison is done in terms of MEF as
number of model parameters were not available and CEM could not be computed.
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Table 2.1: GEP settings
Parameter Artificial data Real observations
Number of chromosomes 2000 2000
Number of genes 3 2
Head length 5 6
Functions +; ;=;;xy;p; ln;exp;sin;cos +; ;=;;xy;p; ln;exp
Terminals x1;x2;x3 GPPs;TAir;T 10;SWC
Link function + +
Max run time 1200 seconds 1800 seconds
Fitness function CEM CEM
Selection method for replication tournament(Coello and Montes, 2002) tournament
Mutation probability 0.2 0.2
IS and RIS transpositions probabilities 0.05 0.05
Two-point recombination probability 0.3 0.3
Inversion probability 0.05 0.05
One point recombination probability 0.4 0.4
Table 2.2: Respiration model formulations commonly used in the environmental sci-
ence community
Model Formulation Reference
Arrhenius a e E0=RT (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994)
Q10 f1f (
T Tre f
10 )
2 (Reichstein and Beer, 2008)
Water Q10 f1f (
T Tre f
10 )
2  SWCSWC+f3 
f4
SWC+f4 (Richardson et al., 2008)
LinGPP (R0+ k2GPP) eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
ExpGPP [R0+R2(1  ek2GPP)] eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
addLinGPP R0 eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) + k2GPP (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
addExpGPP R0 eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) +R2(1  ek2GPP) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
a;E0;f1;f2;f3;f4;R0;R2;k;k2 and a are model parameters that can be optimized
2.3.2.4 GEP in the context of other known ecological models: Real observational
data
A comparison was done between the GEP built models and some common literature
respiration models with different structures and driving variables that were also opti-
mized using CMA-ES. The optimization was performed for each respiration dataset
and its candidate drivers and parameters (Table 2.2). The structures and prediction
performances of the GEP models were then compared with those of the optimized
literature models.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Artificial experiments
In the first artificial experiment the GEP approach is used to verify if it can reconstruct
prescribed functions. Following the training of the 20 independent GEP runs, the initial
functions were successfully reconstructed for all 10 equations defined in section 2.3.1.
For the Q10 model artificial test, the following structure was finally selected:
Reco = 0:352:5(0:01Tair) (2.4.1)
with a validation MEF value > 0:99.
MEF values for the GEP extracted models and for the predictions generated by
ANN, RF, KRR and SVM are illustrated in Fig. 2.4. These MEF values were ob-
tained through cross validation against independent, yet equally noise contaminated
data points (the SNR values are given on the x axis in reverse order for visualizing the
increase in noise levels). There is a clear pattern of decreasing MEFs with increasing
noise contamination. This was expected, as none of the methods should fit the noise
added to the signal.
Figure 2.4,B, shows MEF values equivalent to Fig. 2.4,A, but applied to noise-free
data points of the validation set, in order to compare GEP outputs to the “true” structure
underlying the artificial data set. In this set-up, the MEF values remained relatively
constant across SNR values above 2. When SNR level was set to 1, predictions for all
investigated machine learning methods, except for GEP predictions, show decreased
fitness, with MEF values decreasing to a minimum of 0.8.
In order to verify the effects of changing the fitness function from MEF to CEM,
the distributions of MEF values were compared for all runs for all studied SNR. Figure
2.5 exemplifies outputs for equation 2.3.10; panel a shows a drop of prediction capacity
of the GEP models with noise increase for all types of fitness functions when compared
with noise-infused data. This contrasts the reduced MEF assessed against original data,
where a slight drop in MEF with noise increase for the MEF optimization structures
was seen, and where the CEM optimized structures show stability in MEF with noise.
The new CEM leads to a reduced number of returned parameters compared to MEF
(Fig.2.5c), as well.
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Figure 2.4: Effect of adding noise to original signal on prediction capacity for GEP,
KRR, RF, SVM and ANN. The first panel contains the evolution of mean modelling
efficiency (MEF) values from 20 independent runs for each increasing level of noise.
MEF is computed after learning from a data set of 200 data points and validating
against 1000 data points containing noise. The second panel shows the evolution of
mean MEF values from 20 independent runs for each increasing level of noise where
MEF is computed after learning from a data set of 200 data points and validating
against noise-free 1000 data points generated from equation 2.3.10.
2.4.2 Measured ecosystem CO2 fluxes
Applying GEP on the Alice Holt data set yielded a series of model structures for each
respiration type. The returned model structures after bias-corrected back-transformation
are illustrated in equations 2.4.2-2.4.8.
Reco = 1:2log(T 10)0:8 e(
GPPs
T 10 ) (2.4.2)
Rabove = 1:1SWC0:3 e(0:1GPPs) (2.4.3)
Rsoil = 0:04e(1:1T
0:4
 10+1:6SWC) (2.4.4)
Rroot = 1:1e
0:9GPPs 6:8
T 10 (2.4.5)
Rmyc = 0:001T 1:2 10 e(1:6T 10)
SWC
(2.4.6)
Rsoila = 0:01e
(0:8T 0:6 10+2:6SWC) (2.4.7)
Rsoilh = 0:8e
0:6GPPs 2:4
T 10 (2.4.8)
where, GPPs is gross primary production that has been smoothed using the SSA
method with a 60 day window ; T 10 is soil temperature measured at 10 cm depth; and
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Figure 2.5: Effects on modelling performance and parameter number caused by
choice of fitness function during GEP training for artificial noisy data generated by
equation 2.3.10, where MEF is defined in equation 3.3.11 and CEM is defined in equa-
tion 2.2.3. A. Mean MEF when validation against noisy data after 20 GEP runs with
different fitness functions. B. Mean MEF when validation against noise-free data after
20 GEP runs with different fitness functions. C. Ratio of predicted number of parame-
ters to true number of parameters after 20 GEP runs with different fitness functions.
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SWC is volumetric soil water content. The corresponding cross-validation MEF values
are given in Table 2.3, indicating a range of capacities for GEP models to represent
different respiration types.
Table 2.3: Modelling performance for all extracted model structures after cross valida-
tion over 90 cases.
Respiration type MEF sMEF Equation
Reco 0.57 0.13 2.4.2
Rabove 0.31 0.23 2.4.3
Rsoil 0.79 0.04 2.4.4
Rroot 0.59 0.08 2.4.5
Rmyc 0.39 0.28 2.4.6
Rsoila 0.82 0.05 2.4.7
Rsoilh 0.52 0.08 2.4.8
Whilst GEP-derived models may differ between respiration types, there are a num-
ber of equivalent models for different respiration components. Rsoil and Rsoila were
described by identical model structures (but distinctive parameter values), and Rroot
and Rsoilh were described by similar (but not identical) models. Overall, the most com-
mon selected drivers were T 10, SWC and GPP.
The highest performance in terms of MEF value was recorded for Rsoila and for
Rsoil , that is 0.82 and 0.81 respectively. The lowest capacity of process representation,
with an MEF value of 0.28, was recorded for Rabove (Table 2.3), possibly because this
specific component would need to include active versus inactive periods determined by
dormancy and leaf fall (i.e. seasonality in this deciduous forest). A comparison of the
predicted values and observed fluxes for all types of respiration can be seen in Figures
2.6 and 2.7.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the effects of the three different types of bias correction on
the global signal reconstruction and prediction capacity with MEF values computed in
a cross-validation manner. For all respiration types, except Rsoil and , doing the second
type of bias correction, with a smear term improved the prediction capacity. Although
for Rsoil it seems that doing no bias correction gives a higher MEF value, the model
including the smear term was kept.
In order to explore the capacity of the GEP models generated for the Reco compo-
nents to recreate the larger, across compartmental summed fluxes, the predictions of
the models were summed and compared with the original fluxes (Fig. 2.10).Based on a
modelling performance comparison of the models defined as sum models of the initial
GEP models trained on the component fluxes with the original GEP models trained
on the summed fluxes, we found no significant differences after performing Student’s
t-test (h=0, p=0.5). However, the total number of parameters is much larger for the
sum models. This can be a result of the GEP approach eliminating the “low impact ”
drivers due to complexity pressure. The sensitivity of the sum fluxes to certain drivers
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Figure 2.6: Observed and predicted outgoing CO2 fluxes. 613 time steps of
daily averaged CO2 effluxes for two years at the Alice Holt oak forest site. The
predicted values are generated with the models automatically built by the GEP ap-
proach with the settings given in table 2.1 for the following types of respiration:
Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila ;Rsoilh and back-transformed with a smear term bias
correction. The models are given in equations: 2.4.2-2.4.8
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Figure 2.7: Observed and predicted outgoing CO2 fluxes. 613 time steps of
daily averaged CO2 effluxes for two years at the Alice Holt oak forest site. The
predicted values are generated with the models automatically built by the GEP ap-
proach with the settings given in table 2.1 for the following types of respiration:
Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila ;Rsoilh and back-transformed with a smear term bias
correction. The models are given in equations: 2.4.2-2.4.8
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Figure 2.8: Observed and predicted outgoing CO2 fluxes. 613 time steps of
daily averaged CO2 effluxes for two years at the Alice Holt oak forest site. The
predicted values are generated with the models automatically built by the GEP ap-
proach with the settings given in table 2.1 for the following types of respiration:
Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila ;Rsoilh and back-transformed with 3 types of resid-
ual bias correction terms: smear term , naive, and log normal term.
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Figure 2.9: Observed and predicted outgoing CO2 fluxes. 613 time steps of
daily averaged CO2 effluxes for two years at the Alice Holt oak forest site. The
predicted values are generated with the models automatically built by the GEP ap-
proach with the settings given in table 2.1 for the following types of respiration:
Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila ;Rsoilh and back-transformed with 3 types of resid-
ual bias correction terms: smear term , naive, and log normal term. The figure contains
the MEF values for each type of bias correction in each respective colour.
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Figure 2.10: Observed versus predicted Reco components fluxes, where predicted val-
ues are computed as derived fluxes based on the GEP models given in Eq. 2.4.2-2.4.8
that were trained on 500 d.p of daily mean values of various Reco components.
can strongly manifest itself only in certain components which is why the drivers only
get selected in the models built for those specific components.
The residuals depict some remaining patterns (Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.18 of suppl.)
and the null hypothesis of normal distribution was rejected for all seven respiration
component residuals at 5% significance level with the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. Hence, additional information that could be extracted from the residuals might
be expected. In order to check whether the remaining structure was missed in the
first training routine because of imposing a multiplicative form in the models by log-
transforming the target data, GEP runs were performed on the residuals and combined
the models. The improvement in overall modelling performance is minimal, yet model
structures become overly complex. The capacity of the GEP approach to retrieve new
information from the residuals is illustrated in Fig. 2.15 in comparison with that of
the other MLM presented in section 2.3.1.1. When correlation values were computed
between the candidate drivers and the residuals, no significant linear correlations were
found (Fig. 2.20 and 2.21 of suppl.).
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Figure 2.11: Residuals computed for smear term bias corrected back-transformed
GEP models for various types of CO2 respiration fluxes after training against log-
transformed targets with the settings given in column 2 of Tab. 2.1.
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2.4.2.1 Model transferability
The capacity of each extracted model structure (equations 2.4.2-2.4.8) to represent a
component of Reco not seen in the training procedure was studied by means of new
CMA-ES optimization steps. The new prediction performances are illustrated in Tab.
2.4.
Table 2.4: Average validation MEF performance for all extracted model structures
when re-optimized against all other respiration CO2 flux observations.
trained for/ opt. for Reco Rabove Rsoil Rroot Rmyc Rsoila Rsoilh
Reco (Eq. 2.4.2) 0.57 0.27 0.77 0.58 0.10 0.68 0.42
Rabove (Eq. 2.4.3) 0.56 0.31 0.69 0.44 0.07 0.60 0.46
Rsoil (Eq. 2.4.4) 0.50 0.20 0.79 0.47 0.38 0.82 0.39
Rroot (Eq. 2.4.5) 0.23 0.27 0.57 0.59 0.01 0.65 0.51
Rmyc (Eq. 2.4.6) 0.54 0.22 0.82 0.50 0.39 0.84 0.52
Rsoila (Eq. 2.4.7) 0.50 0.20 0.79 0.47 0.38 0.82 0.39
Rsoilh (Eq. 2.4.8) 0.55 0.26 0.76 0.56 0.06 0.67 0.52
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After optimization, none of the structures show an overall best MEF for all the Reco
components (i.e. an optimal general model cannot be clearly identified). However,
certain model structures that tend to perform overall better than others were identified.
This is the case for the Rmyc model (eq. 2.4.6). It can also be seen that after the
individual model optimizations, the structures for Reco and that for Rsoila have similar
prediction capacities.
The prediction capacity of the GEP generated models in the context of other com-
monly utilized MLMs was assessed as well. KRR, ANN, SVM and, RF were used for
generating 113 predicted data points as described in section 3.2 (Fig. 2.12). The pre-
diction performance of GEP, KRR, ANN, SVM and, RF are shown in Fig. 2.15. Panel
a contains the average MEF values computed for all MLM methods predicted values
when compared to the original observations for Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila;Rsoilh .
For all other cases, the performance is in the same range for all methods, but the GEP
derived models having the lowest mean MEF values. Panel b shows that when all
MLM were trained on the residuals obtained from comparing the GEP outputs with
the observations, the GEP approach has the lowest capacity of capturing new relevant
signals and is strongly outperformed by the rest of the MLM, indicating that amount
of information retrievable by GEP with the current fitness and settings is limited and
captured already in the first run.
2.4.2.2 Comparing with literature models
Lastly, the GEP generated models were compared with some of the most commonly
used literature models for describing respiration. The resulting MEF values obtained
after individual parameter optimization using the CMA-ES procedure for each litera-
ture model are given in Tab. 2.5. The literature model structure that performed best
overall in terms of prediction capacity measured as MEF is the WaterQ10 model (Fig.
2.13). Figure 2.13 shows as well that certain types of respiration are easier to represent
by all models, including the models GEP generated, whilst other types of respiration
are poorly predicted by all models. Nevertheless, for all respiration types, the highest
MEF values are generally recorded by the GEP models.
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Figure 2.12: Observed CO2 fluxes and one set of 113 predicted values given by
the some common machine learning methods (MLM) after training on 500 data
points and after smear term bias corrected back-transformation.
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Table 2.5: Average validation MEF performance for CMA-ES optimized selected lit-
erature model formulations when compared with respiration CO2 flux observations.
Model formulation Reco Rabove Rsoil Rroot Rmyc Rsoila Rsoilh
Arrhenius 0.41 0.15 0.65 0.50 0.07 0.61 0.38
Q10 0.47 0.19 0.69 0.52 0.09 0.62 0.46
Water Q10 0.50 0.20 0.79 0.55 0.40 0.81 0.43
LinGPP 0.55 0.25 0.74 0.57 0.17 0.70 0.49
ExpGPP 0.58 0.30 0.76 0.57 0.20 0.72 0.54
addLinGPP 0.55 0.27 0.73 0.56 0.12 0.67 0.48
addExpGPP 0.56 0.27 0.73 0.54 0.20 0.69 0.49
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Figure 2.13: MEF validation values for literature models and for the best GEP
model in terms of MEF at each respiration level. Each Reco flux component is
shown in a separate colour.
As the studied literature models performed best in modelling Rsoil , the focus was
on contrasting GEP model results against literature model outcomes for this ecosystem
respiration component. Of all models included, the GEP model and Q10 model includ-
ing SWC dependency captured seasonal variability best, but no model satisfactorily
represented short-term CO2 flux variations (Fig. 2.14, panel a). All models show the
largest range of residuals for the months May to July in 2008, and June/July in 2009
(Fig. 2.14, panel b), with the two best-performing models (GEP and WaterQ10) hav-
ing the narrowest range of absolute residuals. Monthly mean average errors (MAE)
indicate as well a systematic underestimation of soil CO2 efflux in the first year (Fig.
2.19 of suppl.).
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 On the GEP method
In this work, the primary reason for the artificial experiments was obtaining a better
understanding of the capacity of GEP to solve symbolic regression types of problems.
Emphasis was put on GEP performance in the presence of noise. This aspect was
important, given that monitoring data from terrestrial ecosystem CO2 effluxes are typ-
ically contaminated by sometimes substantially large random uncertainties and mea-
surement noise. In the case of NEE flux measurements, Lasslop et al. (2008) and
Richardson et al. (2008) show that the measurement error typically scales with the
magnitude of the flux, leading us to simulate that type of situation by adding noise that
scales with signal to an already known function, equation 2.3.10. The results show
that all the studied methods are stable to presence of noise in the training set. These
results increase the confidence in the predictions generated by studied machine learn-
ing methods; in particular GEP derived modes can tolerate SNRs of 1. Considering
that the SNR in the Reco observations (if noise is only considered as random error) is
probably larger than 4 which is where the curve starts decreasing in Fig. 2.4, the noise
presence in the data should not influence the automated model construction process
and the real signals should be accurately captured when data uncertainties follow the
pattern described here.
On the other hand, for Rsoil and other CO2 fluxes measured with other techniques
the magnitude and the distribution of the uncertainty can be different (Pe´rez-Priego
et al., 2015; Ryan and Law, 2005), and the response of the present MLM is in the
presence of different types of uncertainties and measurement noise cannot be stated.
The present findings illustrate that the selection of CEM over MEF as a fitness
function for optimization has a minor effect on the global mean MEF (Fig. 2.5). Fur-
thermore, it seems that due to applying constraints on the presence of structure in the
residuals and the length of the parameter vector, the final mean number of parameters
is lower when CEM is chosen.
2.5.1.1 Limitations
One of the critical aspects in this work is that GEP, as implemented here, can only
represent and derive “n! 1” type of response functions. GEP is not able to generate
model structures that encode e.g. system-intrinsic dynamics like feedback loops, which
are expected from the current understanding of biogeochemical cycles in terrestrial
ecosystems (Ehrenfeld et al., 2005; Friedlingstein et al., 2006). Hence, GEP is suitable
to e.g. understand and describe the sensitivities and non-linear responses to changes in
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hydro-meteorological drivers, but fails to represent more complex carbon or soil water
dynamics. Pools and pool transfers cannot be introduced currently in the input, unless
the inflow/outflow equations are known and can be included in the set of functions that
can participate in the evolution.
Lagged responses can only be detected if the number of lags from a driver is cor-
rectly included in the input, which already implies sufficient knowledge of their exis-
tence and behaviour. Whilst in the current implementation of the GEP algorithm, shifts
in conditions and responses cannot be encoded or detected; these could be addressed
with the inclusion of a conditional operator in the set of functions encoded in the GEP
evolution individuals.
Nevertheless, it would be fair to mention that the same limitations can affect the re-
sults of the other MLM and empirical models presented in this chapter. A clear advan-
tage ANN, RF and SVM have though over the GEP symbolic regression construction,
is the fact that when the target variable presents a skewed distribution, log-transforming
of the target data is recommended for regression type of methods, such as GEP Keene
(1995), whereas there is no effect on the prediction capacity of the other MLM as far as
the author is aware. Moreover, such a log-transformation needs a back-transformations
that might induce a bias if the right correction is not performed Manning (1998). For
these reasons, in cases where less steps in obtaining predictions are desired and no
mathematical expression of the models needed to obtain the predictions are needed,
non-GEP approaches might be recommended.
2.5.2 The value of GEP for modelling ecosystem respiration fluxes
Model structures to describe terrestrial CO2 respiration fluxes (equations 2.4.2-2.4.8)
were automatically generated with GEP. Most of these structures (5 out of 7) were
of rather low complexity, requiring only 4 free parameters and allowing for further
interpretation. The most complex structure is found for the Rmyc representation, which
is in line with previous findings (Shi et al., 2012).
Interestingly, the models derived for Reco and Rsoil are structurally very similar.
That is also the case of Rroot and heterotrophic respiration, where the difference lies in
the set of parameters and the added presence of an intercept in the formulation of the
Rsoilh model. This finding suggests a consistency in the response of the Rsoil compo-
nents to their drivers, considering that the separation of the Rsoil into its components
might still lack accuracy (e.g. Hanson et al., 2000; Heinemeyer et al., 2011; Kuzyakov,
2006; Subke et al., 2006).
When the GEP-derived models were compared with the community established
semi-empirical models from a structural point of view, some key features for tempera-
ture dependencies of CO2 fluxes typically captured by exponential relationships were
shared, with some previously unconsidered dynamics revealed as well.
A major difference was in the response of the respiration components to SWC,
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where the GEP models often chose SWC as one of the drivers. Moreover, the GEP
models often contained an exponential dependency, i.e. there are only certain parts of
the signal that are strongly sensitive to varying SWC. The exponential dependency of
terrestrial ecosystem respiration components to SWC is a very intuitive pattern that has
not yet been reported in the literature, and requires further exploration.
Another found difference was the strongly seasonal response of the respiration
components to GPP, possibly as a proxy to light and vegetation availability which
were not included in the set of candidate predictors.
Considering that GEP identified plausible models, that are very different struc-
turally from previously reported semi-empirical models, still yielding equivalent or
better modelling performance, the validity of the conventional semi-empirical models
can be questioned. Nevertheless, there is need for more in-depth analysis for determin-
ing whether the GEP described processes make actual biological sense and the selected
drivers and their interactions represent true processes and responses.
2.5.3 Data quality
During the present study, it was apparent that the highest MEF values were obtained
for all the studied methods in the case of the respiration types that had direct measured
observations and were not derived. It might be the case that when fluxes are obtained
from derivations, the measurement error will also increase, and the partition of clear
signal existing in the observations is not sufficient for constructing a good model with
GEP.
2.5.4 High frequency variability
All GEP generated models underestimated the high respiration fluxes (Fig. 2.7) and
typically did not capture the fast responses.This phenomenon was in some cases a
systematic pattern, and sometimes affected only certain times of the year. Similarly,
semi-empirical models struggled to adequately simulate CO2 flux peaks and in some
cases monthly flux averages (Fig. 2.14).
A more in-depth comparison of all the GEP and conventional respiration models,
based on a time-scale dependent assessment of model-data mismatch (Mahecha et al.,
2010) could help to further elucidate the problem and clarify some of the strengths
and weaknesses of the different modelling approaches, especially when seasonal mis-
matches appear. Nevertheless, a detailed time-scale dependent assessment is beyond
the scope of this study, and for such an analysis, the current time series are simply too
short.
The question is whether the GEP method lacks the ability to build models that
correctly represent the processes and their fast dynamic responses, or whether the can-
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Figure 2.14: Daily Rsoil fluxes (A) illustrated in the context of the two studied years
and residual values (B) of the total soil daily CO2 outgoing fluxes as simulated
by the investigated literature models and the GEP emerged model after smear
term bias corrected back-transformation. The fluxes shown here are the real flux
measured at the site and the predicted fluxes generated according to the GEP model
and some of the models used in the environmental science community. The centre of
the plots in the second row is -1. The scale of the fluxes is given in gC/m2/day.
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didate drivers and the observations used for their representation are simply not suffi-
cient for generating representative models. In the end, the response of Rsoil and Reco
to external drivers might be too complex to describe solely with the currently available
measurements and with the selected drivers.
The consistent underestimation of fast responses was partly due to surface moisture
affecting litter decomposition and fungal activity, as soil moisture was only monitored
over the average 8 cm surface, with the top few centimetres most likely presenting the
highest activity and partly due to some potential processes/drivers like lags between
GPP and respiration (Ho¨ltta¨ et al., 2011) or phenology (Migliavacca et al., 2015) that
were not specifically included in the learning process.
Another explanation for missing some of the (high flux) variability could be in
the choice of fitness function. As there was penalizing during the learning process
for structures with many parameters, it is likely that some structures were eliminated
early-on during this process, even though they may be well-suited for describing a
given process from a modelling efficiency point of view. However, this is a case of
trade-off between a good fit and structural simplicity, and for the current approach the
simplicity of structure, i.e. the possibility of interpretation is a very important asset.
The possibility of the underestimation of the carbon flux variability to be caused by
the log-transformations applied to the observations was studied. It could be the case
that the log-transformations excluded interesting components of the model structures
by forcing the method to build multiplicative models. Nevertheless, when the GEP was
run again on the residuals, without log-transforming, no new meaningful information
was retrieved, indicating that multiplicative models were sufficient for reconstructing
the Reco components present in this study.
2.5.5 Equifinality
Table 2.4 shows that when optimizing the parameters for all structures, the prediction
performance becomes similar, which leads to the question of equifinality of dynamical
systems, where different models that try to capture their structure, might have different
formulations, but represent the same response.
A critical question for the applicability of any ecosystem model is whether the
model structure is more important than the parametrisation of a given “best” model.
For this question to be addressed however, a larger sample of ecosystem types represen-
tative for different types of responses is needed where the importance of the obtained
structures and their parameter set can be explored.
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Figure 2.15: Machine learning methods (MLM) prediction performance
for all respirations components (left) and for the residuals (right) result-
ing from the GEP trained models after smear term bias corrected back-
transformation. The MEF values obtained for validation by all the MLM methods
for Reco;Rabove;Rsoil;Rroot ;Rmyc;Rsoila;Rsoilh
2.5.6 GEP models in the context of other machine learning meth-
ods
The comparison of GEP generated models and machine-learning methods showed a
narrow range of predicted fluxes (Fig. 2.15). The analysis of training all the MLM
on the GEP residual output showed that the GEP approach is not able to retrieve any
new meaningful structural components, but that the remaining MLM are much better
at reconstructing the signal left in the residuals. This indicates that although the GEP
is actually a reliable MLM when it comes reconstructing the underlying Reco fluxes
and is not prone to over-fitting, it could be that the current set-up of the GEP is not
sufficient for an exhaustive description of those fluxes, or that might be overly strict on
complexity of models compared to other MLM. The GEP approach has, nevertheless,
the benefit of producing mathematical model structures that can be the basis for future
interpretation.
2.6 Conclusions and Outlook
Overall, the results suggest that the GEP approach is a potentially powerful tool of
reverse engineering, particularly helpful for building ecological models when there
is a minimum of a priori system understanding. The potential of GEP for symbolic
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regression was conceptually shown using artificial data. This study also shows that
GEP always yields results as good or better than conventionally used models in the
case of ecosystem respiration. Based on data from a long-term monitoring site of
different respiratory fluxes, and using GEP as a reverse engineering tool, new structures
were found for modelling Reco components. The GEP derived models outperform
conventionally used models and generally differ by the way temperature and GPP, but
also SWC are interpreted, indicating that conventional respiration models might have
to be revised. At the same time, when the GEP derived models are mutually compared,
there are sufficient structural particularities for each terrestrial respiration type as to not
allow for the formulation of a general Reco law. More research is needed on a larger
set of sites to identify widely usable models and for their interpretation. A particular
matter of concern is the apparent equifinality of selected model structures, indicating
that many response functions are yielding predictions of almost similar quality. A
study of multiple sites would enable an investigation of whether specific ecosystem
types result in similar model structures, or whether response functions apply across
contrasting ecosystem types.
The current study has also revealed methodological aspects that could be improved.
In particular, the inclusion of a parameter optimization step was very helpful to further
test the transferability of model structures. But this approach could be potentially inte-
grated into the GEP evolution. More specifically, the next development of GEP could
include the parameter optimization as an intermediate step before selection during each
evolution generation (Ilie et al.). In this way, a model structure could be chosen accord-
ing to not only the current state of parameters but also on its potential and convergence
to a global solution might be achieved faster.
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Table 2.6: Standard error of the MEF at validation values for all MLM for different
SNR values when the MEF values are computed against the noisy data.
SNR GEP KRR RF SVM ANN
9.82 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
8.18 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
7.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
6.14 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
5.45 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01
4.46 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
3.27 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
2.73 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
2.34 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
1.96 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
1.75 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02
1.40 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
1.23 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
1.09 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03
1.00 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
GEP models for all log-transformed respirations types time series, before back-
transformation.
log(Reco) =
GPPs
T 10
+ log(log(T 10)) (2.7.1)
log(Rabove) = 0:1T 10+0:4log(0:8
p
SWC) (2.7.2)
log(Rsoil) = 1:2T 0:4 10+1:3SWC 3:1 (2.7.3)
log(Rroot) = 0:9
1:2GPPs 8:1
T 10
(2.7.4)
log(Rmyc) = 1:1log(1:7T 10)+1:2T SWC 10  7:4 (2.7.5)
log(Rsoila) = 1:2T
0:5
 10+2:5SWC 4:9 (2.7.6)
log(Rsoilh) = 0:3+0:6
1:1GPPs 3:6
T 10
(2.7.7)
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Table 2.7: Standard error of the MEF at validation values for all MLM for different
SNR values when the MEF values are computed against the clear data.
SNR GEP KRR RF SVM ANN
9.82 3e-07 4e-05 2e-02 4e-03 4e-03
8.18 3e-07 6e-05 2e-02 2e-02 2e-03
7.01 3e-07 4e-05 2e-02 1e-02 2e-03
6.14 2e-06 7e-05 2e-02 2e-02 2e-03
5.45 2e-06 1e-04 2e-02 2e-02 4e-03
4.46 6e-06 1e-04 2e-02 2e-02 2e-03
3.27 9e-06 2e-03 2e-02 1e-02 3e-03
2.73 4e-05 4e-04 2e-02 1e-02 6e-03
2.34 4e-05 6e-04 2e-02 9e-03 3e-03
1.96 8e-05 1e-03 2e-02 1e-02 3e-03
1.75 2e-04 8e-04 1e-02 1e-02 5e-03
1.40 8e-04 1e-03 1e-02 2e-02 5e-03
1.23 1e-04 2e-03 1e-02 2e-02 4e-03
1.09 4e-03 3e-03 1e-02 2e-02 5e-03
1.00 7e-04 3e-03 1e-02 5e-02 6e-03
Figure 2.16 in supplemental material illustrates the change in the shape of the PDF
estimated for each respiration type after log-transforming. For all time series, the
skewness is visibly is reduced.
From Fig. 2.20 and 2.21 is worth mentioning the apparent correlation, although
weak in terms of R2 value, of the Rmyc residuals with GPPs, even when this was not
chosen as a driver, indicating that the relation was not strong enough for an explicit
model inclusion but it could show a dependency to a driver for which GPPs acts as a
proxy such as phenology, or substrate availability. Such weak correlations are present
as well between Rsoil and Rsoilh residuals and Tair.
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Figure 2.16: Change in estimated density function of observations before and after
log-transforming for all studied respiration types.
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Figure 2.17: Residuals computed for the GEP models against the log-transformed
targets before back-transformation.
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Figure 2.18: Distributions of the residuals after smear bias correction computed
for the GEP models after training on log-transformed data.
Figure 2.19: Monthly averaged error values for some literature models for and the
GEP generated model for daily soil CO2 efflux in the two studied years. The centre
of the plots is -1. The scale of the fluxes is given in gC/m2/day.
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Figure 2.20: Candidate driver linear correlations with residuals computed after
bias corrected transformation of the GEP models from runs with settings given in Tab
2.1 for Reco, Rabove and Rsoil . The drivers are on the X axis and the residuals on the Y
axis. The candidate driver is given as title of each row and the type of respiration is
given as title of the column.
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Figure 2.21: Candidate driver linear correlations with residuals computed after
bias corrected transformation of the GEP models from runs with settings given in Tab
2.1 for Rroot , Rmyc, Rsoila and Rsoilh .The drivers are on the X axis and the residuals on
the Y axis. The candidate driver is given as title of each row and the type of respiration
is given as title of the column.
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Evolving compact symbolic regressions
by a GEP and CMA-ES hybrid approach
Abstract
Gene expression programming (GEP) has been shown to produce good results for sym-
bolic regression problems. However, the GEP proposed mathematical expressions are
very often long and difficult to interpret. This chapter describes a novel method that
extends GEP with local optimization of the real valued constants in the symbolic ex-
pressions by a covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES), called
CMAGEP. The performance of both GEP and CMAGEP approaches is evaluated on a
set of 20 artificial test problems, of which 10 are standard problems from the literature
and 10 are their variations. Furthermore, two real data sets containing observations
of sunspots and soil respiration are considered. It is found that on both training and
validation data sets the prediction performance of the new approach is always as good
as that of the standard method or improved. More importantly, the CMAGEP proposed
symbolic representations are always significantly shorter, with GEP solutions between
one and two thirds longer. A comparison with standard implementations of four learn-
ing methods (KRR, RF, SVN, ANN) reveals a prediction accuracy in a similar range.
It can be concluded that the newly proposed approach is able to deliver relatively com-
pact and interpretable solutions that are at the same time reasonably representative for
the data. As such, the present approach can be used for automatically discovering
general laws in a symbolic form.
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3.1 Introduction
When learning from data, it is sometimes not only desirable to produce sensible pre-
dictions but also to obtain a predictor in a symbolic, compact form that can be regarded
as a comprehensible law explaining regularities in data. Learning methods like neu-
ral networks are good predictors, nevertheless they do not deliver such expressions.
Genetic Programming (GP) Koza (1994) type of approaches have been proven promis-
ing for obtaining such symbolic forms, although the results are often still difficult to
interpret due to bloat and other effects Banzhaf and Langdon (2002); Smith (2000).
Here, I introduce a novel method that combines gene expression programming
(GEP) Ferreira (2004) with an evolutionary strategy (ES), specifically covariance ma-
trix adaptation ES (CMA-ES) Hansen (2006a); Hansen et al. (2003), which are state
of the art approaches for symbolic regression and real valued parameter optimization,
respectively.
GEP is an evolutionary algorithm that evolves computer programs (i.e. mathemati-
cal expressions, decision trees, classification rules etc.). As a branch of GP, its internal
design makes it a suitable candidate for tackling symbolic regression problemsDanish
(2014); Guven and Aytek (2009); Imani et al. (2014). CMA-ES is, on the other hand,
black-box type of optimization that samples new solutions during evolutionary genera-
tions from a Gaussian multivariate distribution Hansen (2011) by adapting it’s internal
state variables to perform a natural gradient descentAmari (1998).
CMAGEP is the hybridization of GEP and the CMA-ES approach. CMAGEP
allows for CMA-ES optimization of the constants contained in a set number of best
individuals, after a given GEP generation count. The optimization of constants is done
based on the same fitness function used for selection in the GEP evolution. In the
CMAGEP hybrid, the set number of best individuals are re-evaluated after the CMA-
ES optimization and get assigned new fitness values based on which become subject
for further selection.
The effects of including the CMA-ES constant optimization in the GEP evolution
process are studied. I focused on possible changes in proposed structures, in com-
plexity or length of regressions, and on changes in prediction performance of the final
solutions. In this framework, a number of artificial and real data test problems were
designed based on which the following were found:
 For two artificial data sets generated from 10 well known symbolic problems and
10 derived cases, the prediction accuracy of the CMAGEP method was equal to
or higher than the standard GEP approach on training and validation sets, in all
20 studied cases.
 For the same artificial tests it could be seen that the final solution complexity in
the CMAGEP case was as much as 60% lower than that of the standard GEP
solutions.
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 When the optimal time to start the CMA-ES constant optimizations during the
CMAGEP evolutions was studied, it was found that the structure length was
much lower with an earlier start, but that prediction capacity is only sightly im-
proved.
 The two approaches were evaluated against a well known data set containing the
Wolfer Sunspot time series Izenman (1983), where the purpose was to generate a
model that predicts the present number of solar spots depending on the previous
records with as much as 10 lag variables. For this analysis, the results of my im-
plementations of the GEP and CMAGEP algorithms were also compared with
the results returned by the demo version of “GeneXproTools”, a commercial
software implemented by the creator of GEP. The mean prediction performance
of the structures produced by the two GEP approaches was very similar on train-
ing sets and higher for my implementation of GEP on validation sets. The same
stands for the mean tree size, with commercial GEP solutions having 3 nodes
more than those of my implementation. The CMAGEP results outperformed the
both GEP implementations in prediction performance as well as solution length.
 Finally, when the two approaches were used to generate models that would simu-
late outgoing CO2 soil fluxes depending on soil and air temperature, although the
returned models describe similar dynamics, the CMAGEP solution was shorter
than the GEP solution, allowing for easier interpretation.
The authors implementation of the algorithms based on which the present results were
obtained are available as a package under creative commons licence in a gitHub repos-
itory.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 GEP
GEP is an evolutionary system (Fig. 3.2, orange tiles) that, for symbolic regression,
automatically constructs a mapping of n independent inputs to 1 dependent target by a
random generation of individuals further subjected to selection and evolutionary oper-
ators. The most unique feature of GEP is found in the type of encoding its evolution
individuals. Introduced by Ferreira (2001, 2006), the GEP system is a complete evolu-
tionary system that includes both a genotype and a phenotype, making it a combination
of GP type of approaches and genetic algorithms Goldberg and Holland (1988). The
GEP genotype is a set of fixed length linear strings whereas the phenotype is given by
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Figure 3.1: Translation of a GEP gene, the smallest component of a chromosome,
the GEP evolution individual. More than one genes are connected in a chromosome
with the help of linking functions. The current gene has a head of 4 characters +*Sa
and a tail of 5 characters ababb. With the help of the GEP internal language, the
Karva language, the gene string, +*Saababb is translated into an expression tree like
so: each function takes for sub nodes as many characters as it needs that have not been
yet used. The process is continued until there are no more functions that have not been
associated with their respective components and there are only terminal characters left
in the string. In the current example, + is a binary function, so it will take as sub
nodes the next 2 characters * S, * takesa and a as sub nodes and the tree on this side
is complete, after which the unary function S only needs b to complete the tree. This
means that only the red coloured component of the gene is active and translatable into
mathematical expressions. The remaining encoded genetic material can only become
active during the evolution, by means of genetic manipulation.
encoded expression trees (ET) that can be further translated into mathematical expres-
sions. The decoding of genotype into phenotype is achieved via an internally defined
language, called Karva and is further described in Fig. 3.1.
In the GEP context all evolution individuals start as a collection of strings that
are called genes. A multitude of linked genes makes a chromosome, the GEP evolu-
tion individual. In regression problems, the population of chromosomes is generated
based on a set of candidate functional transformations, such as addition, exponential,
sine, etc., and a set of candidate predictors, here called terminals, via their prescribed
mapping characters. A GEP gene comprises a head and a tail, where the head is of a
combination of characters mapping to functions and terminals, and the tail exclusively
contains characters mapping to terminals. In order to insure the validity of ET during
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translation, the structure of a gene must follow Equation 3.2.1.
T = H (mP 1)+1 (3.2.1)
where, T is tail length, H is the head length and mP represents the maximum number
of parameters required by any function in the initial function set.
The use of linear strings for encoding ET generates variety in shape and size, al-
lowing for a larger space of exploration while still maintaining a reduced alphabet for
encoders. This is because in GEP, the length of the genes in chromosomes does not
determine the size of the ET they represent. The ET shape and size is given only by the
active part of the gene, also known as the Open Reading Frame (ORF). Ferreira bor-
rowed the concept from natural genetic evolution, where only parts of genes become
active at different given times depending on genetic variation. Following this model,
in the GEP context , although the genes are of fixed length, the trees they encapsulate
can have different shapes and sizes depending on whether an element of the gene is
active at the moment of translation or not.
For assessing the performance of expressions encoded by the chromosomes based
on target data, a fitness value is assigned to each individual in the population via a
fitness function. The fitness of each individual becomes the basis for the selection pro-
cess, making the fitness function design of utmost importance in the entire evolution
process. Al all generation steps, the individual with the best fitness is saved and the n-1
remaining individuals are object of tournament selection for generating offspring for
the next generation. Using the replication operator only for the best fit individual and
subjecting the rest to genetic variation operators, allows for less fit individuals to be
selected and create offspring as well. This aspect of the GEP evolution is highly impor-
tant as all GEP individuals can become useful over multiple generations, due to genes
comprising ORFs and inactive sections. Such a structure makes that some individuals
that would not be very fit in a specific evolution step to get elements of their inactive
sections activated by genetic operators over the following steps, leading to translations
of much better candidate solutions. Another possibility is that by reproducing non-fit
individuals, relevant sections of their genetic material is sent in the next generations,
and by entering the genes of new individuals can become valuable for the final solution
discovery.
Following selection, all individuals, except for the candidate associated to the best
fitness value are subject to possible genetic manipulations such as: mutation, inversion,
recombination and cross-over. The offspring generated during this process are added,
along with the best fit individual, to a new population that will pass through the same
evolution cycle as the population in the previous generations. The evolution process is
repeated a stop criterion is reached. Some examples of stop criteria are: best possible
fitness value, highest number of allowed iterations without change in fitness, maximum
run time and so on. Once a stop criterion is reached the individual with the best fitness
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value is returned as proposed solution to the symbolic regression problem.
3.2.2 CMA-ES
The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy Hansen et al. (2003) is black
box, stochastic optimization algorithm that seeks to minimize an objective function f ,
where f : Rn! R, by estimating and adapting a covariance matrix C 2 Rnn based on
sampling from a multivariate normal distribution of dimension Rnn. It is a second or-
der optimization approach that efficiently minimizes objective functions and is widely
used in the case of non-linear, non-convex, ill-posed problems Hansen (2006b).
An important feature of CMA-ES is its invariance to linear transformations of the
search space Auger and Hansen (2005), giving the same results for an objective func-
tion f , where f : x 2 Rn ! f (x) 2 R and on fR : x 2 Rn ! f (Rx) 2 R, where a full
rank linear transformation has been conducted. The property of invariance offers the
CMA-ES an advantage in searching for solutions in a non-convex non space.
A new aspect of the CMA-ES design in the context of ES algorithms is the possi-
bility to monitor and self-adapt internal state variables such as the evolution paths, the
step size and covariance matrix during the process of searching for an optimal solution.
By controlling the evolution path and by adapting the mean and the covariance matrix
of multivariate normal distribution from which the sampling for a new generation of
candidate solutions a steeper learning is achieved. By adapting the step sizes as well,
with steps becoming longer in order to cover the search space better when many small
steps are made in a similar direction with low fitness gain, a premature convergence is
avoided, keeping a higher chance of reaching a global optimal solution.
The CMA-ES algorithm used in this work is based on the Python implementation
by Hansen as described in detail in Hansen (2016) and summarized in section 3.6.
3.2.3 CMAGEP, a CMA-ES and GEP hybrid
The GEP based approach proposed in this work for compact symbolic regression dis-
covery is the CMAGEP. In CMAGEP, an optimization of constants step by CMA-ES
to the original GEP evolution for a better calibration of the GEP generated solutions.
The main reasons for choosing the CMA-ES approach for constant optimizations are
a) the large domain of applicability, given that regressions that might emerge from the
GEP training would have unknown conditions for search spaces of the optimal param-
eter sets; and b) the good success rate of optimization even in the case of non-linear or
ill-posed problems , which might very well be the case for some of the GEP evolved
individuals.
Because the purpose of introducing the CMA-ES optimization in the GEP evolu-
tion was to do a calibration of individuals, and not necessary obtaining the best possible
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parameter set for the best possible model structure, I chose to allow for the optimization
of constants to take place right before the selection step of the standard GEP version.
The optimization location in the evolution process was decided so that the more ad-
justable solutions have a higher chance of being chosen more often for reproduction.
In this manner, the candidate solutions would not be chosen for the performance in a
specific state of parametrization, but for their best possible performance.
Very often optimizations that perform a global search, such as CMA-ES does, can
be very time and resource costly, so in CMAGEP, two important limiting optimization
parameters were introduced: CMA-ES start time to, giving the generation count from
which individuals are subject to parameter optimization and the number of chromo-
somes to optimize m 0 stating how many individuals to select for CMA-ES constant
optimization from the population of candidates after sorting in descending order by
fitness values. In order to avoid time spent on overly long CMA-ES searches for op-
timal parameter sets, a CMA-ES time-out condition was imposed as well, that states
a specific time allowed to wait for a CMA-ES result, that when surpassed, stops the
CMA-ES, making the GEP individual remain in the unoptimized parametrization state.
Importantly, since the GEP component of CMAGEP generates individuals that map
to mathematical expressions not yet in simplified form, i.e, certain combinations of
mathematical operations will lead to sections of the expression to be reduced, before
optimizing the constants of the m best individuals, the certain steps need to be per-
formed.
First, the expressions associated to the individuals that need to be optimized are
simplified using the “Sympy” Python package. Second, the number and locations of
constants to be optimized is determined with the assumption that all functional trans-
formation and all terminals have a constant associated that can be optimized. Lastly,
if the constants associated to a function or a terminal are specified in the mathemati-
cal expressions, they are added to the set constants that will be further fed as input to
CMA-ES, otherwise the default value 1 is added in the set at the location reserved for
specific function or terminal.
Once the set of constants to be optimized is built, it is sent to CMA-ES for opti-
mization, and based on the resulting optimized set, the constant values of the best m
individuals are updated. At this step their fitness values are updated as well.
A fully detailed description of the proposed CMAGEP algorithm is given in section
3.6 and in Fig. 3.2.
3.3 Experimental set-up and results
In order to study the effects of introducing the optimization in the GEP evolution on
the global fitness performance and solution complexity in newly proposed hybrid al-
gorithm, CMAGEP, two artificial and two real data experiments were conducted.
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Figure 3.2: CMAGEP work flow. The evolution of a symbolic regression by
CMAGEP is done as follows: 1. An initial population of n individuals called chro-
mosomes is generated based on random selection from two sets of characters mapping
to possible functional transformations and candidate predictors; 2. The chromosomes
are translated into expression trees and then into mathematical expressions based on
the process described in Fig. 3.1;3. The mathematical expressions of the chromosomes
are evaluated against training data and a fitness value is assigned to each chromosome
based on a fitness function; 4. The population of chromosomes is sorted based on the
corresponding fitness values; 5. Optimization condition is checked and if it is met, 6a.
the best k individuals have their parameters optimized by a CMA-ES; if the condition
is not met, 6b. the CMAGEP stop condition is checked and if met, 7a. the first indi-
vidual is returned as solution, otherwise, 7b. first individual is copied and other n-1
individuals are generated for the next generation after fitness based selection and 8. ge-
netic manipulation based on the available genetic operators; 9. Steps 2-9 are repeated
for the newly generated individuals until stop conditions are met.
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All the experiments presented in this chapter were conducted based on my imple-
mentations of the GEP and CMAGEP algorithms and all the runs were done on an HPC
cluster, on independent nodes. The GEP implementation is done in the C++ language
and compiled under the gcc 4.7 complier. The CMAGEP implementation contains
code written in C++ for all the GEP related operations and coded written in Python
for the CMA-ES optimization. The results of the optimization are transferred from the
Python objects into C++ objects for GEP through the Python/C API Foundation.
3.3.1 GEP benchmark on artificial test functions
In order to asses the prediction performance of the standard GEP approach and the
CMA-ES GEP hybrid in the context of symbolic regression, a set of mathematical
functions ( 3.3.1-3.3.10) was built based on the genetic programming community pro-
posals from the GECCO 2013 benchmarking discussions White et al. (2013) and the
work by Vladislavleva et. al in Vladislavleva et al. (2009). The set also contains a “V”
shaped function (3.3.2) as discussed by Ferreira in Ferreira (2006).
The test for symbolic regression was designed as follows:
 500 uniformly distributed data points were sampled from the (0;5) interval for
3 independent candidate variables, x1;x2;x3;
 500 data points were generated for the target variable, f based on the functions
defined in Eq. 3.3.1-3.3.10 and the candidate variables x1;x2;x3, ;
 500 data points were sampled and generated for the independent and dependent
variables respectively as described above, for cross validation.
For each of the 10 functions in Eq. 3.3.1-3.3.10, 50 independent runs of the GEP
and CMAGEP approaches were performed.
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Table 3.1: Settings used for all GEP and CMAGEP runs. Parameters only associated with CMAGEP are given in italic.
Parameter Artificial benchmark Sunspots Soil Respiration
Training sample size 500 80 500
Population size 200 100 1000
Number of genes 4 3 2
Head length 6 12 6
Functions +; ;=;;ax;px; ln;exp;sin;cos +; ;=;; ln;exp; +; ;=;;ax;px; ln;exp
Terminals x1;x2;x3 x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10 GPP60;Tair;Tsoil;SWC
Link function + + +
Max run time 3600 seconds 1800 seconds 150 seconds
Fitness function MEF MEF AIC
Selection method for replication tournament Coello and Montes (2002) tournament tournament
Mutation probability 0.5 0.2 0.2
IS and RIS transpositions probabilities 0.05 0.05 0.05
Inversion probability 0.05 0.05 0.2
One point recombination probability 0.2 0.4 0.3
Two-point recombination probability 0.2 0.3 0.2
Time to start optimization After 0 and 50 and 100 generations 10 seconds 0 seconds
Number of chromosomes to optimize 10 10 5
Max. iterations of CMA-ES 50 50 50
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Table 3.2: GEP and CMAGEP regression performance statistics based on training and validation data for a prescribed function
set without high precision constants, after 50 independent runs. The table contains values of mean MEF and mean tree size
recorded for all 50 runs during training, as well as other performance measures.
Eq. training MEF SE MEF training validation MEF SE MEF validation mean Tree size SE Tree size
GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP— CMAGEP
3.3.1 0.95 — 0.97 0.00 — 0.01 0.95 — 0.96 0.01 — 0.01 19 — 13 1 — 1
3.3.2 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 29 — 6 1 — 0
3.3.3 0.78 — 0.89 0.03 — 0.01 0.71 — 0.90 0.09 — 0.01 22 —8 1 — 0
3.3.4 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 16 — 10 1 — 0
3.3.5 0.71 — 0.73 0.01 — 0.01 0.71 — 0.72 0.02 — 0.01 16 — 12 1 — 1
3.3.6 0.88 — 0.92 0.01 — 0.01 0.89 — 0.92 0.01 — 0.01 15 — 15 1 — 1
3.3.7 0.92 — 0.94 0.01 — 0.01 0.90 — 0.92 0.02 — 0.01 19 — 14 1 — 0
3.3.8 0.73 — 0.74 0.01 — 0.00 0.69 — 0.71 0.01 — 0.01 28 — 19 1 — 0
3.3.9 0.80 — 0.81 0.01 — 0.01 0.81 — 0.82 0.01 — 0.01 22 — 15 1 — 1
3.3.10 0.93 — 0.93 0.01 — 0.01 0.92 — 0.94 0.01 — 0.01 27 — 21 2 — 1
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f (x1) =
10
5+(x1 3)2 (3.3.1)
f (x1) =4:251x21+3:26log(x
2
1)+7:8e
x1 (3.3.2)
f (x1) =e( x1)x31 cos(x1)sin(x1)(cos(x1)sin(x1)
2 1) (3.3.3)
f (x1) = log(x1+1)+ log(x21+1) (3.3.4)
f (x1;x2) =
e( (x1 1)2)
(1:2+(x2 2:5)2) (3.3.5)
f (x1;x2) =6sin(x1)cos(x2) (3.3.6)
f (x1;x2) =
1
(1+ x( 4)1 )
+
1
(1+ x( 4)2 )
(3.3.7)
f (x1;x2) =(x1 3)(x2 3)+2sin((x1 4)(x2 4)) (3.3.8)
f (x1;x2) =
(x1 3)4+(x2 3)3  (x2 3)
((x2 2)4+10) (3.3.9)
f (x1;x2;x3) =
30(x1 1)(x3 1)
x22(x1 10)
(3.3.10)
The settings for GEP and CMAGEP for all runs are reported in Tab. 3.1 and the
fitness function used for selection during the evolution process and for the final valida-
tion for both GEP and CMAGEP was the Nash-Sutcliffe modelling efficiency (MEF,
Eq. 3.3.11) Nash and Sutcliffe (1970).
MEF(o,p) = 1 
n
å
i=1
(oi  pi)2
n
å
i=1
(oi  o¯)2
(3.3.11)
where o and p are the observed and predicted samples, oi is the observed value at
instance i and pi is the predicted value for instance i and o¯ is the mean of observed
values. The MEF values are captured in the interval ( ¥;1], where 1 is reached when
the predicted values are equal to the observed.
The regression performance in terms of MEF values after training and validation
and solution length recorded in Tab. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. These show that for all functions,
the CMAGEP mean MEF performance both at training and validation was at least
equal or higher than that of GEP (Fig. 3.3, first panel). For all 10 studied equations,
the structures generated by CMAGEP were shorter than the structures returned by GEP,
with  two-thirds fewer parameters.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the mean MEF values at validation and best solution tree sizes
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Table 3.3: Regression performance statistics on training set for best GEP and
CMAGEP solutions after 50 runs when the prescribed function set does not con-
tain high precision constants.
Eq. GEP train CMAGEP train GEP val CMAGEP val GEP size CMAGEP size
3.3.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 28 8
3.3.2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 15 5
3.3.3 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.99 21 13
3.3.4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 28 8
3.3.5 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.96 38 17
3.3.6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5 6
3.3.7 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 8 7
3.3.8 0.81 0.83 0.76 0.79 25 17
3.3.9 0.93 0.97 0.93 0.95 26 14
3.3.10 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 21 13
Table 3.4: Regression performance statistics on train and validation set for best GEP
and CMAGEP solutions at validation after 50 runs when the prescribed function set
does not contain high precision constants.
Eq. GEP train CMAGEP train GEP val CMAGEP val GEP size CMAGEP size
3.3.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 28 8
3.3.2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 15 4
3.3.3 0.87 0.99 0.98 0.99 10 13
3.3.4 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 8 8
3.3.5 0.91 0.97 0.92 0.96 14 10
3.3.6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 8 6
3.3.7 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 8 7
3.3.8 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.81 42 22
3.3.9 0.88 0.97 0.95 0.95 16 14
3.3.10 0.97 0.98 0.98 1.00 39 13
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Figure 3.3: GEP vs. CMAGEP regression performance measures on validation data
sets for benchmark functions without (upper panels) and with (lower panels) high
precision constants, after 50 independent runs with settings specified in Table 3.1.
Different colours give different equations as described by colour bar.
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Figure 3.4: Best GEP (upper panels) and CMAGEP (lower panels) individual-
per-run fitness value and solution length (tree size) evolution over runtime. The
evolution is recorded during the training process at 50 independent runs, with each
individual run shown in a different colour. Black lines show the mean values. The
current panels illustrate the runs on data from prescribed function 3.3.5, lacking high
precision constants.
and confirms the improvement in global modelling performance and solution lengths
by CMAGEP.
That the MEF validation values were in the same range as the MEF values on the
training sets for both approaches, indicates a good capacity of generalization of the
resulting regressions.
The evolutions of prediction performance and solution lengths of the best individ-
uals in a generation denoted as tree sizes for 50 runs of both GEP and CMAGEP for
equation 3.3.5 from the “simple constants” set are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The figure
shows that for this specific function, the CMAGEP regressions need more time to reach
in a similar fitness range with those of GEP, but ultimately reach better fitness scores,
likely due to the time spent to retrieve a solution by the CMA-ES optimization. At the
same time, the tree sizes of the best solutions of a generation are always smaller for
the CMAGEP runs than those of GEP.
The initial set of functions used for generating the regression problems contains
very few and simple constant members to be optimized, meaning that the effect of the
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CMA-ES optimization might be negligible as the simple constants might have emerge
naturally only from the GEP evolution.
To further understand the influence of adding the optimization step in the CMAGEP
evolution over the capacity to reconstruct prescribed functions that contain higher pre-
cision constants, such constants were added in the Eq. 3.3.1-3.3.10. The new resulting
function formulations are given in Eq. 3.3.12-3.3.21 and were the basis for generating
new training and validation sets as for the initial function set. The experimental set-
up and types of runs presented in section 3.3.1 were repeated for the functions of Eq.
3.3.12-3.3.21 as well.
f (x1) =
10
5+(3:203x1 3)2 (3.3.12)
f (x1) =13:616x21+3:26log(3:203x
2
1)+7:8e
3:203x1 (3.3.13)
f (x1) =e( 3:203x1)3:203x31 cos(3:203x1)sin(3:203x1)(cos(3:203x1)sin(3:203x1)
2 1)
(3.3.14)
f (x1) = log(3:203x1+1)+ log(3:203x21+1) (3.3.15)
f (x1;x2) =
e( (3:203x1 1)2)
(1:2+(12:621x2 2:5)2) (3.3.16)
f (x1;x2) =6sin(3:203x1)cos(12:621x2) (3.3.17)
f (x1;x2) =
1
(1+3:203x( 4)1 )
+
1
(1+12:621x( 4)2 )
(3.3.18)
f (x1;x2) =(3:203x1 3)(12:621x2 3)+2sin((3:203x1 4)(12:621x2 4))
(3.3.19)
f (x1;x2) =
(3:203x1 3)4+(12:621x2 3)3  (12:621x2 3)
((12:621x2 2)4+10) (3.3.20)
f (x1;x2;x3) =
30(3:203x1 1)(0:448x3 1)
12:621x22(3:203x1 10)
(3.3.21)
The evolutionary progress is illustrated for Eq. 3.3.18 in the ‘complex set” in Fig.
3.5. For this function CMAGEP presents a step behaviour once more, due to the time
needed to do the optimizations of the initial evolution step, only that in the case of this
function with complex constants, CMAGEP shows better fitness function optimization
rate over the entire studied time compared to GEP, with GEP runs displaying local op-
tima behaviour by time 1000 s. The difficulty shown by GEP to reach a good solution
is again confirmed by the tree sizes of GEP that are very often  3 times larger than
those needed by CMAGEP to explore the search space.
The regression performance in terms of MEF values after training and validation
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Figure 3.5: Best GEP (upper panels) and CMAGEP (lower panels) individual-
per-run fitness value and solution length (tree size) evolution over runtime. The
evolution is recorded during the training process at 50 independent runs, with each
individual run shown in a different colour. Black lines show the mean values. The
current panels illustrate the runs on data from prescribed Eq. 3.3.18, containing high
precision constants.
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Table 3.5: GEP and CMAGEP regression performance statistics based on training and validation data for a prescribed function
set with high precision constants after 50 independent runs. The table contains values of mean MEF and mean tree size recorded
for all 50 runs during training, as well as other performance measures.
Eq. training MEF SE MEF training validation MEF SE MEF validation mean Tree size SE Tree size
GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP — CMAGEP GEP— CMAGEP
3.3.12 0.96 —0.98 0.00 — 0.00 0.95 — 0.98 0.01 — 0.0 19 — 7 1 — 0
3.3.13 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 -187.57 — 0.94 188.56 — 0.0 25 — 9 2 — 0
3.3.14 0.08 — 0.21 0.02 — 0.02 0.01 —0.12 0.05 — 0.0 7 — 5 1 — 0
3.3.15 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.00 1.00 — 1.00 0.00 — 0.0 16 — 7 1 — 0
3.3.16 -4.00 — 0.09 1.66 — 0.02 0.34 — 0.48 0.06 — 0.0 6 — 4 1 — 1
3.3.17 0.04 — 0.04 0.00 — 0.01 -0.67 — -0.03 0.45 — 0.0 25 — 8 1 — 0
3.3.18 0.94 — 0.95 0.00 — 0.01 0.93 — 0.94 0.01 — 0.0 19 — 13 1 — 0
3.3.19 0.99 — 0.99 0.00 — 0.01 0.99 — 0.99 0.00 — 0.0 27 — 18 2 — 0
3.3.20 0.89 — 0.90 0.01 — 0.02 -8.51 — 0.16 9.39 — 0.4 22 — 17 1 — 1
3.3.21 0.35 — 0.08 0.05 — 0.02 -4278.95 — 0.00 2674.99 — 0.0 30 — 12 1 — 0
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Table 3.6: Regression performance statistics on training set for best GEP and
CMAGEP solutions out of 50 runs with high precision constants in the prescribed
function set.
Eq. GEP train CMAGEP train GEP val CMAGEP val GEP size CMAGEP size
3.3.12 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 22 8
3.3.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 41 3
3.3.14 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 42 7
3.3.15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 8 6
3.3.16 0.99 1.00 0.95 0.99 26 14
3.3.17 0.09 0.51 -0.09 0.44 41 6
3.3.18 0.99 1.00 0.98 1.00 33 8
3.3.19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 34 7
3.3.20 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 34 5
3.3.21 0.94 0.85 -31.88 0.05 41 12
and solution length were studied for the two GEP approaches over the modified bench-
mark set (functions 3.3.12- 3.3.21) where constants need higher precision approxima-
tion and have longer symbolic representation. The results are reported in Tab. 3.5, 3.6,
and 3.7. For all functions, the CMAGEP mean MEF performance both at training and
validation was at least equal or higher than that of GEP (Fig. 3.3, third panel). For
all 10 studied equations, the structures generated by CMAGEP were once again much
shorter than the structures returned by GEP, with at least 2 times fewer parameters.
Both GEP and CMAGEP show a significantly higher MEF value on the training set
than on the validation set for equation 3.3.21, which can indicate a case of over-fitting,
likely due to the extra time needed to capture the high precision constants.
Table 3.7: Regression performance statistics on validation set for best GEP and
CMAGEP solutions out of 50 runs with high precision constants in the prescribed
function set.
Eq. GEP train CMAGEP train GEP val CMAGEP val GEP size CMAGEP size
3.3.12 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 22 8
3.3.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 12 4
3.3.14 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 42 7
3.3.15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 13 7
3.3.16 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 25 15
3.3.17 0.06 0.51 -0.02 0.44 25 6
3.3.18 0.99 1.00 0.98 1.00 33 8
3.3.19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 34 16
3.3.20 0.97 1.00 0.99 1.00 9 5
3.3.21 0.12 0.73 0.02 0.31 22 15
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3.3.2 Best starting point for the CMA-ES optimization
Since the number of generations allowed to pass before the CMA-ES optimization
starts is a newly introduced CMAGEP parameter that could influence the selection
process and that needed further study, the following experiment was devised: the sam-
ples generated for functions 3.3.5 and 3.3.18 were used for training and validation of
20 independent runs of CMAGEP with the CMA-ES optimization starting at different
generations: 0, 50, 100, 500, 1000.
For understanding if the CMA-ES optimization is actually a part of the learning
process during the CMAGEP evolution or, if it would actually be sufficient to only
optimize the parameters of the best individual from the last generation, one control
case is added to the test, where the entire evolution is only done by GEP and only the
last generation of individuals is optimized. The CMAGEP settings for all runs remain
unchanged from Tab. 3.1.
The influence of the CMA-ES start point in the two cases of “simple” and “com-
plex” functions sets can be seen in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. These showed that although
in training it seems that starting the optimization later in the evolution process, the
trend is no longer clear on the validation set where all starting points are in a similar
prediction performance range, with 0 time showing a slightly higher mean value. More
importantly though, it was clear that for the mean number of parameters, the lower the
generation start for optimization, the lower the complexity of structures, as seen in the
third panels of Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7.
3.3.3 Comparing with other machine learning approaches
To give a good perspective of GEP approaches prediction capacity in the context of
other machine learning methods (MLM), a set of four well known approaches such
as ANN Yegnanarayana (2009), SVM Hearst (1998) , RF Breiman (2001) and KRR
Hoerl and Kennard (1970) were used for generating predictions. The predictions and
the performance measures were computed based on artificial data that resulted from
the benchmark function set .
The toolboxes and settings used for the predictions of the ANN and KRR meth-
ods are described in Tramontana et al. (2016) and are implemented in the “simpleR”
regression toolbox Lazaro-Gredilla et al. (2014). The SVM predictions were obtained
based on the “LIBSVM” library Chang and Lin (2011) in the “simpleR” toolbox run
with default settings, . Lastly, the RF predictions were generated with standard the
MATLAB statistics toolbox and default parameter values.
50 sets of predictions were generated by each of the above mentioned methods,
after using the same training set presented in the first part of section 3.1. The prediction
values are then compared to the original values and to the prediction values generated
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by the GEP and CMAGEP structures by means of average MEF.
After the 50 independent runs (see Fig. 3.8) on the “simple” function set of the
ANN, KRR, SVM and RF respectively, the distributions of mean MEF values over the
50 validation cases show that the prediction performances of ANN,SVM, and KRR are
in a close range or each other, being closely followed by the performances of CMAGEP
and GEP and RF.
When learning from samples generated by the function set that contain high preci-
sion constants (see Fig. 3.9, an improvement in the general ranking of the GEP based
methods was noticeable. This was especially clear in the case of functions 3.16, 3.17
and 3.21 (Fig. 3.12 and 3.13), where is seems that the regression problems have be-
come more difficult to solve than their “simple” counterparts, due to the flattening of
some surfaces and inclusion of spikes in the function shape over the studied intervals.
In such cases it can be that the internal structure of the GEP individuals that might con-
tain introns is helpful in exploring a possibly rugged fitness landscape more efficiently
Ferreira (2006) than for non-GP machine learning approaches.
The highest prediction performance, in terms of mean MEF at validation over 50
runs, was associated with the ANN approach over all studied functions, even when
they contained or not high precision constants. At the same time, across all the studied
functions, the RF seems to show the prediction performance in the lower range. Never-
theless, the lower prediction performance recorded for the current study does not mean
that RF is a less powerful approach, but the lower performance can be attributed to the
size of the current chosen learning sample, evidence from other studies showing that
the RF approach tends to perform better with larger learning sample sizes Elith et al.
(2008).
The functions for which GEP and CMAGEP had a visibly lower average prediction
performance that of the non-GP MLM, were Eq. 3.3 and 3.14, which is the complex
version of 3.3, with the gap being reduced for 3.14. All the approaches showed the
lowest prediction performance for Eq. 3.21, which presents very abrupt changes in
convexity in both directions, possibly making the search space too difficult to cover.
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Figure 3.6: CMAGEP distribution of MEF values and number of parameters for
all solutions based on training and validation data from prescribed function 3.3.5, lack-
ing high precision constants.Values are reported after 20 independent runs based on
settings given in Table 3.1 with the CMA-ES optimization starting at different times.
The different starting times are given in generations and are shown on the x axis for all
panels.
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Figure 3.7: CMAGEP distribution of MEF values and number of parameters for
all solutions based on training and validation data from prescribed function 3.3.18,
lacking high precision constants.Values are reported after 20 independent runs based
on settings given in Table 3.1 with the CMA-ES optimization starting at different times.
The different starting times are given in generations and are shown on the x axis for all
panels.
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Figure 3.8: Cross validated prediction performance as mean MEF for several machine learning methods (MLM), such as ANN,
KRR, RF, SVM, GEP, and CMAGEP after 50 independent runs for a benchmark function set lacking high precision constants.
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Figure 3.9: Cross validated prediction performance as mean MEF for several machine learning methods (MLM), such as ANN,
KRR, RF, SVM, GEP, and CMAGEP after 50 independent runs for a benchmark function set containing high precision constants.
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3.3.4 Sunspots and comparing with commercial GEP
With the purpose of studying the prediction performances of CMAGEP against the
standard GEP, on real data, in the framework of a well studied problem in the evolu-
tionary algorithm community, the Sunspots data set was used Ferreira (2006). The data
set contains 100 observations from the Wolfer time series recorded between 1700 and
1988.
From the first 80 time steps, 10 independent variables are created, with a time lag
of one, i.e t 1; t 2:::t 10 and a dependent variable t0. Thus, 80 sets of dependent and
independent variables are generated. On this dataset, 100 runs were performed with the
settings from 3.1, under the Sunspots column, for the standard GEP and the CMAGEP.
The rest of 20 time steps are kept to use for validation.
The standard GEP performance was assessed using my implementation of the
GEP algorithm and a commercial implementation by the author of the algorithm, Fer-
reira. The commercial tool used is the demo version of the “GeneXproTools” (version
5.0.39.02 available at http://www.gepsoft.com/), owned by Gepsoft Limited.
For checking if my implementation of GEP is correct, its performance is compared
with a commercially available implementation by GEPSOFT (demo version). Using
a standard data set (sunspots) provided in the commercial demo version, it was found
that the performances are in a similar range (Tab. 3.8), with a mean MEF value of 0.79
( 0.001 for commercial GEP and  0.003 for my implementation) during learning
and a slightly better performance of my GEP implementation during validation of 0.37
( 0.08) compared to 0.29 ( 0.007) for the commercial GEP.
When applying the CMAGEP approach on the same data, CMAGEP obtained the
highest results with a mean MEF value at training of 0.87 ( 0.002) and 0.76 ( 0.004)
at validation (Tab. 3.8, third column). Furthermore, the tree size of the best individual
of all runs on the validation set is much smaller for the CMAGEP approach, solution
lengths being approx. half size.
3.3.5 Real observations for soil respiration
Lastly, for assessing the prediction and learning capacities of the two presented ap-
proaches, in the case of real ecological observations, a dataset containing 613 measure-
ments of soil respiration (Rsoil), SSA smoothed with a window of 60 days terrestrial
ecosystem gross primary production (GPPs), air temperature(Tair), soil temperature(Tsoil)
and soil water content(SWC) recorded daily was used for automatically constructing a
symbolic regression model. In this problem, a functional expression was needed for
describing the response of Rsoil to the candidate drivers, GPPs, Tair, Tsoil and SWC.
The 1 year measurements for all studied fluxes are illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
The measurements were recorded at a single site as detailed in Ilie et al..
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Table 3.8: GEP and CMAGEP regression performance statistics on the Sunspots data
set after 100 independent runs.
Algorithm commercial GEP my GEP implem. CMAGEP
Mean MEF/run train 0.79 0.79 0.87
SE MEF/run train 0.001 0.003 0.002
Best MEF train 0.84 0.88 0.91
Mean MEF/run validation 0.29 0.37 0.77
SE MEF/run validation 0.007 0.08 0.004
Best MEF validation 0.75 0.77 0.82
Mean tree size 14 11 6
SE tree size 0.61 0.61 0.12
Best train indiv. tree size 21 24 10
Best validation indiv. tree size 43 21 6
Mean number of generations 15000 14642 41
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Figure 3.10: Candidate drivers and target variable as time series that were given as
input to GEP and CMAGEP runs in real observations experiment describing soil res-
piration dynamics. The soil respiration flux is given in units of gCO2/30 min/m2.
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Table 3.9: GEP and CMAGEP regression performance statistics on a data set contain-
ing real measurements of soil respiration after 20 independent runs with the settings
given in Tab. 3.1.
Algorithm GEP CMAGEP
Average MEF best/run training 0.41 0.74
SE MEF best/run training 0.04 0.01
Best MEF training 0.84 0.86
Average MEF best/run validation 0.09 0.59
SE MEF best/run validation 0.18 0.01
Best MEF validation 0.75 0.77
Average tree size of best/run 5.5 3.75
SE tree size of best/run 0.44 0.28
Best training indiv. tree size 7 5
Best validation indiv. tree size 7 5
From the total set of data points, 500 data points were randomly sampled and was
used for training GEP and CMAGEP models. The train runs were repeated 20 times
the settings found in column 3 of Tab. 3.1. The remaining 113 data points left from
each sampling were used for computing the cross validated fitness function values for
the solutions returned by the GEP and CMAGEP approaches. For cross validation, the
GEP and CMAGEP solutions are used to generate predictions for all the test cases and
mean fitness function values are computed over the 10 runs.
Finally, the functional expressions of the best solutions for each of the two studied
approaches are reported.
After applying the two GEP methods to this real observations dataset, an improved
mean performance in modelling efficiency could be observed for the CMAGEP solu-
tions on the training and validation sets with MEF = 0:74 0:01 for CMAGEP and
MEF = 0:41 0:04 for GEP. More importantly, the average lengths of the returned
solutions were reduced by the CMAGEP approach, with returned solutions having an
average of 3.75 0:2 parameters compared to an average of 5.5 0:4 parameters for
the GEP solutions. For a more detailed comparison see Tab. 3.9).
The difference in the CMAGEP and GEP modelling is illustrated by the mathemat-
ical expression of the final models selected from each of the 20 GEP and CMAGEP
returned solutions. The final model selection was done based on mean MEF values at
validation.
The two models are given in equations 3.3.22 and 3.3.23.
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Figure 3.11: Observed and GEP and CMAGEP predicted soil respiration fluxes.
The observed Tsoil fluxes are shown as time series. The predicted values are obtained
from the GEP and CMAGEP models given in Eq. 3.3.22 and 3.3.23. The models were
selected according to fitness after 10 independent GEP and CMAGEP runs. The GEP
and CMAGEP runs were performed with the settings given in column 3 of Table 3.1.
Rsoil(GEP) = exp(SWC+(Tsoil +SWC+5:0)
0:5 3:8) (3.3.22)
Rsoil(CMAGEP) = exp(4:7 (0:2SWC)
6:3
Tsoil  0:4) (3.3.23)
Although different structurally, the two GEP and CMAGEP models reproduced
a similar pattern as seen in Fig. 3.11, where the CMAGEP and GEP predicted soil
respiration fluxes were overlaid onto the the real soil respiration flux values measured
at the study site. From the fit perspective, the CMAGEP model seems to be better at
capturing the higher peaks compared to the GEP model.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 GEP benchmark on artificial test functions
In the studies performed on artificially generated data CMAGEP fared better than the
GEP approach for reconstructing compact symbolic regressions. One reason for the
better results in prediction and learning, as well as smaller complexity of solutions
could be that the CMA-ES is efficient in optimizing the parameters of the GEP gener-
ated functions, that leads to less need for expansion of structures along the generation
count, also known as bloat. This indicates that the small pushes brought by the local
parameter optimization can in fact improve the search direction for the genetic evolu-
tion of the regressions.
For the majority of test cases, a decrease in the prediction performance was no-
ticeable when the target functions contain complex constants (Eq. 3.3.12-3.3.21). It
is possible that by adding the constants in the function formulations, the search space
became more complex, and the two approaches may have run into local optima prob-
lems, as seen also in Fig. 3.5, where a loss in population diversity is noticeable, and
not much fitness is gained after time 2000 for GEP and time 3000 for CMAGEP.
For difficult problems such as Eq. 3.3.14, where the best over-all solution had an
MEF of 0.86 and the lowest was negative, with the mean MEF < 0:5 over all valida-
tion cases, a multiple start is recommended, or multiple runs approach for GEP and
CMAGEP as the range of the solutions can be extended depending on the search stat-
ing point, and in order to avoid chance-only driven results, sufficiently large number
of runs should be performed.
3.4.2 Best starting point for the CMA-ES optimization
When the effect of the starting point of the CMA-ES optimization was studied, is was
apparent that the best time to start the optimization, in terms of MEF performance
depends on the type of problem studied, but it seems that having a waiting time for
the CMA-ES to start is helpful for the overall performance. However, when the com-
plexity of the solutions is taken into account, it is clear that starting to optimize at the
beginning of the learning process, will return solutions that are more compact, with-
out a significant decrease in prediction performance. This naturally brings the known
trade-off between prediction performance and model interpretability, and the start time
of the optimization should be decided based on the needs of the user.
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3.4.3 Comparing with other machine learning approaches
As seen in the current artificial data based study, the MEF values of the best of run
solution returned by the GEP based approaches generally spread over a larger range
compared to non-GEP MLM, keeping in line with the known stochastic component of
multiple run GP approaches. However, the solutions of interest in the GEP approaches
for symbolic regression are the solutions that perform best over all runs, and these
always perform in a small range of the best solutions of most of the studied non-GP
MLM.
That the prediction performance of the solutions returned by the two GEP methods
in the context other machine learning methods is very often in the same range can make
the results of GEP and CMAGEP more reliable for symbolic regression.
Although the results of GEP and CMAGEP are encouraging for prediction, in the
context other MLM, it is important to keep in mind that the comparison done in this
study was not completely fair and was done more as a starting guide, since the param-
eters used for obtaining the KRR, RF, SVN and ANNs predictions would probably be
better tuned by experts in the fields, whereas the set-up for the non-GEP runs was done
based on default values, the author’s experience being in favour of the GEP parameter
set tuning.
Nevertheless, the most important aspect of the GEP based approaches for sym-
bolic regression remains the fact that they are capable of building a “readable”, and, in
the case of CMAGEP , simple mathematical expression that can be further analysed,
interpreted and plugged in other systems.
3.4.4 Sunspots and comparing with commercial GEP
In the Sunspots experiment, the commercial implementation of GEP was compared my
implementation of standard GEP and the newly proposed CMAGEP. It was interesting
to see that the resulting solutions of the commercial implementation and the current
implementation were so similar in prediction performance and length for this prob-
lem. This indicates that the results generated by my GEP version are not significantly
influenced by the implementation environment and portray a good image of the GEP
standard performance. The sunspots experiment confirms once more the superiority
of the CMAGEP in modelling performance over the standard GEP. The shortening
of solution lengths by CMAGEP although there was no explicit parsimony pressure
added in the fitness function during the evolution of either CMAGEP or GEP, points
to an indirect parsimony pressure being exercised in the CMAGEP. The pressure could
appear due the intrinsic property of CMA-ES to give faster solutions to shorter GEP
individuals combined with the presence of the CMA-ES time-out parameter.
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3.4.5 Real observations for soil respiration
With the equations obtained in section 3.3 it seems that the CMAGEP approach is in
line with what GEP can automatically learn for soil respiration and its drivers, from a
prediction capacity perspective, however the model structure obtained is less complex,
allowing more space for interpretation.
It was interesting to see that although four candidate drivers were given as input,
including air and soil temperature and soil water content, the structures that best de-
scribes the process in soil respiration chosen from the performed runs is only depen-
dent on GPP, temperature and soil water content. The question that can be raised now
is whether GPP soil temperature and soil water content are really the main drivers of
soil respiration, or whether the structure describes dependencies on other drivers, but
not explicitly.
In Fig. 3.11 both obtained models describe sufficiently well the observed soil res-
piration flux, except for the higher values of the second section of the studied time,
where an underestimation is present. Same patterns were seen in Ilie et al. (2017).
In this work, the experiment on real observations was conducted mainly with the
purpose of comparing the two presented approaches and only illustrating the selected
model structures, and not for an in-depth analysis of the resulted structures. Such a
deeper analysis of the relevance and the applicability of the models and other aspects
from the modelling standpoint are further discussed in the author’s other work in Ilie
et al. (2017).
The fact that both models described a similar flux, even if the structures and internal
dynamics are different might indicate that by combining the CMA-ES optimization
with GEP, the evolution process is not highly disturbed, but that with the parameter
scaling in candidate models a solution is reached faster from a generation number
point of view. By managing to reach a final solution faster, in CMAGEP the risk of
bloat, commonly observed in genetic programming type of approaches Banzhaf and
Langdon (2002); Langdon (2000); Smith (2000) is reduced.
3.5 Conclusion and outlook
Considering the results presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that by adding
optimization steps during the evolution of the GEP, the global modelling performance
can be improved, but more importantly the returned solutions become more parsimo-
nious and easier for the user to understand. This implies that in real world problems
CMAGEP can provide more help to the community, especially if the symbolic regres-
sion solutions are needed for further understanding of a system. The CMAGEP ap-
proach is recommended for generating simple and concise model structures,for prob-
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lems in which the main interest would not be only prediction accuracy also the possi-
bility to interpret.
It would be important for the future development of the approach to investigate
whether diversity management would improve the overall learning performance by
keeping the GEP generated structures from converging too fast and allowing on the
other hand for a larger pool of possible functional structures to pass through the opti-
mization phase.
Another aspect that would need further investigation is a measure of complexity
of the returned functions, however not in terms of number of parameters to optimize,
but in terms of the degreed of non-linearity in the functions that compose the final
solutions as seen in the work of Vladislavleva et al. (2009).
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CMA-ES algorithm
Input
Set default values for m;l ;wi=1:::m ;cs ;ds ;cc;c1 and cm as given in frame 3.6.
Initialization C = I;g = 0; pc = 0 and ps = 0 m 2 Rn and s 2 R+
While termination criteria has not been met:
g g+1 (3.6.1)
Sampling new population of search points for k = 1; ::l :
zk Nk(0;I) (3.6.2)
yk = BDzk N(0;C) (3.6.3)
xk = m+syk N(m;s2C) (3.6.4)
Selection and recombination:
hyiw =
m
å
i=1
wiyi:l ; where
m
å
i=1
wi = 1; wi > 0 (3.6.5)
Mean update:
m m+shyiw =
m
å
i=1
wixi:l (3.6.6)
Step size control:
ps  (1  cs )ps +
p
cs (2  cs )meffC 
1
2 hyiw (3.6.7)
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s  s  e

cs
ds

kps k
EkN(0;I)k 1

(3.6.8)
E kN(0;I) k=p2G n+12 pn1  14n + 121n2
Covariance matrix adaptation:
Cumulation for C:
pc (1  cc)pc+hs
p
cc(2  cc)meffhyiw (3.6.9)
hs =
8<:1 if
kpskp
1 (1 cs )2(g+1)
<
 
1:4+ 2n+1

E kN(0;I) k
0 otherwise
C update:
C (1  c1  cm)C+ c1(pc pTc +d (hs )C)+ cm
m
å
i=1
wiyi:l yTi:l (3.6.10)
with, d (hs ) = cc(1 hs )(2  cc)6 1
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Default strategy parameters
meff =
1
åmi=1w
2
i
> 1; where
m
å
i=1
wi = 1 (3.6.11)
Selection and recombination:
l = 4+ b3ln(n)c; m = bm 0c; m 0 = l
2
(3.6.12)
wi =
w 0i
åmj=1w
0
j
; w 0i = ln(m
0+0:5)+ ln(i); i = 1:::m (3.6.13)
Step size control:
cs =
meff+2
n+meff+5
(3.6.14)
ds = 1+2max
 
0;
r
meff 1
n+1
 1
!
+ cs (3.6.15)
Covariance matrix adaptation:
cc =
meff
n +4
n+ 2meffn +4
(3.6.16)
c1 =
2
(n+1:3)2+meff
(3.6.17)
cm = min
 
1  c1;am
meff 2+ 1meff
(n+2)2+am meff2
!
; am = 2 (3.6.18)
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CMA-ES definitions
l population size
m number of selected search points in the population
meff is the variance effective selection mass, with 16 meff 6 m
s 2 R+, step size
w 2 R+, weight coefficients for recombination
cc 6 1, learning rate for cumulation for the rank-one update of the covariance
matrix
c1 6 1 cm , learning rate for the rank-one update of the covariance matrix update
cm 6 1  c1, learning rate for the rank-m update of the covariance matrix update
cs < 1, learning rate for the cumulation for the step-size control
ds  damping parameter for step-size update
f : Rn! R; x 7! f (x), fitness function to minimize
g, generation number
m 2 Rn, mean value of the search distribution
n 2 N, search space dimension
I 2 Rnn, C(g), identity matrix and covariance matrix at generation g
B;D come from an eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix C with C =
BD2BT = BDDBT . B is an orthogonal matrix with eigenvectors of C as
columns and D a diagonal matrix with square roots of eigenvalues of C as
diagonal elements
xk 2 Rn; k = 1:::l a sample of l search points.
hyiw is a step of the distribution mean irrespective of step-size s .
xi:l 2 Rn, the i-th best point of x1:::xl , with respect to fitness function f .
yk Nk(0;C), for k = 1:::l , are samples from a multivariate normal distribution
with zero mean and covariance matrix C;
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CMAGEP algorithm
Start:
initialize the global CMAGEP parameters:
n;gn;ds; fs; ts;cs; fl; lgh; f ;mr; tr; ir;rr;mgen;mrt ; po;go; io; f eo
generate initial W1 population of n individuals made of gn number of genes
:
i = 0;k = 0
while k <= n, then:
r = 0
while r < gn, then:
for (a = 1;a <= lgh;a++)
gi;k;r[a]=random selection from fs[ ts
endfor
for (b = lgh+1;b <= 2 lgh+1;b ++)
gi;k;r[b ]=random selection from ts
endfor
r = r+1
endwhile
Fik = ffgi;k;rjr = 1:::gng; etik = f g; stik = ” ”; stsik = ” ”; stscik =
” ”; stoik = ” ”; Pik = f g; Xik = f g; f vik = 1000; f v0ik = 1000g,
where f g denotes an empty set and, ” ” denotes an empty string.
k = k+1
endwhile
Evolution loop:
while check for termination criteria ==False, then:
 translate all individuals q in generation i that are a set genes giqr linked
by link function fl into expression trees etiq
 obtain the mathematical expression stiq and prediction values Xi for all
individuals in the current generation
 evaluate predicted values of the individuals in the current generation
against real target data Td and assign fitness values f viq based on fit-
ness function f
for(q = 1;q <= n;q++) etiq = translate(fgiqrjr = 1:::gng; fl)
stiq;Xi = eval(et)
f viq = f (Xi;Td)
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endfor
sort Wi based on cmp
Do CMA-ES optimization
 get simplified mathematical expression stsiq for each of the best po
individuals and determine the locations of constants in the expres-
sion to optimize stsciq
 if the individual contains a set of previously optimized constants,
return set of optimized constants Piq, optimized expression stoiq,
and optimized fitness value f 0viq using the CMA-ES approach
based on fitness function f and the string built from the set of
previously optimized constants as initial sample set and their lo-
cations
 if the individual to optimize does not contain a set of previously
optimized constants, return set of optimized constants Piq, opti-
mized expression stoiq, and optimized fitness value f
0viq using the
CMA-ES approach based on fitness function f and the string built
from the current constants determined from the simplified mathe-
matical expression and their locations after applying determineCst
function
 evaluate the optimized expression of the chromosome for assign-
ing the optimized fitness value.
for(q = 1;q <= po;q++)
stsiq = simp(Fiq)
stsciq = detC(Fiq)
if(Fiq:Piq! = f g)
stscik = reconstructS(Fik:st
s
ik;Fiq:Piq)
Fiq:Piq;stoiq; f
0viq = Lo(stscik ; f )
else
Fiq:Piq = determineCst(stsiq)
stscik = reconstructS(Fik:st
s
ik;determineCst(Phiik:st
s
ik))
Fiq:Piq;stoiq; f
0viq = Lo(stscik ; f )
endif
endfor
for all individuals that do not belong to the best po set, assign current fit-
ness value to optimized fitness value for future optimized fitness value
based comparison in the population
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for(q = po+1;q <= n;q++)
f 0viq = f viq
endfor
sort Wi based on optimized fitness values f 0v as defined in cmp0
Save best individual and generate chromosomes for new evolution step
by genetic variation
F(i+1)1 =F(i)1
for (k = 2;k <= n;k++)
do random selection of individuals Fim and Fim 0 from Wi for tournament
based on optimized fitness and apply random genetic variation opera-
tors to the best
if(cmp0(Fim ;Fim 0)) then
F(i+1)k = gV (Fim)
else F(i+1)k = gV (Fim 0)
endif
endfor
i = i+1
endwhile
return Fi1
return the best over-all individual for the current evolution
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CMAGEP definitions
i = 1; ::m; m 2 N, evolution step, also known as generation
W, the set of all possible chromosomes under set conditions
Wi, the set of all chromosomes generated at evolution step i
hWii= n; n 2 N, population count, fixed for all evolution steps
gn 2 N, number of genes in a chromosome
fl , link function, that connects all the expression trees associated to the genes of
a chromosome into a single expression tree
ds 2 N, the size of the data sample used for training, fixed
gi;k;r;r = 1; ::gn, gene r of chromosome k at generation i, encoding an expression
tree via the Karva language Ferreira (2001)
ghi;k;r, head of gene r of chromosome k at generation i, containing a random array
of characters mapping to functions and terminals, with length lgh 2N, fixed
gti;k;r, tail of gene r of chromosome k at generation i, containing a random array
of characters mapping only to terminals, with length 2 lgh+1
Fik; i = 1; ::m; k = 1; ::n, the evolution individual, called chromosome, at gener-
ation i, position k
f : Rds1Rds1 ! R, fitness function, that returns a numerical value based
on the value array obtained from mathematically evaluating a chromosome
against a given target training data set
fs, functional transformation set, characters mapping to possible functional trans-
formations
ts, terminal set, characters mapping to candidate predictors
genetic operators rates:
mr 2 (0;1), mutation rate
tr 2 (0;1), transposition rate
ir 2 (0;1), insertion rate
rr 2 (0;1), recombination rate
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Let Fik := (fgi;k;r j r = 1; ::gng;et;ets;etsc;eto;Xik;Pik;v f ;v f 0)
with:
fgi;k;r j r = 1; ::gng, the set of genes in chromosome k, at generation i, and
cardinal gn
etik, the expression tree generated after translating all the strings encompass-
ing the genes of the current chromosome, and applying the link function
stik, string defining the mathematical expression obtained after parsing the
expression tree associated to the chromosome
stsik, string defining the simplified mathematical expression associated to the
chromosome, after applying the simplification function from the “Sympy”
package
stscik , string defining simplified mathematical expression associated to the
chromosome, after determining the constants to be optimized
stoik, string defining optimized mathematical expression associated to the
chromosome, after applying the optimization function from the CMA-ES
package
Xik 2 Rds1, numerical evaluation array to be compared with target data
Pik 2 Rnc1, set of parameters resulted from the local CMA-ES optimiza-
tion, nc is the number of constants to be optimized and is determined locally
f vik, fitness value assigned to the chromosome after evaluating the predic-
tions of the stik mathematical expression of the current chromosome against
known target values, based on the f fitness function
f v0ik, optimized fitness value, obtained after evaluating the optimized math-
ematical expression, stoik of the current chromosome, based on the f fitness
function
evolution stop criteria:
mgen, maximum number of generations allowed with no improvement in
best fitness
mrt , maximum runtime
optimization parameters:
po, number/ percentage of best chromosomes to be optimized
go, generation at which optimization can start
io, maximum CMA-ES iterations for optimizing a chromosome
f eo, maximum CMA-ES fitness function evaluations needed for optimizing
a chromosome
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Important operations:
chromosome comparison:
cmp(Fik;Fi j) =
(
Fik; f vik > f vi j
Fi j; otherwise
cmp0(Fik;Fi j) =
(
Fik; f v0ik > f v
0
i j
Fi j; otherwise
simplification:
Let S:=fst j st is a string defining a mathematical expressiong
simp : W! S;
stsik = simp(Fik) := Sympy(stik), where “Sympy” is a Python symbolic op-
eration package.
determine constants to be optimized and their location:
determineCst : S! Rnc , function that determines the constants that can be
optimized from the string of the simplified mathematical expression associ-
ated with a chromosome
nc = count(determineCst(stsik)) number of constants that need to be opti-
mized
reconstructS : SRnc ! S; function that reconstructs the mathematical ex-
pression stscik to be optimized based on the determined constants to be opti-
mized and their locations
stscik = reconstructS((Fik:st
s
ik;determineCst((Fik:st
s
ik))
local CMA-ES optimization:
Lo : S! RncSR
Pik;stoik; f
0
v = Lo(st
sc
ik ; f ), function that does local CMA-ES optimization for a
set of constants in the simplified mathematical expression stscik of an individ-
ual Fik and a fitness function f and returns a set of optimized constants Pik,
an optimized mathematical expression stoik and and optimized fitness value
f 0v
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Figure 3.12: Functions used in the artificial benchmark test. The first and third columns
show the functions that before adding high precision constants and the second and
fourth columns show the changes produced after introducing high precision constants.
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Figure 3.13: Functions used in the artificial benchmark test. The first and third columns
show the functions that before adding high precision constants and the second and
fourth columns show the changes produced after introducing high precision constants.
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Table 3.10: Best function formulations returned by GEP and CMAGEP after 50 independent runs with settings given in the first
column of Table 3.1 for the artificial benchmark function set lacking high precision constants.
Eq. GEP CMAGEP
3.3.1 0:67cos(x1)+ log(sin(x1)+6)
0:5+ cos(log(sin(cos(x1))+6)) 0:78 sin(0:97
p
(x1)+0:38cos(1:33x1 4:06)+0:62
3.3.2 x1(log(x21)+6)+6x1 log(x1)+8e
(x1) 3 12x1+9:9e(0:96x1) 13
3.3.3 x10:5+ e(x1)
0:25e( x12)
+ sin(x1  sin(x1)) 1:7 0:78sin(3:34cos(0:73x1+11:84))+0:01
3.3.4 x1+ sin(
p
(x1))+ sin(
p
(x1))
(x0:51 ) 1:3 0:5x1 1:4sin(1:46log(3:68x1+3:71))+1:2
3.3.5 x21:4e
( x21)+0:2(0:14x2x1 )
x1
x2 +0:2e( x1) sin(log(x2))+
0:2log(x2)sin(x2)
x1
3sin(x1  x2)+3sin(x1+ x2)
3.3.6 6sin(x1)cos(x2) 6sin(x1)cos(x2)
3.3.7 1:1cos(1:02)( 1:01x1)+1:2cos(1:04x2)( 0:96x2) 0:34 0:51cos 1:63x1 +0:52cos
1:55
x2
+1:1
3.3.8 (x1  x2)sin(x1)+(xx11 )( 0:5)e(cos(x1x2)) 2:1sin(0:38x1+0:59x2+1:52)+2:9sin(0:62x1 0:69x2+1:8)
+cos(sin(x2))
(x21+x2 x3)+ e( sin(x2)) sin(x1)sin(x2)  1:9sin(0:51cos(1:59x1+1:88x2))
3.3.9 cos(x1)+ cos(sin(x1))+
(cos(x1) 6)
(8x2+x1)
+ 0:62sin(x2+6)
x21
( 0:73)x2+44cos(1:528x3(0:106x1)(1:446x2)) 43
3.3.10 (x1  x2)
(
x1
x2
 log(x3))
x2
+(x1  x2)
(sin(x1)  x3x2 )
x2
+ 2x3( x1+sin(x1))
x22
1:3x21
( 0:7x3+0:67)
x22
+ 0:24(1:1x1+0:57x2)
+ 0:47( 0:76x2+1:5x3)(x1x2)
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Table 3.11: Best function formulations returned by GEP and CMAGEP after 50 independent runs with settings given in the first
column of Table 3.1 for the artificial benchmark function set containing high precision constants.
Eq. GEP CMAGEP
3.3.12 e
(sin(x1)cos(x1)
x1
0:5
sin(e(x1
( x1))cos(x1))+ cos(log(7x1)  cos(log(x1))) 0:76 0:37e(1:192(0:67x1)( 0:661x1)sin(1:401x1))+0:33cos(0:604x1)
3.3.13 1:528x1 + 28
x1
sin( 3x1 )
+0:063x121 + x1
2x1x1(sin(x1) 7:0) 7:8e(3:203x1)+3:2
3.3.14 (sin(sin(4x1))
ee
(x1)
+ cos(6+x1)x1
e(x14)
+ cos(6+x1)x1
e(x14)
+ cos((x1+x1)x1)
e(x14)
0:150:37(0:9x1) cos(5:455cos(1:278x1)) 0:003
3.3.15 x1+ sin(x10:65)+ sin(log(x1))+1:0 0:6x
( 1:2)
1 +3log(3:83x1) 1:8
3.3.16 e( 8x1 2x2+sin(x1))+ e
 8x1+x1
x2 2x2 +1:7106( x1x2) log(x3)+1:7106( x0:51 )x0:52 0:02x1x2
e(x1)
+2:00:14x
0:5
x2
1
(6x1)
3.3.17 sin( 52x1 )+ sin(
(x1+x2) log(x1)
x22
)+ sin(e( x3+26))+ sin(e(sin( x1+e(x3)+5))) 3:1sin(3:174x1+3:143cos(6:286x2) 3:095)+0:25
3.3.18 x1(x1+x2+cos(cos(x2))) +
x1
(3:0x1+cos(x1))
+ sin(log(x1+ log(x1+2)))+
cos(x2+8)
x2
(3:1x2+1:6sin(4:37sqrt(x2))
0:27+0:52sin(1:454log(0:77x1)) 0:59
3.3.19 18x1x2+ x2(18x1 36)+ x2+ x2x10:5 +(x2 3)ex10:5 + log(xx12 ) 15x1x2+14x2(1:7x1 2:4) 35sin(0:41log(1:61x1))
3.3.20 sin(cos(sin(cos(x1)))+4)+ cos(4e( x2)
x1
2 )) (1:5x1)
( 0:97cos((0:325x2)
( 0:142x1)
x2 ) 0:82
+0:25x( x1)2 log(x
x1
1 )+
x( x1)2 cos(cos(x1))
x1
3.3.21 sin(x1)
cos(x2)
( x1+cos(x3))
+ cos(x1)cos(x2)(x3 cos(x3))
+ log(x3)cos(x1)(x2 cos(x3))
+ log(x3)sin(x2)x2( x1+x3) 1:4x2 0:21log(1:3log(1:03x1+4:9)) 0:54+
1:8
(x2 sin(1:005x1))
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Modelling CH4 fluxes in an Arctic site
using CMAGEP
4.1 Introduction
Rising air and surface temperature values in Arctic regions (Serreze et al., 2000; Ser-
reze and Barry, 2011) can lead to thawing of permafrost layers and melting of ice
sheets (Jorgenson et al., 2006; O’Donnell et al., 2011). Such events will most probably
cause changes in soil hydrology and plant community compositions as well as CH4
terrestrial cycle.
Wetlands in the Arctic regions are among the most important sources of CH4 , ac-
counting for 10% of the total number of CH4 emissions (Ciais et al., 2013; Kirschke
et al., 2013). Understanding the factors determining the changes in CH4 fluxes in these
ecosystems is necessary for an accurate representation of Arctic wetlands responses to
climate change.
Previous studies already indicate that some of the most influential drivers for CH4 fluxes
during the growth periods are water table depth (WT D (Merbold et al., 2009; Sturte-
vant et al., 2012)), plant community composition (Andresen et al., 2017; McEwing
et al., 2015; Morrissey and Livingston, 1992; Tsuyuzaki et al., 2001), air temperature
(Tair), soil temperatures from different depths (Tsoil) (Nakano et al., 2000; Tveit et al.,
2015) and thaw depth (T hD (Kim, 2015)). However, due to limited number of studies
the CH4 cycle is not yet well understood for the non-growing periods, although there
are indications on a higher influence of physical factors such as air pressure (Pa), air
and soil temperatures Tair and Tsoil determining the gas exchange during this period
(Mastepanov et al., 2013, 2008).
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Figure 4.1: Description of measurement conditions of Chersky site in NE Siberia.
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Figure 4.2: Fluxes monitoring at the Chersky site in Russia.
This Chapter investigates the possibility of automatically learning significant mod-
els for describing CH4 fluxes an Arctic site using the CMAGEP approach (Ilie et al.).
The CMAGEP retrieved models have explicit structures that could offer new insights
to the response of CH4 flux to candidate drivers and their importance.
4.2 Data and Method
The current study is based on measurements taken at an Arctic floodplain site near
Chersky, NE Siberia. CH4 exchanges were measured and recorded as well possible
drivers such as Pa, photosynthetic active radiation (PAR), WT D, T hD, Tair, Tsoil at
different depths (in cm, Tsoil5,Tsoil15, Tsoil25, Tsoil35) and Eriophorum. angustifolium
(E), Carex. appendiculata (C), and Potentilla palustris (P) abundance in percentage per
plots. (Kwon et al., 2016) give a detailed presentation on the measurement procedures.
As the interest was not only in determining the influence of the above mentioned
drivers to CH4 fluxes but also to determine the influence of drainage and the season
when the monitoring is done on the laws governing the fluxes, the data was split for the
two transects (drained and un-drained), for both summer and winter, giving a total of
four transect-season (TS) cases. For all TS the stepAIC R function was applied by Min
Jung Kwon to linear models generated with the lm R function (with allowance of inter-
actions) based on all the drivers and some of their functional transformations (square
root, logarithm and exponential). The generated models and prediction performances
were then reported. (https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/MASS/html/stepAIC.html)
Models were automatically bred as well using the CMAGEP approach for each of stud-
ied TS. For all TS 70% of the total number of data points were randomly sampled for
training, and the remaining 30% were stored for validation. The sampling was repeated
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Table 4.1: Variables included in the input of CMAGEP runs for generating models for
CH4 fluxes.
Candidate drivers:
Summer (27 variables):
Pa, PAR, WT D, T hD, Tair, Tsoil5,Tsoil15, Tsoil25, Tsoil35, E, C, P,
D30Pa, D60Pa, D120Pa, D180Pa, D360Pa
D30Tair, D60Tair, D120Tair, D180Tair, D360Tair
D30PAR, D60PAR, D120PAR, D180PAR, D360PAR
Winter (25 variables):
Pa, PAR, Tair, Tsoil5,Tsoil15, Tsoil25, Tsoil35, E, C, P
D30Pa, D60Pa, D120Pa, D180Pa, D360Pa
D30Tair, D60Tair, D120Tair, D180Tair, D360Tair
D30PAR, D60PAR, D120PAR, D180PAR, D360PAR
90 times, thus generating 90 train-validation pairs.
CMAGEP independent runs were performed for each of the 90 train-validation
pairs, with the settings given in table 4.3, generating 90 models. Mean Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion (AIC) values over the 90 validation samples were computed for all
90 generated models and the models with the lowest mean AIC values were selected
for each of the transect-seasons and their structures and prediction performances were
reported. AIC
To ensure interpretability, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Model Bias
Error (MBE) were also computed across the entire dataset.
4.3 Results
The models generated by using the stepAIC function:
CH4 fluxds = Pa+Tair +Tsoil5+Tsoil15+Tsoil25+
Tsoil35+E +C+WT D+T hD+PaTair+
PaTsoil35+PaWT D+PaT hD+Tsoil5T hD+
Tsoil15Tsoil35+Tsoil15E +Tsoil15WT D+Tsoil15T hD+
Tsoil35E +Tsoil35T hD+EWT D+CWT D+WT DT hD
(4.3.1)
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CH4 fluxus = Pa+Tair +Tsoil5+Tsoil15+Tsoil25+
Tsoil35+E +C+P+WT D+T hD+PaP+
PaWT D+TairTsoil15+TairTsoil25+TairE+
TairT hD+Tsoil5Tsoil35+Tsoil5P+Tsoil5WT D
+Tsoil5T hD+Tsoil15Tsoil25+Tsoil15E +Tsoil15P+
Tsoil15WT D+Tsoil15T hD+Tsoil25Tsoil35+Tsoil25E+
Tsoil25C+Tsoil25P+Tsoil25WT D+Tsoil25T hD+
Tsoil35E +Tsoil35C+Tsoil35P+EWT D+ET hD+
CWT D+WT DT hD
(4.3.2)
CH4 fluxdw = Pa+Tair +Tsoil5+Tsoil15+Tsoil25+
Tsoil35+E +C+P+PaTair +PaTsoil25+
PaTsoil35+PaE +TairTsoil5+TairTsoil35+
TairE +TairC+TairP+Tsoil5Tsoil25+Tsoil5Tsoil35+
Tsoil5C+Tsoil5P+Tsoil15Tsoil25+Tsoil15C+
Tsoil15P+Tsoil25Tsoil35+Tsoil25P+Tsoil35C+
Tsoil35P+EC
(4.3.3)
CH4 fluxuw = Pa+Tair +Tsoil5+Tsoil15+Tsoil25+
Tsoil35+E +C+P+PaTair +PaTsoil5+
PaTsoil15+PaTsoil25+PaE +PaC+
PaP+TairTsoil5+TairTsoil15+TairTsoil25+
TairTsoil35+TairC+TairP+Tsoil5Tsoil15+
Tsoil5Tsoil25+Tsoil5Tsoil35+Tsoil5C+Tsoil15Tsoil35+
Tsoil15E +Tsoil15C+Tsoil25E +Tsoil25P+Tsoil35E
(4.3.4)
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Table 4.2: Modelling performance for all transect-seasons, for stepAIC and CMAGEP
generated models.
DS US DW UW
stepAIC R2 0.99 0.97 0.91 0.81
CMAGEP R2 0.90 0.70 0.43 0.08
stepAIC solution length 24 39 30 32
CMAGEP solution length 3 2 3 2
The models generated by using the CMAGEP approach:
CH4 fluxds =
0:09Tsoil35
0:15Pa+4:3C
(4.3.5)
CH4 fluxus =
0:06E
Pa
(4.3.6)
CH4 fluxdw = 30E e1:3Tair (4.3.7)
CH4 fluxuw =
0:09
Pa
(4.3.8)
The modelling performance scores for the models generated with the classic stepAIC
approach and automatically with the CMAGEP approach are presented in Tab. 4.2.
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the capacity of the CMAGEP model to capture the CH4 fluxes
measured in the summer season in the drained section.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the capacity of the CMAGEP model to capture the CH4 fluxes
measured in the summer season in the un-drained section.
4.4 Discussion
The models generated with the standard procedure, stepAIC have a higher overall pre-
diction performance compared to the models generated with CMAGEP. However, for
all TS it is obvious that the models generated by CMAGEP are much more compact,
with far less parameters needed to describe the response of CH4 to drivers. The fact
that CMAGEP achieved to build much more compact solutions allowed for further in-
vestigation on whether the structures obtained make actual sense from a physical and
biological view and also whether the insights obtained are in line with already observed
mechanisms.
Nevertheless it is worth mentioning that when high prediction performance is the
purpose for building a model, especially in describing CH4 flux responses in the Arctic
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Figure 4.3: Observed and CMAGEP model predicted CH4 flux at the Drained site in
summer season.
Figure 4.4: Modelled and CMAGEP model predicted CH4 flux at the Undrained site
in summer season.
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Figure 4.5: Modelled and CMAGEP model predicted CH4 flux at the Drained site in
winter season.
site in the non-growing season, CMAGEP might not be the best solution. On the other
hand it is possible that the signals captured in the available data are not sufficient for
CMAGEP to construct a relevant model structure for the non-growing season.
The CMAGEP generated models revealed that the growing-season CH4 flux rates
were positively influenced by Tsoil at deep layers and E cover as well as negatively by
Pa and the C (drained: Equation 3; control, Equation 4). In the non-growing season,
although the structures of the equations differed from those of the growing season,
similar parameters influenced CH4 flux rates (drained, Equation 5; control, Equation
6).
4.5 Conclusion
CMAGEP was applied on a new real world dataset containing measurements on CH4 exchanges
and new explicit models were generated for describing the relation of some of the most
influential inputs to CH4 fluxes in an Arctic floodplain in different seasons. The mod-
els obtained after applying the CMAGEP approach, were much more simple that those
obtained through multivariate linear regressions, and for 2 out of the 4 studied cases
the loss in prediction accuracy was sufficiently reduced to encourage the further use
of the automatically generated models. The results of applying CMAGEP to a specific
real world problem encourage us to believe that its applicability can be successfully
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Figure 4.6: Modelled and CMAGEP model predicted CH4 flux at the Undrained site
in winter season.
extended to other problems and that when interpretation is needed, or that when pre-
viously not considered non-linear dynamics are present in the studied processes, the
CMAGEP for symbolic regression is indeed a suitable modelling framework.
4.6 Author’s contribution
The Author has performed all experiments and analysis regarding the CMAGEP for
this Chapter. Results from using other regression packages were shared by Min Jung
Kwon, who has also graciously shared the figures regarding the physical methane flux
experiment set-up and site condition descriptions.
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Table 4.3: CMAGEP settings
Parameter
Number of chromosomes 1000
Number of genes 3
Head length 5
Functions +; ;=;;xy;p; ln;exp
Terminals given in table 4.1
Link function +
Max run time 1800 seconds
Fitness function AIC
Selection method for replication tournament(Coello and Montes, 2002)
Mutation probability 0.2
IS and RIS transpositions probabilities 0.05
Two-point recombination probability 0.3
Inversion probability 0.05
One point recombination probability 0.4
Number of individuals to optimize 20
Time to start optimization 0
Maximum CMA-ES iterations 50
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5.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 of this thesis explored the potential of a GEP system to automatically dis-
cover relevant physical and biological models that describe the response of ecosystem
respiration (Reco) components to biotic and abiotic external drivers. It was shown that
the author’s implementation of the standard GEP system is capable of building “read-
able” mathematical expression models that both confirm established knowledge in the
biogeochemistry field as well as describe novel elements enriching the current knowl-
edge and understanding of Reco.
Although the potential of using GEP constructed model formulations to comple-
ment the current understanding of Reco was confirmed (Ilie et al., 2017), it became
obvious that the formulas constructed with the standard version of GEP were far too
complex to allow drawing clear conclusions regarding the biological or physical sound-
ness of the described models. In order to avoid the typical GP bloat associated with
unnecessary evolution steps, improving the solution calibration in the proposed GEP
system during the learning phase was necessary.
For improving the interpretability aspect of the solutions proposed by this GEP
system, in Chapter 3 and in (Ilie et al.) CMAGEP, a novel GEP and CMA-ES hybrid
system, was introduced. CMAGEP generated solutions with improved prediction per-
formance and, more importantly,  60% shorter when evaluated over an established
artificial benchmark and two real-world study cases. The capacity of CMAGEP to im-
prove existing models for carbon exchange was once more confirmed with the work
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Figure 5.1: World map distribution of FLUXNET sites in 2015. Source: https:
//daac.ornl.gov/FLUXNET/guides/Fluxnet_site_DB.html
shown in Chapter 4 and (Kwon et al., 2016), where the CMAGEP reduced the length
of a multivariate linear methane ecosystem exchange model by 80% after improving
model calibration and introducing novel non-linear elements.
Although the above mentioned studies can be considered valuable from the per-
spective of introducing novel modelling concepts and revealing interesting local CO2
exchange responses to environmental factors based only on reconstructed signals from
measurements, the studies were nevertheless based on single site records of such mea-
surements. In these circumstances it is difficult to make speculations regarding the
possibility of expanding the local models to a general Reco model across sites and
ecosystem types.
The following study investigates this and other aspects due to access to an im-
portant database containing measurements of relevant factors influencing the global
terrestrial carbon cycle. The work shown here is based on a set of ”open-access” mea-
surements that were recorded at various spatial locations over 112 FLUXNET long-
term monitoring sites. The FLUXNET database gathers data from eddy covariance
(EC) biogeochemical flux towers globally distributed as shown in Fig. 5.1. Previous
work in the field already indicates variation of respiration responses to environmental
drivers with latitudinal change (Luo et al., 2015; Mahecha et al., 2010; Shao et al.,
2015) and in this chapter such variations are further studied using the novel automated
modelling framework, CMAGEP.
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Here, one aim is to obtain a more detailed picture of the main drivers of the terres-
trial carbon cycle at the single site level as captured in the network of global spatially
distributed sites. Furthermore, the present study aims to construct this picture for the
larger spatial levels as well, such as the regional and global levels. The presence of dis-
tinguishable patterns in the CMAGEP automatically constructed model structures over
a multitude of sites is studied. Patterns in the strength of the models in re-capturing
signals and generating accurate predictions are explored as well. Once such patterns
are revealed, possible links to climate or vegetation type distribution are assessed.
As previously done in Chapter 2, the CMAGEP automatically discovered models
were compared for all sites with a set of established literature models, in order to un-
derstand if the CMAGEP models managed to generate novel structural understanding
or if they re-confirm some of the knowledge regarding the functioning of Reco.
Finally, the possibility of deriving a single CMAGEP model formulation and parametri-
sation fitting all 112 studied FLUXNET sites is explored as well as the possibility to
extrapolate and simulate carbon fluxes over the entire globe for one specific year. Once
simulations are generated, the total predicted flux magnitude is compared to results
from other independent studies.
The main purpose of the work shown in this chapter is to understand whether an
automated modelling framework such as CMAGEP can lead to the discovery of rele-
vant model structures over a large variety of climate and ecosystem type distribution
and if these models can capture and reveal interesting patterns of the terrestrial carbon
flux over the studied climate and ecosystem types.
5.2 Data and Methods
5.2.1 Data
In recent years the widespread use of the eddy covariance (EC) methodology has led
to a large increase in data describing terrestrial land surface exchanges (Baldocchi et
al., 2001).
FLUXNET is an international network of EC sites with data processed accord-
ing to standardized protocols (Luyssaert et al., 2009). The EC time-series data from
FLUXNET provide rich insights into exchanges of water, energy and CO2 across a
range of biomes and timescales.
This study is based on data from 112 FLUXNET that contain at least 1 year of
daily measurements.
In the available datasets, candidate drivers were defined as instances of sunlight in-
duced fluorescence, ( Si fms) index from the previous day, given as mean seasonal cycle
in order to remove high frequency, air temperature at the site (Tair), soil temperature
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Figure 5.2: Symbolic regression modelling set-up for each CMAGEP run with settings
specified in Tab. 5.1 for 112 studied FLUXNET sites.
at the site ( Tsoil), an index for soil water availability Wai. The dependent variable, or
target, is defined as the Reco flux.
The Reco measurements used in this study were obtained by applying the eddy co-
variance methodology in order to capture night-time Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE),
followed by flux separation based on the work of (Reichstein et al., 2005). Further
details regarding flux measurements for all the FLUXNET used variables are given in
(Baldocchi, 2003) and in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The Wai variable is a model prod-
uct that approximates the soil water availability based on precipitation measurements,
obtained as described in Jung et al. (2011). The SIF (Frankenberg et al., 2013) mea-
surement is a satellite product that approximates fluorescence of the surface vegetation
and is given as a grid value. For all mentioned candidate drivers lags at 1, 2, 4 and 6
days were generated and added to input, as well as smoothed time series for Tair, Tsoil ,
Wai using a Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA, Broomhead and King (1986)) filter-
ing over 90 days with Buttlar et al. (2014) implementation as described in (Ilie et al.,
2017) and in Chapter 2. Lastly, the high frequency residuals obtained after smoothing
are included as independent inputs as well.
The final problem is then modelled as a symbolic regression of 26 candidate vari-
ables mapped to 1 target (Fig 5.2).
Previous studies show that Reco tends to exhibit high variability on daily scale,
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Parameter
Number of chromosomes 1000
Number of genes 3
Head length 5
Functions +; ;=;;xy;p; ln;exp
Terminals 24 candidate variables–specified in Data Section
Link function 
Max run time 1800 seconds
Fitness function CEM
Selection method for replication tournament(Coello and Montes, 2002)
Mutation probability 0.2
IS and RIS transpositions probabilities 0.05
Two-point recombination probability 0.3
Inversion probability 0.05
One point recombination probability 0.4
Number of individuals to optimize 20
Time to start optimization 0
Maximum CMA-ES iterations 50
Table 5.1: CMAGEP settings for each of the 50 independent runs per site.
which would make learning a regression with a GP based approach difficult, so the
target was log-transformed for all sites when training the CMAGEP models repeating
the procedure shown in Chapter 2 and (Ilie et al., 2017). For all 112 sites, the observa-
tions related to candidate drivers were unaltered and given as input in all independent
50 CMAGEP runs per site.
5.2.2 CMAGEP
The approach chosen for the automatic construction of models is the CMAGEP, a hy-
brid genetic programming and evolutionary strategy approach as developed and pro-
posed by the author in (Ilie et al.) and in Chapter 3, where details concerning design,
implementation and performance are discussed.
All settings used for generating CMAGEP models for all 112 FLUXNET sites are
given in Table 5.1.
5.2.2.1 Fitness function
The selection in the present CMAGEP evolutionary process is based on the Corrected
for complexity Efficiency of Modelling (CEM, Eq.2.2.3) fitness function, introduced
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for the first time by the author in (Ilie et al., 2017).
Fitness Function = CEM(f) =
s
(1 MEF(f))2+( P(f)
Pmax
)2+(1 SE(f))2 (5.2.1)
MEF(f) = 1 
n
å
i=1
(oi  pi)2
n
å
i=1
(oi  o¯)2
(5.2.2)
Pmax = gNh (5.2.3)
SE(X) =  
N
å
i=1
pi ln [pi] : (5.2.4)
Where, f is an evolution individual, MEF is the Nash–Sutcliffe Modelling Effi-
ciency (MEF) coefficient (Bennett et al., 2010; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) (5.2.2), with
oi observed target value at time step i, o¯ mean of observed target values, and pi pre-
dicted value at time step i.
P(f) and Pmax are the number of parameters for the current individual and the max-
imum number of parameters for any individual with the current CMAGEP settings.
gN and h are the number of genes making an individual and the head length.
SE is the normalized Shannon Entropy (SE) value computed for the ordinal patterns
of the residuals as defined in the work of (Sippel et al., 2016) and further detailed in
(Ilie et al., 2017) with X = fpi; i = 1; : : : ;Ng denoting a probability distribution with
åNi=1 pi = 1 and N possible states.
5.2.3 Automated Reco model extraction by CMAGEP: experiment
design
Although there were more sites available in the FLUXNET database, after data qual-
ity and minimum quantity filtering, 112 measurement sites containing carbon cycle
measurements at daily scale of various lengths were selected.
For each site the CMAGEP approach was used to automatically build symbolic
regressions to model daily Reco flux.
The CMAGEP SR models were build based on data from each site as follows:
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1. The total data set is split into two sets, a training set with 75 % of the total
available data instances and a validation set with 25%;
2. The train-validation split is done 50 times, resulting in a total of 50 subset pairs
for each site;
3. A CMAGEP model is constructed based on each training set with Table 5.1,
resulting in a total of 50 model structures for each site;
4. The fitness function mean is computed over all 50 validation subsets;
5. The structure with the best fitness mean value over all subsets is selected as best
structure for the site.
All 50 CMAGEP runs performed for each of the 112 site solutions have a final
CMA-ES optimization step, where the maximum iteration number allowed for reach-
ing an optimum is no longer so drastically constricted as in Tab. 5.1.
The most significant structures are selected and reported. Since MEF is a measure
allowing for easier understanding and interpretation of goodness of fit and prediction
capacity, associated MEF values were computed over the cross validations data sets
and reported, and not the associated CEM values as used in the learning process .
5.3 Results
The CMAGEP for SR framework was used to generate models for 112 FLUXNET
sites. The 112 generated model structures were subjected to fitness based selection
leading to finding a single CMAGEP model structure with 112 parametrisations for
112 local site conditions. Patterns in goodness of fit and mathematical structures of
the CMAGEP models were studied and conclusions regarding underlying signals over
different climate and vegetation types could be drawn. The CMAGEP models were
compared with a set of established models for Reco in the ecology community with
the CMAGEP derived models always showing modelling performances in a very close
range or surpassing those of established models. Finally, a single CMAGEP model
with a unique set of parameters was selected for simulating total daily Reco fluxes
globally for one specific year. Remarkably, due to the internal structure of the single
CMAGEP model, the simulated daily Reco fluxes did not need input drivers available
only at the discrete 1112 FLUXNET sites but were generated over a much finer grid,
covering a large global spatial distribution. The total Reco flux was within reason-
able orders of magnitude from results in other independent studies (Zscheischler et al.,
2017).
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5.3.1 CMAGEP models for terrestrial respiration fluxes
Models were generated for describing Reco responses to external, biotic and abiotic
drivers for each of the 112 studied FLUXNET measurement sites by applying CMAGEP
to real biogeochemical flux measurements with Tab. 5.1 settings.
The CMAGEP generated models showed a large degree of internal structure vari-
ation over the 112 studied sites, as well as large variation in prediction capacities, as
measured by mean validation MEF values 5.9.
However, since the 112 model structures were only optimized for the local condi-
tions of each site, it would be very difficult to say whether a certain model structure
type would appropriately capture general trends of the Reco responses at all sites. With
one of the main interests of this study being that of understanding the generality trait
of a model structure, that is the capacity of a model built from measurements captured
at a certain site to represent the responses of Reco fluxes to candidate drivers at other
sites, each individual CMAGEP model structure was re-optimized with CMA-ES for
the local conditions of each of the remaining 111 sites not seen during training.
Mean fitness values were computed for each of 112 CMAGEP model structures
and their 112 optimized site–parametrisations. The CMAGEP model with the highest
mean fitness value over the 112 parametrisations was selected and reported as the best
over-all-sites model structure, or the global model structure.
The CMAGEP model structure with highest mean MEF value recorded 0.52 at
validation on 112 site–parametrisations and is reported in Eq. 5.3.1. The model struc-
ture in Eq. 5.3.1 is called from here onwards the Global Respiration Model Structure
(GRMS).
GRMS := Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) (5.3.1)
where t is time in days, and a , b and g are parameters optimized locally by the CMA-
ES component of CMAGEP.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the prediction capacity of the individual site parametrisation
of the GRMS and that of each of the locally trained CMAGEP and shows that the
general trend is quite close to the 1:1 line with very few exceptions from the dry and
tropical climate types. Such a similarity in over-all performance indicates that although
initially different model structures might have been generated by CMAGEP for each
of the 112 sites, there is an underlying signal that can be sufficiently well described by
GRMS over all sites when local CMA-ES optimizations are performed.
The similarity in prediction capacity for different structures when local parametri-
sations are done sufficiently well recalls the results obtained previously in Chapters
2 and 3 regarding the equifinality of models characterizing respiration fluxes. It is
possible that although structurally they might seem different the model formulations
describe a similar signal over a certain domain with the optimal set of parameters dis-
covered by the CMA-ES component of the CMAGEP.
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Figure 5.3: Comparing values of mean MEF computed over the validation samples
between Best-per-all-sites structure and Best per each site structure over all climate
and vegetation PFT types. All 112 CMAGEP models and their 112 parametrisations
were obtained after 50 independent runs with the settings given in Table 5.1
5.3.2 Detailed analysis of selected sites
Since the manuscript would become far too dense with the illustration of all CMAGEP
models and their capacity to recreate the original Reco signal for each site in time series
model fit comparisons, 6 relevant cases of modelling were selected and included in a
detailed analysis: a pair taken from the best modelled sites, two averagely modelled
sites and two poorly modelled sites.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate a selection of modelling situations for terrestrial respi-
ration fluxes. On the first row are illustrated sites that have a good representation of the
fluxes by both the locally trained models and the GRMS with local parametrisations,
with validation MEF values between 0.79 and 0.84. On the second row sites for which
the models record average MEF values between 0.51 and 0.66 and on the third row,
site for which it is visible that only the mean values are represented by both the local
and global models, with MEF values very close to 0. The Fig. show once more that
for certain types of climate and PFTs the CMAGEP models are capable of accurately
reconstruct the present signal, especially if a strong seasonality is present, and that for
specific sites, just using the mean to model the respiration flux values might be just as
useful, such cases being present mostly in tropical climate types.
In Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 the CO2 flux values observed at the site are compared with the
predicted flux values by the best over all sites model with locally optimized parameters
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Figure 5.4: (A) Observed daily ecosystem CO2 outgoing flux, and the fluxes modelled
by the best CMAGEP model at the single site and modelled by the CMAGEP model
over all-sites in terms of mean MEF. All single site CMAGEP models were selected
after 50 independent runs with settings given in Table 5.1. A set of the best, mean and
worst modelled sites. The first 2 letters in the titles indicate the country where the site
is found and can point to climate type.
for the same set of selected sites as shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. The figures illustrate not
the modelling capacity of the GRMS for the selected sites, but also an underestimation
of high fluxes, especially for the better modelled sites. The underestimation is even
stronger with lower values of Wai, meaning higher water stress for the local vegetation.
5.3.3 Patterns in structure types
The interest of the study was not only in determining a unique model structure with
a high prediction accuracy, but also in understanding and interpreting the emerging
structures over all sites.
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Figure 5.5: (B) Observed daily ecosystem CO2 outgoing flux, and the fluxes modelled
by the best CMAGEP model at the single site and modelled by the CMAGEP model
over all-sites in terms of mean MEF.)
In order to visualise the diversity of the model structures performing better globally,
a set of 10 best global CMAGEP model structures for Reco responses to environmental
drivers was constructed. The set of 10 best models over all sites was built based on se-
lection of mean MEF values computed over 112 FLUXNET sites for the 112 CMAGEP
models and their individual parameter sets optimized for the local conditions at each
site.
The set of 10 best structures is studied due to the possibility of determining an
underlying presence of structural patterns in CMAGEP models for Reco responses to
external drivers. and for that purpose the models with the 10 best mean MEF scores
were selected and reported in Table 5.2, ordered by mean MEF values over the 112
studied FLUXNET sites.
From the Table 5.2, a clear pattern could be observed, with the structure in equation
5.3.1 appearing in the first 7 out of the 10 reported models, and an exponential response
of Reco to Si fms and Tair always being present.
For exploring possible links between CMAGEP extracted model structure types
and the climate types associated to the sites where the measurements for which models
have been generated, mean MEF values per climate type were computed for each of the
112 models optimized to local site conditions. The mean MEF value for each climate
type was also determined for the GRMS and its locally optimized parameter sets.
The local CMAGEP model structure types with the highest mean MEF values per
climate type were selected and reported. The selection was done as well for the GRMS
and the mean MEF values at each climate type.
When the best structures per climate type were determined based on mean MEF
values at validation for all the sites belonging to a certain climate, as reported in Ta-
ble 5.3, for similar climate types, such as the Arctic and Boreal ones, similar model
structures had the best modelling accuracy. It was especially interesting that in these
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Figure 5.6: (A) Observed daily ecosystem CO2 outgoing flux against the fluxes mod-
elled by the best CMAGEP model at the single site and modelled by the CMAGEP
model over all-sites in terms of mean MEF and their relation to water availability in-
dex (WAI). A set of best and averagely modelled sites.
climate types the main features selected were only referring to temperature change and
that other drivers did not seem to impact the fluxes as strongly.
Similar structures were obtained for sites from Temperate, Temperate-Continental
and Mediterranean climate types, with better prediction accuracy for the model struc-
tures for sites from Temperate climate. These sites present the same structure as the
global model structure (Eq. 5.3.1). The most complex structures per climate type were
selected for climate types that are either water stressed, such as the Dry climate, or in
climates that do not show a strong seasonality such as the Tropical climate.
The recorded mean MEF values for the best per climate model and the global model
structure are in a close range, with notable significant differences is in Dry climate
sites. In the Dry climate sites possibly due to water stress, temperature and vegetation
descriptors only might not be sufficient to capture the local dynamics.
Across all climate types the lowest capacity of CMAGEP models to accurately
capture Reco flux changes is in the tropics. This is possibly due to a reduced flux sea-
sonality in the tropics that cannot be captured by the candidate drivers that inherently
describe seasonal components.
Patterns in possible links of CMAGEP models to climate and PFT combinations
were also studied with the previously described selection done at the detailed aggrega-
tion of both climate and vegetation type (plant functional type, PFT).
Mean MEF values were computed over the validation sets for all sites in a certain
climate PFT type pair. The results were reported in Tab. 5.4 and 5.5.
Although the emerging patterns were no longer clear for the climate PFT pairs, it
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Figure 5.7: (B) Observed daily ecosystem CO2 outgoing flux against the fluxes mod-
elled by the best CMAGEP model at the single site and modelled by the CMAGEP
model over all-sites in terms of mean MEF and their relation to water availability in-
dex (WAI). A set of poorly modelled sites.
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Table 5.2: Best 10 CMAGEP structures over all sites in terms of mean MEF at vali-
dation selected from 112 parametrisation sets for 112 site models generated after 50
independent CMAGEP runs with settings given in Table 5.1.
No. Structure MEF s
1 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
2 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
3 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
4 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
5 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
6 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
7 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)+ g) 0.52 0.02
8 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t) log(aSi fms(t))+bTair(t)) 0.51 0.00
9 Reco(t) = exp(q log(aSi fms(t))+bTair(t)+ g) 0.51 0.00
10 Reco(t) = exp(aSi fms(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.47 0.03
could still be seen that for similar climate and PFT pair types, similar model structures
were performing better.
Once more, the mean MEF validation values for the GRMS were in a similar range
from MEF values computed for the best structure selected for each climate-PFT type.
This was confirmed by the fact that over all climate-PFT combination types the two
MEF averages were 0.49 for the GRMS and 0.52 for the best per climate-PFT combi-
nation structure respectively.
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Table 5.3: Best structures per climate type. Mean MEF values are reported for the best CMAGEP model over all sites in each
climate type (MEF and s ) and for the GRMS, the best CMAGEP model structure over all sites (MEFx and sx). All CMAGEP
models were obtained after 50 independent runs with Tab. 5.1 settings at each site in the set of 112 studied FLUXNET sites.
Climate type sites Structure MEF s MEFx sx
Arctic 2 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.60 0.02 0.57 0.02
Boreal 21 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.67 0.02 0.63 0.02
Dry (arid and semi arid) 4 exp(b4Tair(t 4) kexp( aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.50 0.03 0.39 0.02
SubTropical-Mediterranean 30 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.47 0.02 0.47 0.02
Temperate 30 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.54 0.02 0.54 0.02
Temperate-Continental with hot or warm summers 18 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.63 0.02 0.63 0.02
Tropical 7 exp(aSi fms(t) log(bTair(t))+wWai(t)+ g) 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.01
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PTable 5.4: Best structures per climate and PFT type (A). Mean MEF values are reported for the best CMAGEP model over all
sites in each climate PFT type pair (MEF and s ) and for the GRMS, the best CMAGEP model structure over all sites (MEFx and
sx). All CMAGEP models were obtained after 50 independent runs with Tab. 5.1 settings at each site from the set of 112 studied
FLUXNET sites.
Climate type PFT sites Structure MEF s MEFx sx
Arctic GRA 1 exp( kexp( bTair(t))+ g) 0.79 0.00 0.74 0.00
Arctic OSH 1 exp( w2Wai(t 2)7+b4Tair(t 4)) 0.43 0.00 0.40 0.00
Boreal OSH 2 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.78 0.01 0.73 0.01
Boreal MF 2 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.75 0.05 0.71 0.05
Boreal GRA 2 exp(d2Tsoil(t 2)) 0.66 0.01 0.63 0.01
Boreal ENF 15 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.64 0.07 0.61 0.07
Dry (arid and semi arid) WSA 1 exp( aSi fms(t)+wWai(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))) 0.75 0 0.33 0
Dry (arid and semi arid) SAV 1 exp( aSi fms(t) wWai(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))  g) 0.69 0 0.64 0
Dry (arid and semi arid) GRA 2 exp(b4Tair(t 4) kexp( aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.32 0.12 0.3 0.12
SubTropical-Mediterranean OSH 1 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.86 0 0.83 0
SubTropical-Mediterranean ENF 4 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.72 0.01 0.72 0.01
SubTropical-Mediterranean CRO 3 exp(bTair(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.59 0.07 0.58 0.07
SubTropical-Mediterranean DBF 7 exp(bTair(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.55 0.04 0.55 0.04
SubTropical-Mediterranean SAV 1 exp(aSi fms(t) log(bTair(t))+wWai(t)+ g) 0.5 0 0.37 0
SubTropical-Mediterranean GRA 7 exp(bTair(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.4 0.06 0.4 0.06
SubTropical-Mediterranean MF 2 exp( aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)) 0.35 0.04 0.35 0.04
SubTropical-Mediterranean WSA 3 exp(aSi fms(t)+wWai(t)+b4Tair(t 4)  g) 0.32 0.09 0.3 0.09
SubTropical-Mediterranean EBF 2 exp(aSi fms(t)+wWai(t)+b4Tair(t 4)  g) 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Table 5.5: Best structures per climate and PFT type (B). Mean MEF values are reported for the best CMAGEP model over all
sites in each climate PFT type pair (MEF and s ) and for the GRMS, the best CMAGEP model structure over all sites (MEFx and
sx). All CMAGEP models were obtained after 50 independent runs with Tab. 5.1 settings at each site from the set of 112 studied
FLUXNET sites.
Climate type PFT sites Structure MEF s MEFx sx
Temperate MF 1 exp(bTair(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.77 0 0.76 0
Temperate ENF 4 exp( kexp( bTair(t))+ g) 0.68 0.03 0.62 0.03
Temperate WET 1 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.59 0 0.53 0
Temperate CRO 7 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.56 0.03 0.56 0.03
Temperate GRA 12 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.55 0.06 0.55 0.06
Temperate EBF 2 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.53 0.12 0.5 0.12
Temperate DBF 3 exp(aSi fms(t)+bTair(t)  g) 0.29 0.1 0.29 0.1
Temperate-Continental MF 2 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.82 0.02 0.81 0.02
Temperate-Continental CRO 4 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.68 0.02 0.67 0.02
Temperate-Continental DBF 3 exp(bTair(t)+b4Tair(t 4)+ g) 0.68 0.05 0.68 0.05
Temperate-Continental CSH 1 exp(aSi fms(t) log(aSi fms(t))+bTair(t)) 0.64 0 0.61 0
Temperate-Continental ENF 5 exp( kexp( bTair(t))+ g) 0.57 0.05 0.56 0.05
Temperate-Continental GRA 3 exp(bTair(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))+ g) 0.53 0.12 0.5 0.12
Tropical WSA 1 exp(aSi fms(t) log(bTair(t))+wWai(t)+ g) 0.33 0 0.31 0
Tropical CRO 1 exp(aSi fms(t) log(aSi fms(t))+bTair(t)) 0.25 0 0.24 0
Tropical SAV 1 exp( aSi fms(t)+wWai(t)+q log(aSi fms(t))) 0.09 0 0.04 0
Tropical EBF 3 exp(bTair(t)+kexp(w2Wai(t 2))+q log(aSi fms(t))  g) 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03
Tropical TBD 1 exp(bTair(t) w2Wai(t 2)+ g) 0.01 0 0 0
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Figure 5.8: World map distribution of MEF at validation for the best structures per
each of the 112 studied sites after 50 independent runs of CMAGEP.
5.3.4 Patterns in modelling capacity
In order to investigate if a clear correlation can be made between the capacity of the
GEP models to automatically reconstruct the respiration response to possible drivers
based on data and local environment conditions at the sites, such as mean annual tem-
perature (MAT), a figure was generated showing the MEF values for each of the 112
CMAGEP models built for the studied sites against the MAT recorded at the site.
A similar figure was generated for the best model structure over all sites by map-
ping the MEF values for all 112 parametrisations to the corresponding MAT values
recorded at the individual sites.
To analyse possible patterns in modelling efficiency relating to climate type and
PFT, the figures include information on site classification.
For visualising the global spatial distribution of modelling capacity for the CMAGEP
model structures built for the 112 studied FLUXNET sites, and for assessing whether
there are sites in certain regions of the world where the respiration flux can be better
simulated by the automatically built GEP models, a map of the MEF values corre-
sponding to the structures was produced.
Possible differences in modelling capacities between the 112 structures built inde-
pendently for each site and the unique solution that performs best over all sites were
investigated. Patterns were explored for links between such differences and climate
types as well as between modelling capacity differences and climate types–PFT pairs.
The best over all 112 studied sites.
When patterns in the capacity of the CMAGEP models to accurately predict the
original respiration fluxes for the 112 studied sites were explored, it was found that
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Figure 5.9: World map distribution of MEF at validation for the best structure over all
112 sites after 50 independent runs of CMAGEP.
spatially, the sites from the boreal and temperate climates were modelled the best and
that the sites in the tropical sites presented the lowest validation MEF values, as seen in
Fig. 5.8. A very similar distribution of prediction capacity over the global map could
be seen for the 112 parametrisations of the GRMS (Fig. 5.9).
Figures 5.10b and 5.10a confirm the link of modelling capacity with climate type
and show furthermore that within a climate type, the respiration fluxes for sites in
forests are captured better than others and that the lowest modelling capacities are
recorded for sites in grasslands. The same link to climate type, PFT and MEF values is
seen when the sites have been aggregated by climate and climate type-PFT (Fig. 5.11).
These observed patterns could be related to the magnitude of the respiration fluxes and
the seasonality strength in these PFT.
5.3.5 Global solution parametrisations and links to local site envi-
ronment descriptors
To investigate the main factors determining the parametrisations of the best global so-
lution for the FLUXNET sites, correlations were computed between model structure
parametrisations of Eq. 5.3.1 at each site and a set of relevant environment factors
measured at the studied sites such as mean annual air and soil temperature (MAT and
MATsoil), mean annual precipitation (MAP), mean annual incoming short-wave radia-
tion (Rg), and mean annual vapour pressure deficit (V PD).
Correlation values were reported for the entire range of the measured environment
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(a) Best per site CMAGEP structure after 50 independent runs with Tab. 5.1.
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(b) Over all-sites CMAGEP best structure after 50 independent runs with Tab. 5.1.
Figure 5.10: MEF for all sites per climate and vegetation PFT types against envi-
ronment site descriptors, here Mean Annual Temperature (MAT).
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Figure 5.11: Upper: Comparing MEF validation values aggregated per climate type
between CMAGEP Best per all sites structure and Best per climate types structure.
Lower: Comparing MEF validation values aggregated per climate type and PFT
type between CMAGEP Best per all sites structure and Best per climate type and PFT
type structure. The structures were obtained after 50 independent CMAGEP runs with
the settings given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.12: a , GRMS (Eq. 5.3.1) parameter associated to Si fms and its optimized
values over 112 sites with CMAGEP with possible correlations to environment site
descriptors such as mean annual temperatures, precipitation, water deficit indexes and
incoming daylight radiation.
factors as well as by quartiles (Q) splits for all 112 studied sites.
In order to reduce the need to optimize the models locally every time a respiration
simulation is required, links were investigated between the values of the GRMS param-
eter set at each the studied sites and the mean annual values for a set of environmental
factors recorded at the studied sites.
For a , parameter associated with changes in Si fms, Fig. 5.12 shows no significant
correlations with the mean annual precipitation and air and soil temperatures values.
Low correlations, with R2 values of 0.13 and 0.2 respectively, are visible however
between the recorded a values and the mean annual Rg and V PD values recorded at
the 112 sites. The correlations to Rg could point to vegetation dependency to light for
photosynthesis and the V PD could be a proxy for the missing water component of the
model due to parsimony pressure. The figure shows as well that the higher values of
the a parameter are associated to sites coming from subtropical and dry climates.
Similar results were found for b , the Tair parameter and mean annual values for
the local environmental factors, with R2 values close to 0 for the precipitation an tem-
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Figure 5.13: b , GRMS (Eq. 5.3.1) parameter associated to Tair and its optimized
values over 112 sites with CMAGEP with possible correlations to environment site
descriptors such as mean annual temperatures, precipitation, water deficit indexes and
incoming daylight radiation.
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Figure 5.14: g , GRMS (Eq. 5.3.1) free parameter and its optimized values over 112
sites with CMAGEP with possible correlations to environment site descriptors such as
mean annual temperatures, precipitation, water deficit indexes and incoming daylight
radiation.
perature indices and low correlations with R2 values of 0.13 and 0.15 as seen in Fig.
5.13.
No relevant correlations were noticed between g , the free term of the GRMS and
any of the studied environmental indices in Fig. 5.14, where all recorded R2 values
were very close to 0. It is clear however that higher values of the g parameter are
distinctly associated to sites coming from tropical climates.
Figure 5.15 shows the distributions of the a ,b and g parameter values split by Q
of the 5 studied environmental markers in order to establish a possible link between
the GRMS parameters over 112 studied sites and the specific Q of the environmental
markers.
The b parameter shows lower values in the first Q of the Tair, others have similar
distribution over all Q. The a parameter shows larger values in Q2 and Q4 of Tsoil and
low values on Q1 and Q3. The b parameter shows lower values in Q4 of Tsoil , and
similar distribution over all other Q. Similar distributions over all Q for all parameters
on MAP, except for a on the 4th Q. g has higher values over Q3 of V PD, and a has
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similar over all Q with b showing lower values over Q2 While a shows larger values
on the Q1 of the Rg, the other parameters have similar distributions over all Q.
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of GRMS parameters vs mean annual values of environment
site descriptors.
5.3.6 Comparing with literature established models
In order to assess the goodness-of-fit and prediction performance of models built with
CMAGEP for Reco over the 112 FLUXNET sites in the context of established ecology
models, the MEF values recorded by the GRMS were compared with MEF values of a
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set of established models in the ecology community. These models have been locally
optimized using CMA-ES for a fair comparison and are given in Table 5.6 with detailed
response descriptions in Ilie et al. (2017).
Prediction capacities in terms of validation values MEF recorded by models com-
monly used in the biogeochemistry community for simulating and predicting terrestrial
CO2 fluxes were compared with those of the CMAGEP developed GRMS and its local
parametrisations at all the 112 studied sites (Fig 5.16 5.17).
The parameters for all the compared models were locally optimized using the
CMA-ES approach for fairness.
The models built by CMAGEP usually performed predictions as well and often bet-
ter compared to the studied literature models at the 112 studied sites, with notable ex-
ceptions in sites from subtropical and dry climates. Specifically, the Arrhenius model
is clearly outperformed by the GMRS at all 112 sites, the Q10 model is strongly out-
performed by the GRMS model for sites from temperate, subtropical and dry areas,
with other sites falling in a similar range of prediction performance. The improve-
ment in performance by GMRMS is even stronger when compared to the Q10 model
that has a water component added. Next, the 4 models presented in the work of (Migli-
avacca et al., 2011) containing GPP components have a similar prediction performance
to each other as well as to the GRMS model parametrisations, with the literature mod-
els performing better for some sites from subtropical and dry climates and the GMRS
performing better in sites from boreal areas.
Table 5.6: Respiration model formulations commonly used in the environmental sci-
ence community
Model Formulation Reference
Arrhenius a e E0=RT (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994)
Q10 f1f (
T Tre f
10 )
2 (Reichstein and Beer, 2008)
Water Q10 f1f (
T Tre f
10 )
2  SWCSWC+f3 
f4
SWC+f4 (Richardson et al., 2008)
LinGPP (R0+ k2GPP) eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
ExpGPP [R0+R2(1  ek2GPP)] eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
addLinGPP R0 eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) + k2GPP (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
addExpGPP R0 eE0(
1
Tre f T0 
1
TA T0 ) ak+SWC(1 a)k+SWC(1 a) +R2(1  ek2GPP) (Migliavacca et al., 2011)
a;E0;f1;f2;f3;f4;R0;R2;k;k2 and a are model parameters.
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5.3.7 Unique CMAGEP model for global and yearly simulation
Up-scaling from a terrestrial respiration model structure developed with the help of
CMAGEP based on local measurement sites to a model that can be applied at a global
level will be difficult from practical and computational reasons.
Although in the previous sections a best over all sites CMAGEP model structure
could be proposed with GRMS, the GRMS had 112 unique parametrisations that would
not be easily calibrated to all studied FLUXNET sites.
In these conditions, investigating the possibility to select a single parametrisation
of GRMS to perform the task of modelling Reco responses to external drivers better
than other GRMS parametrisations along all 112 studied sites became an interesting
problem. Furthermore, the possibility to apply a unique model structure and parametri-
sation over the entire globe would be ideal for generating simulated global daily eco-
logical terrestrial respiration fluxes.
To this purpose, mean CEM values were computed over all 112 sites for all 112
GRMS parametrisations. The GRMS parametrisation with the highest over-all sites
mean CEM value was selected as the final single CMAGEP model for describing Reco
responses to environmental drivers at the global level.
For assessing the capacity of the selected model to accurately capture the Reco flux
magnitude and to determine if a single model parametrisation selected based on the
over-all sites best fitness function mean value type of approach is worth following,
daily terrestrial respiration values were computed for all grids determined by the 360
latitude and 720 longitude lines over one specific year. The daily fluxes were then
weighed by the grid area and aggregated over one year for each grid. Finally, a yearly
estimated respiration flux aggregated over all grids was computed and compared with
established estimations.
A single set of parameters was computed for the GRMS based on mean CEM
values, with the unique GMRS further used for extrapolating the Reco fluxes globally,
even to grids were no measurements were available. The extrapolation was only done
for a specific year, 2006.
The model used for generating the mean Reco daily flux values for all grids over the
entire globe is:
Rgeco(t) = 0:71exp(0:45Si fms(t)+0:04Tair(t)) (5.3.2)
The mean daily Reco flux values as predicted by the CMAGEP model for the year
2006 are shown in figure 5.18.
Based on the unique parametrisation of the global CMAGEP model, i.e Rgeco, after
weighting by grid area, the total predicted terrestrial respiration flux for the year 2006
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is
Reco(2006) 88 PgC (5.3.3)
The resulting simulation is found in a sensible range, especially when considering a
recent study showing mean yearly global Reco values at  89 PgC (Zscheischler et al.,
2017).
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Figure 5.16: Mean MEF values at validation for CMAGEP models vs. mean MEF
values at validation for a set of established models in the ecology community, over all
112 studied sites. Part A.
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Figure 5.17: Mean MEF values at validation for CMAGEP models vs. mean MEF
values at validation for a set of established models in the ecology community, over all
112 studied sites. Part B.
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Figure 5.18: CMAGEP modelled annual terrestrial CO2 efflux per gridded area.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Main remarks on the CMAGEP generated models for Reco
fluxes for 112 FLUXNET sites
One of the main results obtained from analysing the models obtained based on CMAGEP
evolutions on data from 112 independent measurement sites, was that a clear structural
pattern is present in models built for sites from similar climatic zones, differences ap-
pearing mainly in local site conditions parametrisations.
This aspect is truly remarkable since it shows not only a possible underlying re-
sponse of terrestrial ecosystem respiration to drivers across different sites, but also that
such a response can be, at least partially, captured by an automated regression tech-
nique such as CMAGEP starting from measurements alone.
From the perspective of deploying a model structure with a unique parametrisation
to improve the terrestrial respiration component of a global earth system model, it was
encouraging to see that a single Reco model structure could be identified to outperform
others over the global distribution of sites. That this model represents simple processes
is even more important. Of course it was clear that when local estimations are needed,
especially in subtropical and dry areas, that the missing Wai component would make
a difference in prediction capacity, however the fact that a simple unique model can
be sufficiently well recalibrated seems to point to the presence of a general underlying
signal of the response of Reco to drivers over the data measured at all sites.
The GRMS model generated the most accurate predictions in the temperate and
boreal sites that show strong seasonality in the Reco fluxes, with the lack of temperature
seasonality explaining why the GMRS performs least well in the tropical areas, where
the model could almost just be replaced by the Reco mean.
When the capacity of CMAGEP models to accurately fit Reco fluxes was studied
at the deeper level, an Reco high flux underestimation was present over a large portion
of the studied site cases. An Reco high flux underestimation was also present in the
study shown in Chapter 2, although in Chapter 2 the relation to water stress was not so
clear as in this large scale study. It was especially interesting to see a link between the
GRMS missing the high flux values and low WAI values, since the WAI was not specif-
ically chosen as a feature of the GRMS. It could be that the influence the WAI appears
only in certain conditions, such as high temperatures, etc. and that these conditions or
relations were too expensive for CMAGEP to include in solutions considering the fit-
ness cost penalising for longer solutions. On the other hand it could be that CMAGEP
in the current implementation lacks the ability to describe shifts in system conditions,
because a conditional operator cannot be included in the initial function set, although
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it might be necessary.
A similar shift in system functionality is further described in the work of von But-
tlar et al. (2018), where plants are shown to change carbon exchange regime when
water and temperature stress are combined. Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate this relation for
the studied FLUXNET sites.
5.4.2 Current CMAGEP implementation limitations
Although the current results are encouraging for the CMAGEP SR framework and its
application to biogeochemistry flux modelling, some of the of the CMAGEP limita-
tions for symbolic regression need to be addressed and should be taken in account by
future users, or updated by future developers.
The current implementation of the CMAGEP package is limited by the lack of
a conditional operator, and that is especially significant when there are shifts in the
response of the target to its drivers.
The stochasticity of the GP systems has always been one of the main critiques of
the techniques and this plagues CMAGEP as well. The non-deterministic behaviour
of CMAGEP makes it challenging to confidently say that one extract model structure
is the global optimal solution, especially since the solution is only generated based on
the available data.
The CMAGEP does not currently have specific treatment of lags, although includ-
ing them in the learning process is very relevant. Perhaps only relying on the user to
know that a set of lags should be generated and included in the set of candidate drivers
is not sufficient and CMAGEP should have the option to automatically generate lags
in order to study autoregressive behaviour of the studied signals.
A framework that allows better comparison between the CMAGEP models is rec-
ommended, as prediction accuracy is often not sufficient, and the problem of automati-
cally mining for patterns in the functional formulations of the CMAGEP models would
prove to be significant, especially from interpretation and knowledge discovery point
of view.
The strongest drawback of evolutionary systems such as CMAGEP remains never-
theless the non-scalability (O’Neill et al., 2010), with convergence times being difficult
to approximate once data size or fitness function complexity increase drastically. Nev-
ertheless, there are many techniques and parameter settings used by the community to
counter this behaviour, such as active learning with strong sub-sampling until a stable
solution appears in a generation, etc.
The current CMAGEP implementation addresses this problem by including param-
eters referring to the maximum allowed time in generations without an improvement
in fitness, or even by simply including a stop time in seconds.
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5.5 Conclusion and outlook
CMAGEP was successfully applyed to automatically generate models for 112 FLUXNET
monitoring sites. After recalibrating each model for the local conditions of all the
studied sites, certain model structures were more appropriate for the different studied
climates, and interesting pattern emerged.
Although the purpose of the present study was mostly exploratory and the proposal
of a unique model formulation for the global terrestrial ecosystem respiration was not
one of the initially defined goals, the fact that it was possible to finally select one single
model and even generate reasonable simulations for the global yearly aggregated daily
Reco flux can be considered a promising start. However, when a single model is desired
for extrapolating daily Reco flux at the global level, much more work is needed to
understand the links of the local parametrisations to ecosystem conditions and possible
correlations to drivers that were not yet considered in this study but that might influence
the response of Reco.
The emerging patterns in CMAGEP model structures and parameter sets for Reco
responses to external drivers with respect to climate and PFT types were very interest-
ing to analyse and show promise for future studies.
Future work in CMAGEP model structure pattern analysis might include learning
from the bulk sites by climate or PFT types followed by comparing the new CMAGEP
models with single site CMAGEP generated models.
Other interesting future research directions might include the treatment of the cur-
rent problem not only as a symbolic regression problem, but as a classification prob-
lem. In such a setting, Reco’s response to external drivers discriminating well between
the different climate types or even PFTs could be explored.
In order to help the interpretation aspect, this approach might significantly benefit
from including Vladislavleva et al. (2009)’s orders of non-linearity as a measure of
solution complexity instead of solution length, since such a parsimony pressure would
limit the appearance of functions that are very hard to grasp conceptually in the real
world modelling such as exp(exp).
Due to obvious time and resources limitations, these features will only be addressed
in future releases of the CMAGEP package.
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6.1 Conclusions
The present thesis showed an extensive interdisciplinary study, where the focus has
been both on the development of a machine learning approach that allows for the au-
tomated discovery of compact symbolic regressions, as well as on the potential of
applying such an approach in the biogeochemistry field. In the following paragraphs I
will mentions some of the most significant findings of this doctoral project.
A standard GEP C++ package was implemented from scratch and was applied to
real terrestrial ecosystem carbon exchange flux observations measured at a single forest
site. The GEP models were shown to outperform currently established Reco models in
the biogeochemistry field, and displayed lower sensitivity to noise compared to other
well known machine learning methods in an artificial data experiment.
The GEP models complemented existing knowledge for the response of Reco to ex-
ternal drivers by describing novel and interesting components of the model structures.
Although novel, the GEP model components were still in line with experimental and
empirical biogeochemistry studies.
To increase the interpretability of the GEP models for symbolic regression, the
CMAGEP was designed and implemented. CMAGEP was then compared to GEP for
symbolic regression when applied to two artificial data benchmarks, one established
in the GP community, and another containing high precision constants. In both cases
CMAGEP outperformed or was equal to GP in terms of accuracy and more importantly,
CMAGEP generated  60 % shorter solutions. The improvements to CMAGEP were
more noticeable for the high precision constant funciton set, showing that when con-
stant calibration is needed, the CMA-ES component of the CMAGEP helps reach a
solutions optimally.
The current GEP and CMAGEP implementations were compared with a demo
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version of a commercial GEP over an established real data benchmark data set, and
CMAGEP outperformed both GEP implementations, with GEP being equally accurate
for both current and commercial implementations.
When the CMAGEP and GEP models were compared with a set of know machine
learning approaches, it was shown that their prediction performances were in a sensible
range to the state-of-the-art, with the GP system having the advantage of returning a
readable function as well.
CMAGEP was then used to build compact and interesting models for methane
terrestrial exchange in an Arctic monitoring site.
Lastly, CMAGEP was used in a large scale modelling experiment for describing
Reco responses to external drivers over 112 monitoring sites. The CMAGEP models
revealed interesting patterns, and both confirmed known responses as well as intro-
ducing new After an extensive analysis on the emerging patterns in CMAGEP model
structures, it was possible to select a CMAGEP structure that generalises the Reco func-
tional properties sufficiently well. The CMAGEP model was a simple model with only
2 non-site dependent variables and was easily used to simulate daily Reco fluxes over
the entire globe for a specific year. When the fluxes were summed globally and yearly,
the total estimated terrestrial ecosystem respiration flux was in a very close range to
results from independent studies.
Considering all the above mentioned results it can be stated with confidence that
CMAGEP is a promising approach for developing relevant and compact solutions for
the response of terrestrial ecosystem respiration to candidate drivers. At the same time
it is clear that CMAGEP is not confined to the field of biogeochemistry, but can easily
be applied to solve problems in other fields where interpretation and understanding of
the modelling process is needed.
6.2 Future Work
Among future research direction, some that seem more interesting include:
 Studying the physical, chemical or biological soundness of the model structures
returned by CMAGEP, in order to establish how fit they would be for real world
simulation deployment;
 Performing more thorough and exhaustive studies in the matter of independently
generated Symbolic Regression formulas equifinality;
 Constructing a framework where the model structures can also be compared
from interpretation point of view and not only based on prediction performance;
 Exploring the potential of CMAGEP for classification problems, especially when
interpretation is desired;
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 Further developing the CMAGEP package to cover some of the limitations men-
tioned in the thesis Chapters as well as adding learning strategies (e.g. deems,
intelligent sub-sampling) to shorten the learning time, since currently time to
return a solution scales poorly with increased data availability.
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Glossary
chromosome individual used in automatically evolving an optimal solution comprised
of a set of genes that are connected with a binary operation (e.g. + ). 15
CMA-ES covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy. 22
evolution the process of producing an optimal solution by GEP through. 15
expression tree binary tree used to represent algebraic expressions. 17
gene set of characters of fixed length that encodes an expression tree. 15
gene head initial section of the string that comprises a GEP gene, containing a com-
bination of characters that map to predictors and possible functional transforma-
tions. 17
gene tail end section of the string that comprises a GEP gene, containing only char-
acters that map to predictors. 17
generation time step of an evolution. 17
genetic operator operator that produces changes in the structure of a chromosome
and the expression tree it encodes by altering the strings representing composing
genes (e.g. mutation, inversion, recombination, etc.). 17
genetic operator rate probability of a genetic manipulation to occur during a gener-
ation. 19
GEP gene expression programming, machine learning method that evolves chromo-
some structures with the purpose of minimizing a cost function. 14
hyper-parameter set of parameters which need to be set for the runs of a machine
learning approach. 19
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Glossary
ill-posed problem a problem for which the solutions might not be unique or unstable,
also known as an inverse problem. 22
individual GEP entity that is a component of a population during a certain step of the
evolution process. Also known as chromosome. 17
MLM machine learning method that can produce predicted values based on a training
set. 24
population total set of chromosomes that participate at a certain step in the evolution
of an optimal solution in the GEP approach.. 17
reproduction process of generating new individuals for a new generation starting
from the present generation individuals after they go through structure modi-
fication and fitness based selection. 17
solution finally selected model structure resulting from a GEP run. 12, 14
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